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Abstract 
This dissertation is a linguistically-motivated investigation into different areas of language in children with 
autism spectrum disorders (ASD), compared to typically developing (TD) children. Fine distinctions 
between linguistic units were used in designing tasks on language production and comprehension in 
seven experiments. The focus of each chapter of this dissertation was on three main hypotheses 
respectively, namely (1) the Abstract Representation Difficulty Hypothesis that children with ASD (perhaps 
limited to the subgroup with co-morbid language impairments) have difficulties activating abstract lexical 
representations as effectively as TD children, due to their hyperattention to phonetic details of speech, (2) 
the Pragmatic over Grammatical Deficit Hypothesis that pragmatics is particularly difficult for all the ASD 
children, while morphological and semantic aspects of language are relatively intact, and (3) the Cognitive 
Factor Hypothesis that cognitive factors such as nonverbal intelligence quotient (NVIQ) and nonverbal 
working memory play a greater role in the ASD than the TD performance on linguistic tasks. 
Chapter 2 investigates the morpho-phonological and semantic aspects of the lexical processing of Thai 
compound and simplex words. Results suggest that morphological facilitation effects can be obtained 
independently of phonological and semantic relatedness in the processing of Thai compounds. While 
children with ASD with lower task performance display hyper-attention to the acoustic differences 
between primes and targets, children with ASD in the higher performance group have enhanced 
morphological effects, compared to their TD peers, and the effects appear to be independent of the 
presence of phonological effects and enhanced semantic effects. The lack of phonological effects in the 
first set of experiments was explored further in the later experiments. Children with ASD were found to be 
slower in processing natural-sounding surface phonological forms, suggesting that a deeper processing 
of neutralized forms than full forms. The similar performance on the next task with the integration of 
visual information suggests that the slower processing may result from their slower lexical semantic 
processing. The Abstract Representation Difficulty Hypothesis, thus, holds for a subgroup of children with 
ASD, while other children with ASD display intact phonological representation, enhanced morphological 
processing compared to TD controls, and intact but slower lexical processing. 
Chapter 3 explores the Pragmatic over Grammatical Deficits Hypothesis. Using fine distinctions within the 
personal reference terms, consistently replicated results suggest that while grammatical person phi-
features are intact in children with ASD's representation of pronouns, these children are less sensitive to 
deictic information in their interpretation of pronouns and tend to avoid using the first-person pronoun, 
with high deictic level, when they have freedom to choose personal names to refer to themselves. 
Children with ASD also performed more poorly on the comprehension of unmarked pronouns which 
requires implicated presupposition, suggesting that even with minimal comparisons among the pronouns, 
lexically-encoded core grammatical features and pragmatic ones are distinguished in children's language 
processing. Chapter 3 also adds to the literature on lexical presuppositions, scalar implicature, and 
implicated presuppositions that not only adolescents, but also children with ASD are age-appropriate in 
deriving scalar implicatures and that not all kinds of pragmatic inferences are equally challenging for 
children with ASD. The most indicative difference between the children with ASD and the TD group lies in 
the children with ASD's heavier reliance on literal, logical meaning when other semantically- and 
pragmatically-inferred meanings are violated. 
Chapter 4 partly contributes to the Cognitive Factor Hypothesis, suggesting a possibility that cognitive 
factors, as opposed to developmental factors, correlates more with children with ASD's performance on 
linguistic tasks. Additionally, children in both groups displayed correlations in their performance across all 
of the experiment in the dissertation. Individual language profiles were compiled with the results from the 
previous chapters. Two subgroups of children with ASD were identified through k-means cluster analysis. 
The children with ASD in Cluster 1 have globally better performance across experiments than children 
with ASD in Cluster 2, supporting that ASD children may be able to be classified into subgroups based on 
their performance on linguistic tasks alone. Even with globally better linguistic task performance, the 
children with ASD in Cluster 1 still appear to be less sensitive to social-deictic information, confirming that 
certain types of pragmatics are indeed more challenging than the others. 
In sum, this dissertation advances our understanding on morphological, semantic, and pragmatic abilities 
of children with autism through carefully-designed linguistically-motivated experiments. 
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ABSTRACT
LANGUAGE PROFILES OF THAI CHILDREN WITH AUTISM:
LEXICAL, GRAMMATICAL, AND PRAGMATIC FACTORS
Nattanun Chanchaochai
Supervisor: Florian Schwarz
This dissertation is a linguistically-motivated investigation into different areas of lan-
guage in children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD), compared to typically developing
(TD) children. Fine distinctions between linguistic units were used in designing tasks on
language production and comprehension in seven experiments. The focus of each chapter
of this dissertation was on three main hypotheses respectively, namely (1) the Abstract
Representation Difficulty Hypothesis that children with ASD (perhaps limited to the sub-
group with co-morbid language impairments) have difficulties activating abstract lexical
representations as effectively as TD children, due to their hyperattention to phonetic de-
tails of speech, (2) the Pragmatic over Grammatical Deficit Hypothesis that pragmatics is
particularly difficult for all the ASD children, while morphological and semantic aspects
of language are relatively intact, and (3) the Cognitive Factor Hypothesis that cognitive
factors such as nonverbal intelligence quotient (NVIQ) and nonverbal working memory play
a greater role in the ASD than the TD performance on linguistic tasks.
Chapter 2 investigates the morpho-phonological and semantic aspects of the lexical
processing of Thai compound and simplex words. Results suggest that morphological facil-
itation effects can be obtained independently of phonological and semantic relatedness in
the processing of Thai compounds. While children with ASD with lower task performance
display hyper-attention to the acoustic differences between primes and targets, children
with ASD in the higher performance group have enhanced morphological effects, compared
to their TD peers, and the effects appear to be independent of the presence of phonological
effects and enhanced semantic effects. The lack of phonological effects in the first set of
experiments was explored further in the later experiments. Children with ASD were found
to be slower in processing natural-sounding surface phonological forms, suggesting that a
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deeper processing of neutralized forms than full forms. The similar performance on the next
task with the integration of visual information suggests that the slower processing may re-
sult from their slower lexical semantic processing. The Abstract Representation Difficulty
Hypothesis, thus, holds for a subgroup of children with ASD, while other children with ASD
display intact phonological representation, enhanced morphological processing compared to
TD controls, and intact but slower lexical processing.
Chapter 3 explores the Pragmatic over Grammatical Deficits Hypothesis. Using fine
distinctions within the personal reference terms, consistently replicated results suggest that
while grammatical person F-features are intact in children with ASD’s representation of
pronouns, these children are less sensitive to deictic information in their interpretation of
pronouns and tend to avoid using the first-person pronoun, with high deictic level, when
they have freedom to choose personal names to refer to themselves. Children with ASD
also performed more poorly on the comprehension of unmarked pronouns which requires
implicated presupposition, suggesting that even with minimal comparisons among the pro-
nouns, lexically-encoded core grammatical features and pragmatic ones are distinguished
in children’s language processing. Chapter 3 also adds to the literature on lexical pre-
suppositions, scalar implicature, and implicated presuppositions that not only adolescents,
but also children with ASD are age-appropriate in deriving scalar implicatures and that
not all kinds of pragmatic inferences are equally challenging for children with ASD. The
most indicative difference between the children with ASD and the TD group lies in the
children with ASD’s heavier reliance on literal, logical meaning when other semantically-
and pragmatically-inferred meanings are violated.
Chapter 4 partly contributes to the Cognitive Factor Hypothesis, suggesting a possibility
that cognitive factors, as opposed to developmental factors, correlates more with children
with ASD’s performance on linguistic tasks. Additionally, children in both groups displayed
correlations in their performance across all of the experiment in the dissertation. Individual
language profiles were compiled with the results from the previous chapters. Two subgroups
of children with ASD were identified through k-means cluster analysis. The children with
xi
ASD in Cluster 1 have globally better performance across experiments than children with
ASD in Cluster 2, supporting that ASD children may be able to be classified into subgroups
based on their performance on linguistic tasks alone. Even with globally better linguistic
task performance, the children with ASD in Cluster 1 still appear to be less sensitive to
social-deictic information, confirming that certain types of pragmatics are indeed more
challenging than the others.
In sum, this dissertation advances our understanding on morphological, semantic, and
pragmatic abilities of children with autism through carefully-designed linguistically-motivated
experiments.
xii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation studies different aspects of the relationship between language and autism
in order to explore the heterogeneous nature of the autistic population in the domain of
linguistics. It employs a range of experimental methods to investigate the effects of lexical,
grammatical, and pragmatic factors on the children’s performance in linguistic tasks. In
addition to the linguistic factors, this dissertation also studies the correlations between
the task performance and cognitive and developmental factors, including chronological age,
nonverbal intelligence quotient (NVIQ), and nonverbal working memory. The first aim
of these studies is to probe any group effects of children with autism spectrum disorders
(ASD), as compared to typically-developing children (TD). Such a comparison is aimed
to reveal the areas of language that children with autism especially struggle with as a
group. The next aim is to explore individual performance across tasks to create each
child’s language profile. The study on the individual differences is important because,
despite being united by the same core characteristics, children on the autism spectrum have
been increasingly recognized as being diverse and heterogeneous. Their heterogeneity exists
in various dimensions ranging from symptom configurations (severity levels in behavioral
deficits or accompanying deficits) to genetic variants (Georgiades et al., 2013; Lenroot and
Yeung, 2013, a.o.). The heterogeneity of ASD in the linguistic domain is especially big.
Some children with ASD never acquire language, and the ones who do can vary from having
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different degrees of language impairments (ALI: Autism - language impaired) to having
normal or above average linguistic abilities (ALN: Autism - language normal) (Boucher,
2012; Tager-Flusberg, 2004).
While pragmatic and discourse deficits are perceived to be central to the characteristics
of language in autism, evidence for impairment on other levels of language is inconclusive.
The non-pragmatic aspects of language and autism are often unknown or unclear, most
of the existing research about language and autism is also restricted to English and a few
other languages. Research on less-studied languages is thus necessary to test the extent to
which our current knowledge on this topic is influenced by certain properties of the English
language, rather than the properties of ASD itself.
I expand the research area of language and autism to Thai-speaking children. Thai
is a language well-suited for this topic since grammatical and pragmatic aspects can be
simultaneously explored in various ways. Properties of Thai such as lexical tones, vowel
length distinctions, compounding, a highly complex personal reference system, and deictic-
center shifting were employed in designing carefully-planned experiments.
This chapter explains crucial terminology used in the dissertation. It provides some
background on language and autism, including the language impairment subtype of autism
and the domains of language deficits in autism. Terminological issues and some major
theories in the language and autism literature are also discussed and clarified in this chapter.
With each chapter covering various topics of study, additional relevant terminology will be
defined in the subsequent chapters. Towards the end of this chapter, the scope and aim
of this dissertation, along with an overview of the data collections and chapters in this
dissertation, are presented.
1.1 Terminology
Grammar In this dissertation, grammar refers to a system of rules that speakers of a
particular language instinctively follow and have internalized (e.g., the sound sequence [rkitf]
as a word and “Love dogs I” as a sentence are not grammatical in English). Such a system
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contains a set of rules that provide different levels of structures or combinatory relations
for elements of language. It is crucial to emphasize that grammar is not restricted to the
word or sentence levels, as some studies in the language and autism literature emphasize.
Instead, levels of language structures range from sound (phonology), word (morphology),
phrase and sentence (syntax), and meaning and structure composition (semantics).
Lexicon In this dissertation, the lexicon refers to the total set of word-level represen-
tations, assuming a general, non-technical definition of ‘word’. The lexicon provides the
building blocks that go into the grammatical structure at the sentence level. What counts
as ‘word’ and how complex words are represented in the lexicon are partially investigated
in this dissertation’s experimentas. These broad questions remain to be answered more
thoroughly through future cross-linguistic studies.
Pragmatics Even though the exact same sentence is produced twice, the meaning it
conveys is not necessarily constant (take for example, a declarative statement versus a
sarcastic remark). Pragmatics accounts for the variation in meaning from the context of
language use. It distinguishes between sentences and utterances in real conversations and
interactions. Effective communication not only requires speakers to master the grammar
of a particular language and have a sufficient mental lexicon, but also for them to be able
to draw conclusions from seemingly ambiguous, irrelevant, inappropriate, or even untrue
utterances.
1.2 Autism and autism spectrum disorders
Until 2013, autism was diagnosed through the exhibition of at least six of the twelve symp-
toms from all three core clinical features: impaired social interaction, impaired language and
communication, and repetitive and stereotyped patterns of behaviors (American Psychiatric
Association, 2000). The diagnosis with this triad of impairments has fallen into disuse as
the latest Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-V;
American Psychiatric Association, 2013) updated the diagnostic criteria to include only a
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dyad of impairments: social communication impairments and restricted, repetitive patterns
of behaviors and interests. Social deficits and communication deficits, which were previously
separate categories, are now combined, due to their frequent co-occurrence. The scope of
language and communication deficits has been reduced to conversational reciprocity and
integrated verbal and nonverbal communication, instead of generally weighing a delay or a
total lack of spoken language development as in the previous DSM-IV-TR (DSM-IV with a
“text revision”; American Psychiatric Association, 2000). Moreover, restricted patterns of
behaviors and interests now include hyper- or hyporeactivity to sensory input or unusual
sensory interest. The criteria in DSM-V has become stricter than before, requiring five
out of seven symptoms from the two categories. In order to be diagnosed using the new
criteria, every item under social communication deficits and two out of four items under
the restricted, repetitive behavior category have to be present. These stricter criteria result
in lower ASD prevalence where the DSM-V case definition is used compared to the DSM-
IV-TR case definition (Baio et al., 2018; Gibbs et al., 2012; Volkmar and Reichow, 2013,
a.o.).
In addition to the adjustments to the core clinical features, the DSM-V also changed
the label of the disorder to ‘autism spectrum disorder ’ to acknowledge the heterogeneity
among the autistic population. Instead of having four previously distinct disorders: autistic
disorder, Aspergers disorder, childhood disintegrative disorder, and pervasive developmental
disorder not otherwise specified, the current standard views all of them as being on the
spectrum of one single disorder, with different levels severity of the core symptoms. This
dissertation, therefore, uses the term autism and autism spectrum disorder interchangeably.
Autism is a developmental disorder, meaning that it occurs early in life. Signs of autism
such as abnormal eye contact, the lack of joint attention, and failure to respond to own name
are manifested in early child development. The onset of concern by most parents of children
with autism is reported to be around 18 months of age (Howlin and Moore, 1997; Howlin
and Asgharian, 1999; Mundy and Markus, 1997; Wetherby et al., 2013), but it is not until
an average of 6 months later that they seek professional help (Howlin and Moore, 1997;
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Howlin and Asgharian, 1999).
The most recent study from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)’s
Autism and Developmental Disabilities Monitoring (ADDM) Network (Baio et al., 2018)
surveyed 8-year-old children in 11 ADDM Network communities in the United States (Ari-
zona, Arkansas, Colorado, Georgia, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, North
Carolina, Tennessee, and Wisconsin). The survey found a rise in the ASD prevalence es-
timates from 1 in 69 children (Christensen et al., 2016) to 1 in 59. The ASD prevalence
estimates were four times higher for boys than for girls. This report also showed that only
42% of children with ASD received a comprehensive evaluation by 36 months of age, even
though by that time, 85% of the children were already documented to have developmental
issues.
Comorbidity, i.e., the co-presence of other deficits, impairments, or symptoms, also
varies from individual to individual. Accompanying medical conditions are, for instance,
fragile X syndrome, tuberous sclerosis, epilepsy, and cerebral palsy. This suggests that
autism has certain neurological and genetic bases (American Academy of Pediatrics, Com-
mittee on Children with Disabilities, 2001; Cook, 1998; Kielinen et al., 2004; Minshew et al.,
1997, a.o.). Such comorbid disorders also contribute to their increased risk of seizures and
intellectual disability. The data from 9 ADDM sites showed that over half of the children
with ASD were either in the range of intellectual disability (31% with IQ <70) or in the
borderline range (25% with IQ 71-85). The prevalence estimates of comorbidity in autism
generally vary by medical and psychiatric condition.
1.3 Language and autism
The lack of nonverbal communication and delayed speech are common concerns for parents
of children with autism during their children’s toddler and preschool years. Language
abilities in autism vary greatly from individual to individual. Whether an autistic child
acquires some language by age five predicts the child’s developmental outcome (Rutter,
1970; Venter et al., 1992). Around 14-20% of children with autism are non-verbal, i.e., they
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produce fewer than 5 words per day (Lord et al., 2004). Those who have acquired language
also vary in language and communicative abilities.
This heterogeneity in the language of autistic individuals was brought to attention in the
autism literature. Two main questions arise: (1) Can language deficits in ASD be explained
in terms of comorbid specific language impairment (SLI)1? (2) What aspects of language
are within the domain of language deficits in autism? These questions will be discussed in
the following sections.
1.3.1 Language impairment in autism
The possibility that there can be a link between autism and Specific Language Impairment
(SLI) has long been considered. Churchill (1972) hypothesized that severe developmental
language deficits may be the cause of social withdrawals and other defining characteristics
of autism. The claim became indefensible when Asperger’s syndrome was introduced as a
part of ASD since the absence of language impairment is what marks Asperger’s syndrome.
The interest in the relationship between SLI and autism was revived after the findings
in the 1990s on a genetic link between vulnerability to autism and vulnerability to SLI
(e.g., Bolton et al., 1994; Folstein et al., 1999; Fombonne et al., 1997; Piven and Palmer,
1997; Szatmari et al., 2000). Different results and hypotheses were proposed. One group of
studies concluded that the language phenotypes, i.e., the defining characteristics, of the ALI
subtype is the same as those of SLI, suggesting that the ALI subgroup has comorbid SLI
(e.g., Kjelgaard and Tager-Flusberg, 2001; Roberts et al., 2004; Tager-Flusberg, 2006; Tager-
Flusberg and Joseph, 2003). For instance, Kjelgaard and Tager-Flusberg (2001) divided
1SLI has been referred to with various names, including language disorder, developmental language
disorder and developmental dysphasia. The diagnosis of SLI relies heavily on indirect negative evidence from
other relevant conditions, including physical abnormality, general intelligence, ASD, etc. In other words,
it is generally the term that is used for ‘unexplained language problems’ (Bishop, 2014). The diagnostic
criteria for SLI is already an issue on its own as there are currently no standardized measures for the degree
of language impairment nor agreement on the cut-off points (Ebbels, 2014; Reilly et al., 2014b). In recent
debates, researchers also proposed that there should be a new diagnostic label for the condition (Reilly
et al., 2014a). Some concerns with regards to dropping the term SLI are that the change of label make
break the connection to past research (Ebbels, 2014). In my dissertation, I use the term SLI in order to link
with previous literature. I am not claiming anything about the appropriateness of the term. A tremendous
amount of future research is needed on SLI across languages.
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children with ASD into three groups: (1) normal language (scoring >85%), (2) borderline
language (70-84%; 1 SD below the mean), and (3) language-impaired (<70%; >2 SDs below
the mean), based on their test results of Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals
(CELF; Wiig et al., 1992). This test assesses both receptive and expressive language skills,
including tests on word classes, word structure, sentence structure, concepts and directions,
semantic relationships, recalling sentences, formulated sentences, and sentence assembly.
Both the borderline and language-impaired subgroups of ASD were found to have normal
articulation but scored below the mean on vocabulary comprehension and production. Yet,
their vocabulary is less impaired than other areas. Kjelgaard and Tager-Flusberg (2001)
concluded that the language profiles of the language-impaired subgroups of ASD and those
of SLI are alike, suggesting that the language deficits in SLI may not be specific to their
own disorder, but can also be found in other disorders.
However, the other view in the literature (e.g., Boucher, 2012; Whitehouse et al., 2008;
Williams et al., 2008) does not support the claim that the langauge impairment pattern
found in ALI is similar to that of SLI. Williams et al. (2008) reviewed studies on language
abilities, neurobiology, and genetic factors. They compared ALI and SLI and found that
there is not enough evidence to explain ALI in terms of comorbid SLI. As in the case
of Kjelgaard and Tager-Flusberg (2001), while impairments in articulation is commonly
found in SLI, their study did not find articulatory impairments in either their borderline or
the language-impaired subgroups of ASD. Moreover, following the clinical classification of
language disorder by Allen (1989) and Allen and Rapin (1980) (summarized in Table 1.1),
Rapin and Dunn (2003) reported the percentages of (1) mixed receptive-expressive language
disorder, (2) expressive disorder, and (3) high order processing in preschool children with
SLI as 50%, 35%, and 15% respectively, while they were 63%, 0%, and 37% in ALI.
With mixed conclusions in the literature, it remains unclear whether the language im-
pairments in ASD are SLI-like. To better tackle the issue, Williams et al. (2008) suggested
an alternative strategy to subgrouping children with ASD based on a narrower range of
language performance, including their nonword repetition, sentence repetition, and tense
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Table 1.1: Clinical classification of language disorder in preschool children.
A. Mixed receptive/expressive disorders
- Verbal ability agnosia Phonologic decoding so profoundly impaired that the children understand
no language and therefore are nonverbal or virtually so
- Phonologic-syntactic subtype Comprehension impaired but equal to or superior to language production.
Expressive language sparse, in rudimentary, poorly articulated sentences,
vocabulary impoverished
B. Expressive disorders
- Verbal dyspraxia Extremely dysfluent expression despite normal or near normal
comprehension. Although verbal dyspraxia may be associated with oromotor
deficits and overall clumsiness, these motor deficits are not severe enough
to account for the profoundly impaired expressive deficit which is postulated
to be at the level of retrieval of the commands for verbal expression
- Phonologic programming subtype fluent and unintelligible, or with small distorted
expressive vocabularies and simplified syntax.
C. Higher order processing disorders
- Lexical syntactic subtype Severe word finding deficit resulting in dysfluent language, syntax often
immature. Expression may start as fluent jargon
- Semantic pragmatic subtype Expressive language fluent, echolalic, often verbose and scripted, with
verbal perseveration, unusual word choices, and impaired conversational use
of language. Comprehension more impaired than production
Adapted from Rapin and Dunn, 2003: pp. 168.
marking errors, which are well-established clinical markers of SLI. It is beyond the scope of
this dissertation to address the issue. However, it is assumed that uniformity in language
profiles in children with ASD cannot be expected. Thus, there is potential for having two
or more subgroups of children with ASD. These potential subgroups may also have different
develomental trajectories of language acquisition. The ALI group in this dissertation refers
to the group of children with ASD with language impairments but the impairments do not
necessarily resemble SLI.
1.3.2 Domains of language deficits in autism
Delayed speech is not only a common early symptom of autism, but also of many other
conditions, e.g., intellectual disability, hearing loss, cerebral palsy, etc. It is thus crucial
to evaluate the child’s characteristics of speech, language, and non-verbal communication,
in order to distinguish various disorders from autism (American Academy of Pediatrics,
Committee on Children with Disabilities, 2001). Additionally, studying the language char-
acteristics of children with autism helps determine whether their language is merely delayed
or is also deviant from the typical.
While pragmatic and discourse deficits are perceived to be central to the characteristics
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of autism spectrum disorders (for reviews, see Lord and Paul, 1997; Tager-Flusberg, 1999;
Wilkinson, 1998), impairments on other levels of language are increasingly investigated
in the literature (e.g., Bailey et al., 1996; Bartak et al., 1975; Eigsti et al., 2011; Tager-
Flusberg and Joseph, 2003), suggesting that the language deficits in children with ASD can
be more fundamental, involving different areas of language. The extent to which each area
is impaired is still debatable.
Boucher (2012) reviewed the relevant literature on language and autism and summa-
rized the commonality between the language profiles of ALI and ALN. According to her,
preschool children with ASD have delayed and deviant language, especially with regards
to idiosyncratic semantic processing and impaired articulation and syntax (cf. phonologic-
syntactic subtype in Table 1.1). Over time, at school age, ‘ASD-typical’ language profiles
arise having the following characteristics:
1. Children with ASD achieve proficiency in articulation and syntax appropriate to their
mental age (MA).
2. Morphological errors and idiosyncratic semantic processing persist.
3. Although the above pattern is ASD-typical, the degrees of the impairments depend
on each individual profile, with language in ALI being more severely affected.
Boucher’s summary is useful as an overview of language abilities across the spectrum,
although the literature that her summary is based on is still worth discussing. Studies on
morphological impairments in school-age ALI children that were mentioned in her review
paper involve errors in personal pronouns, tense marking, and other grammatical words,
including articles and conjunctions (Bartolucci et al., 1980; Botting and ContiRamsden,
2003; Dobbinson, 2000; Roberts et al., 2004; Tager-Flusberg et al., 1990; Waterhouse and
Fein, 1982). Morphological deficits in ALN were not as clearly discussed and presented in
the review paper. The overall attention in the ASD literature was also placed on inflectional
morphology much more than derivational morphology. Moreover, the claim about morpho-
logical deficits is partially based on studies on personal pronouns, which may be confounded
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by the children’s pragmatic abilities. This poses questions on whether morphological deficit
happens across the spectrum and what domains of morphology are affected.
As for the studies on semantics reviewed in Boucher (2012), idiosyncratic or repetitive
use of vocabulary was found across the spectrum (Perkins et al. 2006 for ALI, e.g., an
extensive use of the word ‘usually’; Volden and Lord 1991 for ALN, e.g., ‘It makes me want
to go as deep as economical with it’ interpreted to mean ‘withdraw as much as possible’).
Semantic relatedness was also reported to have no facilitation effect on word recall tasks
in school-age children with ALI (Fyffe and Prior, 1990). School-age children with ALN,
on the other hand, were found to have intact use of semantic category cues for word recall
task (Whitehouse et al., 2007). However, their processing of semantic related terms in
real time hinted that the ALN semantic processing may be different regardless of their
surface capability. Dunn and Bates (2005) found no significant enhancement of the N4
ERP component in the semantically-unrelated condition in 8 and 11 year-old children with
ALN. The typically-developing controls, on the other hand, showed significant enhancement
in response to semantic unexpectedness. Even though that leads to Boucher’s conclusion
that anomalies in semantic processing is ASD-typical, many other studies on real-time
semantic processing that were not mentioned in her review paper reported comparable or
enhanced performance in ASD compared to TD (Haebig et al., 2015; Harper-Hill et al.,
2014a; Walenski et al., 2008). Due to these contradictory results, more studies on real-time
semantic processing in children ASD should be conducted to gain more insights on the issue.
1.4 Scope and aim of the dissertation
The previous section points to the striking fact that there is still a huge lack of consensus
on the basic issues regarding language and autism. This may be due to the numerous
complexities in this area of research. First, the ASD population is especially heterogeneous
in their language abilities, making it more difficult to pinpoint in which area of language the
deficits lie. Second, the domain of language impairment in the SLI population also varies
greatly from individual to individual. The complication in SLI stems from the fact that
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the diagnostic criteria are currently unclear with regards both to which tests to use and
to what should be the appropriate cut-off points. Third, the goals of clinical assessment is
very different from those of the scientific study of language. Most measures were designed
for clinical purposes and not linguistic purposes. This leads to the use of different methods
and procedures that may lack the sensitivity to detect fine-grained details in linguistics.
Fourth, most of the knowledge we have on language and autism are from studies in English
whose language-specific properties may have influenced the results.
The experiments in this dissertation were designed to cover the morphological, semantic,
and pragmatic aspects of language, which have been claimed to be areas where subjects
with ASD typically struggle with. The overall aim is to examine the following broader
hypotheses:
1. The Abstract Representation Difficulty Hypothesis: children with ASD (per-
haps limited to the subgroup with co-morbid language impairments) have difficulties
activating abstract lexical representations as effectively as TD children, partly due to
their hyperattention to the phonetic details of speech (Baron-Cohen et al., 2009; Eigsti
and Fein, 2013; Jones et al., 2009; Remington and Fairnie, 2017).
2. The Pragmatic over Grammatical Deficit Hypothesis: Pragmatics is predicted
to be particularly difficult for all groups of children with ASD, while morphological
and semantic aspects of language are relatively intact. This hypothesis is based on
the fact that pragmatic impairments are more consistently found in the literature,
whereas their lexical and grammatical tests have yielded mixed results.
3. The Cognitive Factor Hypothesis: Similar effects from developmental factors
like age are expected for both groups of children. On the other hand, cognitive factors
such as nonverbal intelligence quotient (NVIQ) and nonverbal working memory may
correlate more with the ASD than the TD performance on linguistic tasks. This is
hypothesized as children with ASD may require more cognitive resources and effort
in order to achieve the same level as their TD peers. An alternative explanation is
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that children with ASD have a defective system for certain area of language process-
ing, leading to the takeover or the compensation by their intact cognitive systems
(Livingston and Happe´, 2017; Ullman and Pullman, 2015).
Linguistic studies on autism in different languages can shed some lights on new or more
detailed aspects that have been previously overlooked. In particular, Thai offers a new per-
spective due to its various properties. For instance, Thai is a tonal language, allowing us to
probe pitch sensitivity in children with ASD using lexical stimuli. Thai is also an isolating
language, having very few inflectional morphemes but a lot of derivational word formation
processes, including an abundance of compounds. Since previous studies on morphological
abilities of children with ASD were almost solely based on inflectional morphology, study-
ing the ability of children with ASD with regards to compounding, a highly productive
word formation process, will broaden our knowledge on derivational morphology and its
interaction with semantics in autism. In addition to these aspects, pragmatics can also be
extensively studied in Thai since it plays an important role in the language in a number of
ways. For example, Thai has a highly complex pronominal system with over 50 personal
pronouns (Cooke, 1968) and other kinds of personal reference terms. This allows for a good
opportunity to explore grammar in parallel with pragmatics.
1.5 Overview
1.5.1 Data collections
In my study, each child completed a wide range of tasks, thus creating a unique language
profile for each individual. Every experiment is carefully controlled to precisely focus on its
own specific questions. The data collections for the dissertation were done in two phases.
The first phase involved 3 linguistic tasks and 1 cognitive task. The second phase com-
prised 6 linguistic tasks and 5 cognitive/developmental tasks. These experiments make up
a comprehensive data set that can be to explore the language profiles of the children in
detail.
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The first data collection was completed in Summer 2016. Children with ASD (n =
29; 5 female; M Age = 9;10; M Ravens NVIQ2 = 97.8) and their typically-developing
controls (TD; n = 67; 12 Female; M Age = 9; M Ravens NVIQ = 112.95) were recruited
from (1) Kasetsart University Laboratory School, Center for Educational Research and
Development and (2) La-or Utis Demonstration School. One participant with ASD was
classified in his medical records as having Pervasive Developmental Disorder-Not Otherwise
Specified (PDD-NOS), while the remaining were all classified as having Autistic Disorder
(AD).
The second data collection in Fall 2017 recruited a total of 91 children from Kasetsart
University Laboratory School, Center for Educational Research and Development. There
were 32 children with ASD (3 Female; M Age = 9;8; M NVIQ = 95.5) and 59 TD children
(10 Female; M Age = 7;11; M NVIQ = 116.6). Among the 32 children with ASD in
the second data collection, 19 children were the same individuals that participated in the
experiments in 2016. All the participants with ASD in 2017 were classified as having AD.
All participants from both years had normal hearing and normal or corrected-to-normal
vision.
The studies were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Penn-
sylvania. The parents of all the children provided written consent for them to participate
in the study. The children and their parents were informed of their rights to withdraw from
the study at any time. The children received toys and school supplies as compensation.
2All the children were administered the Ravens Standardized Progressive Matrices (Raven et al., 2000)
which serves to measure the non-verbal intelligence quotient (NVIQ). Standard scores were calculated using
the norms in the 1979 British Standardisation of the Standard Progressive Matrices (Detailed table in Raven
2000, pp. 39-40), following the practice done in Thailand where the British norms were used (Department of
Mental Health, Ministry of Public Health, 2012). The conversion was done by first obtaining the percentile
ranks for the raw score by age of each participant, using the mentioned norms. This step removes the
correlations between age and IQ. The percentile ranks were then converted to z-scores, with a mean of zero
and a standard deviation of one. Standard scores were then computed to an IQ unit using the Deviation
IQs method, a common practice in psychological tests since the Stanford-Binet Test (Terman, 1916), by
multiplying each z-score to a standard deviation of 15, before adding a mean of 100.
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1.5.2 Chapters
This dissertation consists of 5 chapters. The 3 main chapters correspond with the 3 main
hypotheses to be explored in this dissertation. Further background is provided for the
specific topic of each chapter.
Chapter 2 is concerned with the effects of morphology, semantics, and acoustic sensi-
tivity on the children’s lexical processing. The chapter begins by providing the relevant
theoretical and methodological background, followed by a literature review on lexical pro-
cessing in autism. It then proceeds to presenting the methodology and the results of three
main experiments on related issues. The first set of experiments investigates whether se-
mantics is a prerequisite for the morphological processing of Thai compounds. The second
set of experiments explores the question of what kind of information in the auditory input,
phonological or non-phonological, affects lexical processing.
Chapter 3 explores the children’s performance on semantic and pragmatic tasks. The
focus of this chapter include presupposition, implicature, and deixis. The first set of ex-
periments is concerned with the production and comprehension of personal reference terms
in Thai. This set of experiments relate to the issues of presupposition, person deixis, and
social deixis. The second experiment directly compares lexical presupposition, implicated
presuppositions, and implicature.
Chapter 4 provides each child’s individual language profile. It also introduces more
cognitive factors into the picture. Their performance on various tasks in the previous
chapters is summarized along with different cognitive and developmental factors. These
profiles are scrutinized, seeking for detectable patterns to be discussed.
Chapter 5 concludes. Summaries of each chapter’s major findings along with open
questions are presented.
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Chapter 2
Lexical Processing
2.1 Introduction
This chapter examines the validity of the Abstract Representation Difficulty Hypothesis,
which states that the activation of abstract lexical representations of speech by children with
ASD, or a subgroup of them, is not as effective as their TD peers. The primary focus of this
chapter is to compare the performance across these groups in order to better inform our
view on the language capacity of children with autism. Nevertheless, the experiments in this
chapter were not designed to be a clinical test of their language capacity, but rather were
designed with linguistic and psycholinguistic motivations, involving real-time processing.
The results of each experiment are, therefore, discussed with by adult data or trends of
adult results in the previous cross-linguistic literature.
The chapter begins with a presentation crucial concepts and terminology, followed by a
literature review on the theoretical and methodological background. Specifically, it provides
information on the connection between psycholinguistic and linguistic theories, models of
lexical processing, and the representations of abstract and episodic information. It then
provides a literature review on lexical processing and autism before proceeding to the details
of the conducted experiments. Section 2.5 presents three sets of experiments. The first
set of experiments deals with the effects of morphology and semantics on the children’s
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performance on lexical processing tasks. The latter experiments further investigate the
effects of acoustic factors, including stress, lexical tones, and talker-gender switch, on lexical
processing.
2.2 Concepts and terminologies
2.2.1 Linguistic and psycholinguistic concepts
Morphology In linguistics, morphology is commonly described as the study of words,
their internal structure, and their formation. While this subdiscipline of grammar may have
been studied by the first linguists in the history, the term morphology came into use only
centuries after the terms for other subdisciplines as phonology or syntax (Haspelmath and
Sims, 2013). The term morphology was originally coined by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
for biology to refer to the study of the forms of living organisms (Aronoff and Fudeman,
2010). In linguistics, morphologists are interested in how complex words are formed by
grammatical rules from the primitive elements: morphemes.
Complex word A word is made up of a sequence of sounds from a certain language.
Some sounds may be broken down into phonological features (e.g., [± voice], [± nasal]),
while others may instead contain syntacticosemantic (henceforth, synsem) features, i.e.,
grammatical or functional meanings, as their basic representations. For instance, the final
/t/ sound in words such as waste, act, adopt, etc. can be distinguished from the final /t/
in words such as passed, lacked, or stopped. The final /t/ in the latter set of words is a
morpheme that is composed of the synsem feature [+past], to denote past tense. On the
other hand, leaving out the /t/ sound in the first set of words (*[weIs], *[æk], *[@"dæp])
does not result in non-past tense meaning for those words. Moreover, synsem features
can be realized phonologically differently by their phonological or morphological contexts.
For instance, the feature [+past] surfaces as /d/ after words ending in non-t/d voiced
consonants, e.g. joined or bored, in default cases. In this dissertation, complex words
refer to multimorphemic words. It is important to note that this is not the same as being
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featurally complex (Embick, 2015). For example, the English words I or we contain both a
first person feature [+1] and a number feature [±pl]. Yet they are not complex words by the
definition in this dissertation. By contrast, words such as bent, left, or bit are complex as
they are composed of more than one morpheme: their core basic meaning and the synsem
feature [+past].
The morpheme as a syntactic object The previous description indicates that I as-
sume morphemes to be discrete pieces that inevitably involve the mapping between sound
and meaning. In this dissertation, I follow (Embick, 2015) in treating morphemes as the
primitive units for syntactic operations, using the Distributed Morphology (henceforth, DM)
framework. Accordingly, I also assume two types of morphemes in the grammar: functional
morphemes and Roots. Functional morphemes possess closed-class synsem features (e.g.,
[±past] or [±pl]) and have no phonological features, while Roots (e.g., √House or √Sleep)
make up the open-class vocabulary and they do not contain synsem features but do have
underlying phonological representations. In the psycholinguistic literature, the term stem
is generally used, as a less technical notion of the term Root, to refer to the remaining mor-
pheme after the removal of all functional morphemes in a word (Goodwin Davies, 2018). As
seen earlier, the same morphemes can surface differently as conditioned by their phonolog-
ical or morphological contexts (e.g., the plural morpheme in English can surface as /s/ as
in cats or /z/ as in dogs). These conditioned variants of morphemes are referred to as allo-
morphs. Within the DM framework, words are not architecturally different from phrases.
It is the morphemes that are the theoretical primitive object to be syntactically operated
on. Thus, it is not essential to define the notion of word theoretically. This dissertation
assumes the informal, non-technical use of the term word, which are more in accordance
with what language users are familiar with, rather than a theoretical object.
Complex word formation Morphology is traditionally divided into inflectional mor-
phology and derivational morphology. Inflection generally relates different forms of the
same word without creating a new lexical meaning nor forming a new lexical category
(e.g., noun, verb). For instance, classes and classed are inflected forms of class. Inflection
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often includes features such as tense, number, gender, person, case, etc. On the other hand,
derivation generally forms new words, thus creating new lexical meanings and sometimes
forming new lexical categories. For example, classify, classy, classic, classical are derived
from class. Inflection and derivation share similar means of formation such as affixation:
suffixes (e.g., touch-es, touch-able), prefixes (e.g., re-touch), etc. Another common morpho-
logical process apart from inflections and derivations is compounding. While like derivation,
compounding also forms a new word, the formation process typically involves two or
more free lexical elements, e.g., blackboard, football, wallpaper, without, etc. However, the
distinction between derivation and compounding is not always clear-cut. A fuzzy boundary
between the two processes arise in the cases of elements that are bound, i.e., not being able
to appear freely without attaching to other elements (e.g., vis- in visible), but also carry
a robust lexical meaning, e.g., derm in dermatology. Moreover, compounds may undergo
diachronic change, being subject to altered phonological, structural, and semantic behaviors
(Bauer et al., 2013; Lieber, 2017; Trips, 2013). Over time, their free elements may them-
selves become affixes, with an unclear timeline for the completion of the transition (Bauer,
2005; Lieber, 2017) (see Bauer et al., 2013; Lieber, 2017; Lieber and Sˇtekauer, 2011; Olsen,
2014; Ralli, 2010 for more discussion).
Under the DM framework, there is no theoretical distinction between inflectional and
derivational morphology because both inflectional and derivational morphemes are syntactic
terminals that are similarly operated on (Embick, 2015, pp. 47). Derivational morphemes
in DM function as a categorizer for the Roots. Roots are always combined with their
categorizer to denote their lexical category. Their categorical defining heads can either be
derivational morphemes (e.g., n, v, a: noun, verb, adjective) or null. Compounding in DM,
on the other hand, is “a word-sized unit containing two or more Roots” (Harley, 2011, pp.
130).
Lexical processing Lexical processing refers to the retrieval of a representation of lexical
entries from the mental lexicon. The process is done through the matching between a
sensory representation of a stimulus and its representation stored in the mental lexicon.
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Lexical access does not refer to the actual processing but to the final outcome where the
meaning is accessed (Taft, 2001). A key topic in lexical processing concerns the processing
of morphologically complex words. Different models of morphological processing have been
proposed regarding what should be stored in the lexicon and how it is retrieved. (see Section
2.3.1 for details.)
2.2.2 Methodological issues
2.2.2.1 Time-course
While grammarians make use of oﬄine (i.e., conscious or calculated) data, psycholinguists
often employ online (i.e., real-time, time-sensitive) data as the basis for their theoretical
claims. Psycholinguistic experiments often involve very fine-grained time-course, measured
in milliseconds (henceforth, ms). In psycholinguistics, time-course serves as a window to
language processing stages. While oﬄine data are regarded as involving post-lexical pro-
cessing (Ingram, 2007, pp. 227), online data allow for an exploration of earlier processing
stages. Not only is time-course related to language processing stages, it is also associated
with the activation of representations. Only abstract representations have been argued to
be retained long-term (i.e., over minutes or longer), while specific variation of each linguistic
instance is unlikely to leave traces over a long period of time (Kouider and Dupoux, 2009).
Owing to such importance in the psycholinguistic literature, time-course is monitored in
the following aspects.
1. Time-course as a factor in experimental manipulations
(a) Exposure time to the stimuli Exposure time generally relates to the intensity
of effects and the processing stages. In some cases, it also correlates with what
part of the stimuli is presented to the participants.
(b) Time until the next exposure Psycholinguistic studies control for the time be-
tween stimuli that are intended to be sequential as the amount of time may
affect the fading of facilitation or other effects of interest. Important terms in
this respects are stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA), which is measured from the
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beginning of one stimulus to the beginning of the next stimulus. Another related
term is interstimulus interval (henceforth, ISI), which is the time between two
stimuli. In this dissertation, it specifically refers to the time from either the end
of the sound file or after the response, whichever is later, to the beginning of the
next stimuli. Certain studies also make use of lags, which generally involve one
or more intervening items between the critical pairs of stimuli. These relate to
what is retained in memory and what levels of representation have been reached.
2. Time-course as experimental results Time-course is not only an important
consideration in experimental design but is also an object of interest itself, when it
comes to the behavioral response from the participants. Reaction time (henceforth,
RT), also referred to as response time or response latency, is the time unit measured
from the beginning of the stimulus presentation until the response has been made.
It is one of the most widely used measures in cognitive and behavioral studies. RTs
can be affected by many factors, such as the stimuli characteristics, participants, trial
sequence, task familiarity, fatigue, etc. (Baayen and Milin, 2010). In general, reaction
times can be seen as a measurement of processing cost (Milin and Feldman, 2018, pp.
249), with longer RTs correlating with higher processing cost.
2.2.2.2 Modality
Modality in psycholinguistics is used to refer to the means of stimuli presentation, including
visual and auditory modalities. The auditory modality is the first and foremost modality for
natural (spoken) language acquisition. The native language of an individual is not related
to for their ability to read and write in that language. While the spoken language is acquired
natively, reading and writing are taught. Sign languages are no exception. While the visual
modality is necessary for sign languages, native signers use their hand gestures in the same
manner as speech signals, before learning to read and write.
In experimental settings, differences between the visual and auditory modalities neces-
sitate careful consideration. Goodwin Davies (2018, pp. 23-24) summarized five important
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ways stimulus presentations in the two modalities may differ. First, while visual stimuli
are presented as a whole and may be processed bilaterally (e.g., Rastle et al., 2004), audi-
tory stimuli are incrementally unfolded over time and, therefore, require linear processing.
Second, auditory stimuli necessarily contain speaker properties and variations, while vi-
sual stimuli in standard orthography do not. Third, visual stimuli and auditory stimuli
do not have a one-to-one association with each other. While visual presentation usually
do not represent phonological and allomorphic variations, auditory presentation necessarily
do. Fourth, phonetic details, such as coarticulation of speech sounds, must be present in
the auditory modality. Last, the two modalities involve very different time-course. While it
takes a reader 200 ms to process one word, the same amount of time covers only part of a
syllable in spoken language (Baayen, 2014, pp. 100). It is worth noting that the time-course
for sign languages, on the other hand, can be radically different from reading, even though
they share the same modality.
Given such differences, linguistic forms presented in the auditory modality may be
distinctly represented and yield different experimental results from the ones presented visu-
ally. While psycholinguistic research in general is conducted in both modalities, research on
morphological processing is mainly based on visual presentations of stimuli. It is, therefore,
necessary to investigate the same questions on morphological processing in the auditory
modality as well.
2.2.2.3 Priming
Priming is the unconscious influence from the exposure to one stimulus on a response to
a following stimulus. The priming technique has been widely used to investigate lexical
processing. Priming experiments involve the use of one preceding stimulus, referred to as
primes, to activate a subsequent one, called targets. Obtained priming effects are viewed as
evidence for certain associations, e.g., sound, meaning, or structural associations, between
the primes and the targets.
In visual priming experiments, the duration of prime presentation may be manipulated
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to target different stages of word recognition. A masked priming experiment involves a
presentation of ≥500 ms forward mask, a short unnoticeable presentation of visual primes
at around 30-60 ms, and a presentation ≥500 ms target (Forster and Davis, 1984). As the
primes are not consciously perceived, masked priming paradigm targets the early pre-lexical
processing stage. Moreover, the method is used to reduce any strategic processing whereby
the participants anticipate upcoming stimuli (Forster et al., 1987). Nevertheless, strategic
effects do not completely disappear even in masked priming experiments. Studies have
found that an increase in proportion of related trials consequently leads to an increase in
facilitation effects (Bodner and Masson, 2003; Feldman and Basnight-Brown, 2008).
While in masked priming experiments, primes are unnoticeably presented, overt prim-
ing experiments involve longer exposures of auditory or visual primes at ≥ 230 ms. There-
fore, overt priming is used to investigate the lexical processing and integrative processes
across words (Milin and Feldman, 2018). Owing to the primes being consciously perceived
in overt priming paradigm, it is subject to more strategic effects. A reduced proportion of
tested primes and their targets helps weaken such effects (Napps and Fowler, 1987).
2.2.2.4 The lexical decision task
The lexical decision task is extensively used to inform theories on morphological processing.
In this task, participants are asked to determine whether a string of letters or sequence of
sounds is an actual, existing word in a language or not. The nature of the lexical decision
task requires the inclusion of both word and nonword fillers. Nonwords in this dissertation
are equivalent to pseudowords. They are nonexistant but possible words in a particular
language, meaning that they only contain the phonemes of this language and respect its
phonotactics. For instance, famp or vap can be nonwords or pseudowords in English.
The lexical decision task may be designed with between-target or within-target ma-
nipulations (Milin and Feldman, 2018). Between-target designs involve different related
prime-target pairs across conditions. Each of target is also mapped with an unrelated
prime, which is matched in properties, e.g., frequency, with its related prime. For instance,
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one condition may involve the target move, paired with its related prime movement and
its unrelated control prime payment, while another condition may involve the target grief,
paired with its related prime sorrow and its control prime elbow. In contrast to such design,
within-target designs keep the targets constant across conditions. Each target is mapped
with different primes. For instance, the same target depart can be mapped to the prime
department in one condition and to departure in another condition. Milin and Feldman
(2018) pointed out one distinct advantage of the within-target design that since the same
target is used across conditions, potential confounds regarding the target properties can be
avoided. Rigorous statistical implementations are needed for the between-target designs to
control for such confound.
2.3 Theoretical and methodological background
Grammatical theory and models of psycholinguistic processing both seek to understand
abstract representations of human language. While grammatical theory puts more em-
phasis on the structure of language itself, psycholinguistics is concerned with how humans
process and acquire language. The two subfields are concerned with both theorizing and
employing empirical evidence to assess their theoretical claims. The nature of the empirical
evidence that grammatical theory employs, however, is the oﬄine output from language
speakers, while psycholinguistic theory attempts to account for online language process-
ing. It is, therefore, not trivial to map theories from the two subfields together (Goodwin
Davies, 2018; Lewis and Phillips, 2015). Owing to the nature of the empirical evidence it
employs, psycholinguistics may cover the use of various methodological techniques, such as
eye-tracking or brain-imaging. It also takes into account various language-external factors,
such as cognitive factors or time-course factors, which inevitably affect online language
processing. Additionally, psycholinguistic experiments allow for different questions to be
asked. Not only are they able to probe the processing of abstract information in language,
information that varies by or is specific to each language signal can also be investigated.
This section provides the background for two main topics of discussion that are the focus
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of the experiments in this chapter. First, it discusses the literature on morphological pro-
cessing. Second, it introduces the debate in the spoken word recognition literature on the
abstractness of representations.
2.3.1 Models of morphological processing
As morphemes and words inevitably involve sound, structure, and meaning, morphologi-
cal theories vary on the status of the morpheme and the connection between morphology
and other subfields of linguistics, namely phonology, syntax, and semantics. While the
DM framework, which has been adopted in this dissertation, views morphemes as syntac-
tic objects, maximizing the interface transparency between morphology and syntax, other
morphological theories may adopt the lexicalist view of grammar, which views the lexicon
as being independent from syntax, (see a review in Carstairs-McCarthy, 1992.) or deny the
existence of morphemes to begin with (e.g., the amorphous theory (Anderson, 1992)). In
parallel, psycholinguistic models of morphological processing are based on their different
hypotheses on at least three aspects (Milin and Feldman, 2018; Goodwin Davies, 2018):
1. Morphological rules and representation The first question that divides models
of morphological processing into two main groups is on whether explicit morphological rules
and representations are assumed in the models. While morphemes have their status and
representation in the lexical knowledge in the combinatorial lexicon-based approach, the
learning-based approach does not assume explicit rules and representations of morphemes.
The combinatorial approach assumes rules for composing morphological units into complex
words. Stems in this approach contain their core meaning and can further combine with
other units to create new words. The learning-based approach, instead, focuses on the level
of learnability and processing costs from the mapping between form and function/meaning.
For instance, the Naive Discrimination Reader model (Baayen et al., 2011) views the level
of difficulty in learning the relations of words or units as dependent on how distinct or dis-
criminable they are from the relevant units. This model assumes no constant core meaning
of lexical entries. In this view, forms such as watch, watched, watching, or watcher are not
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related based on their root or core representation but only by their similarity in the con-
texts they occur in. Some learning-based models (e.g., Seidenberg and Gonnerman, 2000;
Gonnerman et al., 2007), however, still assumes that morphological units are involved in
the form-meaning mapping (Marantz, 2013).
2. Morphological decomposition and storage The next question to which mod-
els of lexical processing differ in their answer is on how morphologically complex words
are processed or retrieved. The two extreme ends involve single mechanism of either full
listing or full decomposition. Full listing models (e.g., Butterworth, 1983; Seidenberg and
Gonnerman, 2000) proposes that all words are listed as a whole-word unit in memory.
Full decomposition models (e.g., Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994; Taft, 2004; Stockall, 2004),
on the other hand, maintain that complex words undergo morphological decomposition,
meaning that they are always derived by grammar and not stored as a complex unit in
memory (Embick, 2015). Other hybrid dual-mechanism models hold that word recognition
involves both full-listing and decomposition routes. Dual-mechanism models vary on factors
determining which route to be taken. One variety (e.g., Marslen-Wilson and Tyler, 1998;
Pinker and Ullman, 2002) posits that ‘regular’ complex words that are formed by rules, e.g.,
worked, played, are decomposed, while other ‘irregular’ forms, e.g., ran, spoke, are listed as
a whole unit. Other varieties of dual-mechanism model concerns factors, such as frequency
or familiarity (e.g., Baayen et al., 1997; Burani and Caramazza, 1984; Caramazza et al.,
1988).
3. Phonological and semantic contribution to morphological decomposi-
tion Another related major question is whether there is Independent Morphological
Processing (henceforth, IMP; Bacovcin et al. 2017), allowing morphological processing
to happen independently of phonological or semantic overlaps. This issue stems from the
methodological confound of morphological priming that morphologically related words (e.g.,
played -play, marker -mark) are highly likely have phonological (or orthographic) and se-
mantic overlaps with each other (Marslen-Wilson, 2007). Such overlaps in form or meaning
are referred to the literature as phonological and semantic transparency, respectively. To
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tackle this issue of whether morphological processing can be reduced to merely the semantic
and phonological transparency between the complex words and their Roots, the literature
often compares between at least two of the five main experimental conditions. The first con-
dition is when the primes are morphologically related and semantically transparent
(henceforth, MS) to the target, for instance, prime: departure - target: depart. The sec-
ond condition, in contrast, involves primes that are merely morphologically related but
semantically opaque (henceforth, M) with the target, for instance, department-depart.
The third condition includes primes that are not etymologically morphologically related but
appear to be morphologically related to the target, i.e., the pseudo-derived condition
(henceforth, pseudo-M), for instance, pigment-pig. This pseudo-M condition is not al-
ways explicitly separated from the M condition in some studies but these two conditions
are treated as being inherently different in this dissertation. The above conditions are only
sufficient to answer the question about the role of semantic transparency on decomposition.
However, it still has not dealt with potential phonological confound. The fourth condition
deals with this question by including primes that are merely phonologically related
(henceforth, Ph) to the targets, for instance, figment-pig. It is worth noting that in visual
priming studies, it is the orthographic overlap that they investigated. The last condition is
a simple semantic priming condition with primes that are merely semantically related
(henceforth, S) to the target, for example, garbage-trash.
The same questions above are not restricted to affixed words but also extend to the
processing of compound words.1 Compounding is considered to be a more primitive word
formation process than affixation in the history of human language (Dressler, 2006; Jack-
endoff, 2002). Since compounds are formed by combining existing lexical items, novel
compounds can be instantly understood without any prior encounter. Such a fundamental
characteristic of compounds is the reason why they should be easily segmentable so their
1In the literature on compound processing, compound words are more finely classified into the following
four groups based on the position of their transparent constituents, including transparent-transparent (TT;
e.g., carwash, flagpole), opaque-transparent (OT; e.g., strawberry, dashboard), transparent-opaque (TO;
e.g., doughnut, staircase), and opaque-opaque (OO; e.g., hogwash, windfall). (see for instance, El-Bialy
et al., 2013; Libben, 2006; inter alia). Such distinctions are beyond the scope this dissertation.
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meaning can be interpreted based on their constituent words. At the same time, certain
compounds have idiosyncratic meanings that are hardly interpretable through the combi-
nation of meanings of their constituents. Thus, it should also be possible for compounds
to be stored as a whole unit with their idiosyncratic meanings (Libben, 2006). Models
on compound processing are in parallel with those on affixed word processing. Full listing
models (e.g., Schreuder and Baayen, 1997) posited that compound words, e.g., breakfast,
stopwatch, hometown, are mentally represented as a whole unit. The hybrid dual-route
models (e.g., Sandra, 1990), on the other hand, propose that only the semantically opaque
compounds, e.g., deadline, fleabag, are represented as a whole, while the semantically trans-
parent ones, e.g., bedroom, birthday, are morphologically decomposed. Full decomposition
models argue that compounds are processed after the decomposition into their constituents,
e.g., break-fast, stop-watch, home-town. According to these models, only these constituents
are mentally represented before being combined back into the compound. Researchers have
attempted to account for semantic transparency within the full decomposition model, argu-
ing that they do not affect the decomposability of compounds, but rather create a semantic
incongruity between the meaning of whole compounds (e.g., strawberry) and the meaning
obtained from their constituents (e.g., straw + berry). The inappropriate meaning acivation
is then inhibited, resulting in the lack of priming effects by semantically opaque compounds
in some studies (Libben and de Almeida, 2002; Libben et al., 2004; Libben, 2006).
2.3.2 Experimental results on morphological processing
Researchers have investigated morphological decomposition and the IMP hypothesis by fo-
cusing on the relations in forms (orthographic or phonological) and in meanings between
primes and their targets. Several visual masked-priming experiments have consistently
shown that there is an early decomposition of complex or seemingly complex words, re-
gardless of whether the primes and the targets are semantically related to each other. The
results from the visual masked priming experiment by Longtin et al. (2003) showed prim-
ing effects in the MS condition (e.g., gaufrette ‘wafer’ - gaufre ‘waﬄe’), the M condition
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(e.g., fauvette ‘warbler’ - fauve ‘wildcat’), and also the pseudo-M condition (e.g., baguette
‘little stick’, ‘baguette’ - bague ‘ring’). On the other hand, the purely orthographically
related condition (e.g., abricot ‘apricot’ - abri ‘shelter’) yielded no priming effects, unlike
the other conditions. Similar results were reported in English (Beyersmann et al., 2016;
Feldman et al., 2004; Marslen-Wilson et al., 2008; Rastle et al., 2000, 2004) and in Dutch
(Diependaele et al., 2005, 2009). For instance, Rastle et al. (2004) found priming effects
were for both Condition MS (e.g., cleaner -clean) and Condition M/Pseudo-M (e.g., de-
partment-depart, corner -corn). However, when the primes and the targets are merely
related in forms with no pseudo-derived relation (e.g., brothel -broth), no priming effects
were found. Such results suggest that early morphological decomposition occurs at the
prelexical stage of visual word recognition. At this morpho-orthographic decomposition
stage, complex and seemingly complex words are automatically decomposed, regardless of
semantic transparency (Rastle et al., 2000; Rastle and Davis, 2008).
Apart from prelexical processing obtained from masked priming experiments with un-
consciously perceived primes, overt priming was used as another method to explore the
issue of semantic transparency and morphological effects. Contrary to the uniform results
in masked priming studies, overt priming studies yielded mixed results. Various studies
found semantic relatedness to be a precondition for morphological effects, as seen in French
cross-modal priming and English visual priming results (e.g., priming effects obtained in
distrust-trust but not successor -success; see Feldman et al. 2004; Longtin et al. 2003;
Marslen-Wilson et al. 1994; Rastle et al. 2000). In contrast to these findings, Smolka et al.
(2014) and their previous study (Smolka et al., 2009) have found a clear morphological prim-
ing effects in German complex verbs in both visual (200 ms of prime; 300 stimulus onset
asynchrony (SOA)) and cross-modal (with an inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 1500 ms) overt
priming experiments. Significant priming effects were present in the morphologically related
condition (e.g., entbinden ‘deliver’ - binden ‘bind’), but not in the semantically transparent
but morphologically unrelated condition (zuschnuren ‘tie’ - binden ‘bind’), and nor in the
form related but morphologically unrelated condition (abbilden ‘depict’ - binden ‘bind’).
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With regards to purely auditory priming experiments, Bacovcin et al. (2017) explored
IMP by avoiding the phonological relatedness confound. The targets in their four target con-
ditions, bare stem (snow), past tense (snowed), past tense rhyme control (code),
and embedded control (grove: embedded grow), each combined with the two constant
primes, either rhyme prime (dough) or non-rhyme prime (void). They found that only
the bare stem and the past tense conditions yielded significant rhyme priming effects.
Given such a carefully controlled experiment, their results support the IMP hypothesis that
morphological processing is independent of phonological overlaps in the auditory modality.
However, this study is limited to inflectional affix priming. Future studies of this type on
stem priming or derivational affix priming, compared to other kinds of word formation,
would further inform the IMP hypothesis.
Even though the mentioned issues are the most prominent in the literature, other fine-
grained details have also been considered in morphological processing research. The above
summary of literature hints on other distinctions to be made while exploring the literature
on morphological processing, namely processing stage (prelexical versus lexical), modality
(visual versus auditory versus cross-modal), and cross-linguistic differences (see Amenta
and Crepaldi, 2012 for further review). The cross-linguistic differences stem from the fact
that languages differ in their complexity of word-internal morphological structures. Some
languages have concatenative morphology, with morphemes being ordered sequentially and
continuously one after another (e.g., affixation east-ern or compounding blue-bird), while
some have non-sequential, discontinuous integration of roots (e.g., transfixation ZiMRa
‘singing’ from the root ZMR, which relates to ‘sing’ in Hebrew). Even within the same
word formation processes, experiments on different languages may also yield different re-
sults. This sparks off yet another debate on whether language-specific grammatical rules
are required to explain the difference in cross-linguistic experiment results (Frost, 2012;
Frost et al., 2005; Milin and Feldman, 2018; Smolka et al., 2014). A relevant issue is the
interplay between morphological or lexical properties and these morphological processing
models. Multimorphemic words may be represented or processed differently depending on
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many factors such as different affix types (inflectional versus derivational or prefix versus
suffix), stem types (bound versus free), lexical category (noun, verb, etc.).
2.3.3 The abstractness of representations
Surface variations are inevitable in speech signals. An abstract representation, such as
phoneme, morpheme, word, sentence, and meaning. may be expressed differently in each
of its occurrence. Inter-speaker variations are always evident in speech, for each speaker
has different pitch, vowel space, etc., specific to each person’s identity. Their sociolinguistic
variations, such as gender and dialectal variations, further contribute to the variability in
speech signals across speakers. Intra-speaker variations are also difficult to control. Having
the same person uttering the same abstract information rarely results in the exact same
details in the speech signal. Factors such as duration, prosody, and emotion, are likely
changed in each instance of speech. Such token-specific details may also be referred to as
episodic information. While the word episodic is also used in the memory and processing
model literature, this dissertation restricts its use to specific details in the speech signal,
without explicitly assuming its association with ‘episodic’ memory.
Central questions about the topic include how we are able to abstract away from token-
specific details and what kinds of information are stored in the mental representation of
speech. Classical speech perception studies found that listeners divide acoustic continuum
into clearly bounded phonemic categories, with abrupt shifts in perception from one cate-
gory to another. Listeners are also able to discriminate phonemes better at their boundaries
rather than in the middle of their category (Liberman et al., 1957). Such categorical per-
ception of speech signal suggests that certain token-specific details are discarded through
speech normalization (Mullennix et al., 1989) in order to perceive abstract representations.
In contrast, perceptual learning studies have found that with training, listeners can learn to
use phonetic details to alter their categorical perception boundaries (Eisner and McQueen,
2006; Kraljic and Samuel, 2005; Norris et al., 2005, among others). Acoustic details have
also been shown to be imitated in shadowing experiments (Nielsen, 2011). The perceptual
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learning and shadowing studies suggests that episodic or token-specific details may still be
retained for imitation or learned for shifting category boundaries. Models of speech per-
ception and representation are concerned with these two contrary views on the effect of
token-specific details (see Wilder, 2018). This dissertation makes use of the distinctions
between abstract and token-specific information in the speech signal to investigate whether
the Abstract Representation Difficulty Hypothesis holds at the phonological level. Previous
studies on speech perceptual abilities in children with ASD are provided in Section 2.4.2.
2.3.4 Lexical processing and speech perception studies in Thai
While the auditory modality is the basic modality for language, most word recognition stud-
ies in Thai target the effects of Thai orthography on reading or visual-word processing. The
past studies have specifically investigated the effects such as the writing of consonant, vowels,
and tonal information (Winskel, 2011; Winskel et al., 2012; Winskel and Perea, 2014, among
others), space between words (Kohsom and Gobet, 1997; Winskel et al., 2009). Studies on
speech perception in Thai mainly deals with linguistic background and tonal perception
(Burnham and Francis, 1997; Kaan et al., 2008; Schaefer and Darcy, 2014; Wayland and
Guion, 2014, inter alia) or voice onset time (VOT) contrasts (Curtin et al., 1998; Gandour
et al., 1986; Pater, 2003). None of the studies to date have been done on morphological or
semantic effects or on the effects of tones on Thai lexical processing.
2.4 Lexical and auditory processing in children with autism
2.4.1 Lexical processing in autism
Lexical knowledge in the ASD literature mainly refers to the children’s knowledge and
conceptual understanding of words and vocabularies. Research on lexical processing in
children and adolescents with autism largely focuses on the effects of semantics, with a
limited number of studies on the effects of morphology. On the one hand, some studies
show enhanced or comparable performance of children with ASD to TD children in lexical
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processing. In a study by Walenski et al. (2008), high-functioning children with autism (n
= 21, all male, M full scale IQ = 106.52) and their TD controls (n = 53; 27 female, M
IQ male = 116.69, M IQ female = 115.78) completed a picture naming task, containing 96
pictures of animals, tools, fruits, vegetables, and buildings. Overall, children with autism
did not show significant differences in accuracy nor reaction time from both the control boys
and girls. However, when only the low frequency words were taken into account, children
with autism were found to respond significantly faster than the control boys, but not the
girls.
Such enhanced effects reported in Walenski et al. (2008) were not found in other exper-
imental reports on lexical processing. Yet, a few studies reported comparable performance
in lexical decision tasks by children with ASD and TD children. Haebig et al. (2015) re-
cruited children with ASD (n = 27; 4 females, M age = 9;6), children with SLI (n = 28;
14 females, M age = 10), and TD controls (n = 27; 4 females, M age = 9;1) to complete a
continuous auditory lexical decision task of 40 disyllabic words and 40 disyllabic nonwords.
Half of the tested items (20) in the task had dense ‘semantic’ networks, according to the
University of South Florida Free Association Norms (Nelson et al., 1998)2, while the other
half had sparse networks. In their study, words with higher free association networks were
found to increase the accuracy in the lexical decision task of the children in all the groups,
with the least effects in the SLI group. The response times, however, did not differ between
words with low or high scores on the norm. However, when matched with children with
SLI on receptive vocabulary, children with ASD had faster response times to words with
dense networks. Haebig et al. (2015) concluded that the similar results between the ASD,
SLI, and TD groups support that the mechanisms underlying semantic processing across
the three groups of children are comparable.
In a series of studies by Harper-Hill et al. (2014a,b), four lexical decision tasks were
2It is worth noting that what Haebig et al. (2015) referred to as ‘semantic networks’ are in fact not neces-
sarily ‘semantic’. The Free Association Norms (Nelson et al., 1998) were created by asking 6,000 participants
‘to write the first word that came to mind that was meaningfully related or strongly associated’ to each of
the 5,019 stimulus words (An average of 149 (SD = 15) participants per 100-120 words). Free associations
in this context, thus, include any kind of association, including phonetic associations like rhyming.
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implemented to test semantic priming effects in different modalities. Harper-Hill et al.
(2014a) explored the semantic priming paradigm with one experiment having (1) spoken
word primes and spoken word targets and one having (2) written word primes and spoken
word targets. Harper-Hill et al. (2014b) extended the same semantic priming paradigm
to one experiment with (3) spoken word primes and written word targets and one with
(4) written word primes and written word targets. All the experiments in Harper-Hill
et al. (2014a,b) were administered to the same groups of children with ASD (n = 18; 4
females, M age = 11;10) and their TD controls (n = 14; 6 females, M age = 11;5) over
multiple sessions. The first two experiments in Harper-Hill et al. (2014a) shared the same
36 critical prime-target pairs with half being related in category membership, e.g., dress-
socks. and half being unrelated, while the last two experiments in Harper-Hill et al. (2014b)
shared 30 pairs. Lexical decision was made only for the target words. Each experiment
was conducted with a minimum period of 10 days after the previous session. Harper-Hill
et al. (2014a) found that semantic relatedness facilitated response times and positively
affects the accuracy in both the ASD and TD groups in the unimodal (auditory-auditory)
experiment, but not in the cross-modal (visual-auditory) experiment. The results in Harper-
Hill et al. (2014b) also showed that both ASD and TD children demonstrated modality-shift
processing costs, with semantic priming effect being absent in the cross-modal (auditory-
visual) experiment but present in the unimodal (visual-visual) experiment. Additionally,
Harper-Hill et al. (2014b) found a three-way interactional effect between age, participant
groups, and semantic relatedness in the unimodal written prime/target experiment. Their
post-hoc analysis demonstrated that when both primes and targets were written words,
semantic priming effects were only present in younger participants with ASD, and not
in older participants with ASD or the younger and older TD groups. In this series of
experiments, children with ASD demonstrated the same lexical processing efficiency as TD
children with regards to semantic priming. In parallel, there is preliminary evidence for
a written word processing advantage by children with ASD at a younger age and higher
language competency and attentional capacities.
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More recent studies explored whether children with ASD use semantic information in in-
cremental language processing. A total of 26 Mandarin-speaking children with ASD (M age
= 5;7) and 49 TD children (of which 25 are age-matched (M age = 5;7) and 24 are matched
for Mean Length of Utterance and verbal IQ (M age = 4;7)) completed an eye-tracking study
by Zhou et al. (2019). The study employed 8 target items in each of the two conditions. One
condition is a ‘bias’ condition where the description contains semantic-constraining verbs
(e.g., read a book), as opposed to the other ‘neutral’ condition with neutral verbs (e.g., find
a book). Participants were instructed to simply listen to spoken sentences while looking
at the pictures, which contain the target object and two other distractor objects. Children
with ASD, along with their age-matched and verbal-IQ-matched TD peers, were found to
equally exhibit anticipatory eye movement in the ‘bias’ verb condition. Venker et al. (2019)
conducted a very similar study on 20 children with ASD, comparing the results among
the children with ASD (M age = 4;8) without a TD control group. They also employed
the two types of verbs in a looking-while-listening task. They found the semantic antici-
pation performance to be correlative with the children’s overall receptive language skills,
as measured by the Auditory Comprehension and Expressive Communication scales of the
Preschool Language Scales, 5th Edition (PLS-5; Zimmerman et al., 2011). The findings in
both studies suggest that a subgroup of children with ASD also employ information from
the semantically constrained verbs in incremental language processing in a similar, i.e., not
deviant, fashion as the TD children. There is further evidence from Venker et al. (2019)
that such incremental language processing may be delayed in some group of children with
ASD with lower overall language comprehension skills. This indicates that individuals with
ASD can still be highly varied in their language skills and the incorporation of semantic
information in their language processing.
While the above studies found semantic or lexical knowledge in children with ASD to
be either enhanced or normal, many other studies on lexical processing in children with
ASD pose a more complex picture, involving groups of children with ASD with lower per-
formance than the TD controls. Kamio et al. (2007) recruited children and adolescents
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with ASD (n = 11; 2 females, M age = 14;3) and their TD controls (n = 11; 2 females,
M age = 14;5) for a visual priming lexical decision task. During the task, primes were
presented for 250 ms, followed by the presentation of targets for 4000 ms. The participants
were instructed to read both the primes and targets but make a lexical decision only for
the targets. The experimental prime conditions for targets (e.g., boat) include semantically
closely-related primes (e.g., ship), semantically less-related primes (e.g., bike), phonologi-
cally rhymed primes (e.g., vote), and a control prime (++++). The participants with ASD
were found to perform as accurately as the TD controls across conditions. Additionally, the
participants with ASD did not differ in their RTs from the TD participants in any experi-
mental condition. The priming effects for each condition was computed by subtracting the
RTs of each condition from the RTs of the control condition. The semantic priming effects
were found to be significant in the TD group, but not in the ASD group. The results seem
to suggest poorer semantic processing in the ASD group compared to the TD groups. On
the other hand, the priming effects were not present in the phonologically related condition
in either of the participant groups. The absence of phonological priming effects in this study
may be confounded by the visual presentation of the rhymed prime-target pairs, instead of
an auditory presentation, undermining the rhyming nature of their relationship.
Speirs et al. (2011) compared the performance on masked priming lexical decision be-
tween children with high-functioning autism (n = 11; all male, M age = 14;11), children
with Asperger’s disorder (n = 11; all male, M age = 14;10), and typically-developing chil-
dren (n = 11; all male, M age = 14;8). The task consists of 48 targets, each paired with
4 kinds of primes, including identity primes (e.g., blue), homophone primes (e.g., blew),
orthographic control primes (e.g., blog), and all-letter-different primes (e.g., sand). Overall,
identity priming effects (identity primes versus all-letter-different primes) were obtained in
all the participant groups. No phonological priming effects (homophone primes versus or-
thographic control primes) were observed in any of the groups. However, for orthographic
identity priming (identity primes versus homophone primes), significant effects were found
in both the TD group and the Asperger’s disorder group, while the high-functioning autism
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group did not display such effects. Instead, an orthographic similarity effect (orthographic
control primes versus all-letter-different primes) was found to be significant for the high-
functioning autism group, but not for the other groups. The lack of orthographic identity
priming but the presence of orthographic similarity suggest that even though both As-
perger’s disorder and high-functioning autism are both on the spectrum, they may display
different lexical processing patterns, with the high-functioning autism group having struc-
turally different and possibly delayed lexical processing system.
Other basic lexical processing studies also indicate high variability in performances
across individuals with ASD. Barone et al. (2019) explored basic spoken word comprehension
across 11 semantic categories, including animals, vehicles, toys, food and drink, clothing,
body parts, furniture and rooms, household objects, outside things, people, and actions.
Children with ASD (n = 24; 5 females, M age = 43.5 months (range 24-61)) and their
TD controls (n = 21; 3 females, M age = 31.4 months (range 21-42)) were recruited to
take various standardized measures and a spoken word recognition task. In each trial,
two pictures of the same semantic category were presented side by side for 5000 ms. The
auditory stimulus matched with one of the images was then played within a carrier phrase
“Look at the x”. A total of 102 auditory stimuli were used in the study. Using an eye
tracker, number and time of fixation on the target image after the word onset were used as
an accuracy measure. In the TD group, a significantly higher proportion of children were
in the group with over 60% accuracy rate and in the group with 50-60% accuracy rate,
compared to in the group with lower than 50% accuracy rate. The proportion of children
with ASD, on the other hand, did not differ across accuracy groups, suggesting a higher
interindividual variability in word comprehension in the ASD group.
Similarly, an ERP study by DiStefano et al. (2019) sets out to investigate basic semantic
processing in children with ASD in a non-priming paradigm. Both verbal (n = 15; 2 females,
M age = 7;5) and minimally verbal (n = 18; 4 females, M age = 7;8) children with ASD
in the age range of 5-11 years old were recruited, along with their age-matched TD controls
(n = 18; 5 females, M age = 7;8). Using a picture-word matching paradigm, 60 visual
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stimuli were each presented for 500 ms before either matched or mismatched auditory stimuli
were played. The results showed that the expected N400 effect for mismatched semantic
information was equally present in both ASD groups, but with a longer latency than the
TD group. This suggests that the children with ASD do process semantic information but
at a slower rate. Previous ERP findings are inconsistent as to whether N400 effects are
present in children with ASD or not (for absence of N400, see Cantiani et al., 2016; Dunn
and Bates, 2005; McCleery et al., 2010; for intact N400, see Coderre, 2017; Fishman et al.,
2011; Me´ndez et al., 2009). DiStefano et al. (2019) discussed that such inconsistent findings
can be due to the heterogeneity across ASD individuals and sample sizes. In this study
alone, the variability in all of the ERP measures across the ASD individuals was found to
be substantial.
While most lexical processing studies on ASD deal solely with semantic processing,
Riches et al. (2012) investigated both morpho-syntactic and semantic contribution to lexi-
cal comprehension by adolescents with SLI (n = 14; 1 female, M age = 15;4), children with
autism with impaired language (ALI; n = 16; all male, M age = 14;8) and with normal
language (ALN; n = 14; all male, M age = 15;3), and TD children (n = 17; 7 females, M
age = 14;5). The study aimed at testing the children’s comprehension of conventional noun-
noun lexical compounds (LCs; e.g., sunglasses, raincoat), synthetic compounds (SCs; e.g.,
cat chaser, donkey kicker), and novel roots compounds (RCs; e.g., snail woman, monkey
magazine). Using a picture selection task, the participants were asked to choose the picture
that matched with the auditory stimuli, with the carrier phrase It’s/He’s/She’s a + com-
pound in the LC and RC conditions and the carrier phrase Look at the + compound in
the SC condition. Each trial consisted of the correct picture and a distractor picture. In the
LC and RC conditions, the distractor picture showed the two nouns in the compound with
no relationship between them, whereas in the SC condition, the distractor picture showed
a reversed order of thematic roles (e.g., for cat chaser, it showed a cat chasing something).
Riches et al. (2012) found that the groups of adolescents with ALI and SLI, but not the TD
and ALN groups, performed significantly less accurately in the SC condition compared to
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the LC and RC condition. Further analysis showed that while adolescents in other groups
took significantly longer time to process the SC and RC conditions than the LC condition,
both of the ASD groups’s RTs were not affected by experimental conditions. The authors
concluded that significantly poorer comprehension, as indicated by the lower accuracy, in
the SC condition may be a marker for language impairment in adolescents with and without
ASD. No difference across conditions in ASD could be attributed their generally slower RTs
than other groups of participants. It is worth noting that the LC and RC conditions in this
study involve only compounding in their word-formation process, whereas the SC condition
also involves a derivational suffix -er, which first combined with verbs to form the nouns
in the condition. Hence, my interpretation of their results is that the lower comprehension
rate in the SC condition by both the ALI and SLI groups can be largely attributed to their
failure at suffixing the verbal part of the second component of the compound, rather than
compounding itself.
Other studies on morphological processing deal with non-lexical domains such as sen-
tences to explore morphosyntactic processing in people with autism. For instance, gram-
maticality judgement tasks were used in such studies with mixed results. In Eigsti and
Bennetto (2009), participants with autism of an age range from 9 to 17 years old (n = 21,
M age = 13;5) and their matched TD controls (n = 22, M age = 13;4) were tested on
their grammaticality judgement ability. A wide range of grammatical errors were included
in the test, involving errors in past tense, aspect, pluralization, pronominal markers, deter-
miners, auxiliaries, questions, and word order. Out of the 13 categories, the third-person
singular, the progressive, and past tense marking were found to be the only types of er-
rors to which participants with ASD were significantly less sensitive than the TD group.
The ASD group was also found to have the significantly less performance sensitivity than
the TD group when the errors occurred at the end of longer sentences with 10-11 words.
These results suggest that there is subtle grammatical impairment in people with autism
with a potential correlation with working memory. Weismer et al. (2017) further explored
morphosyntactic processing and its relationship with nonverbal working memory. In their
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study, children with ASD (n = 27, M age = 9;7), children with SLI (n = 21, M age =
9;11), and TD children (n = 36, M age = 9;6) participated in a grammatical judgement task
and a nonverbal working memory task. In the grammatical judgement task, participants
were asked to listen to 56 sentences (28 ungrammatical and 28 grammatical) and determine
their grammaticality. The ungrammatical sentences were mainly had errors involving the
omission of grammatical morphemes, including regular past tense markers and auxiliary
markers. The TD group was found to have significantly better performance than the SLI
group. While the ASD group’s performance is in between the TD and the SLI groups, it
is not found to be significantly different from either group. This study further regrouped
the children based on whether they had language impairment or not. The children with
language impairment (n =30) were found to be less accurate and slower at error detec-
tion than the children with normal language (n =54). None of the groups differed in their
performance on the nonverbal working memory task. In contrast to Eigsti and Bennetto
(2009)’s study, however, this study found higher performance sensitivity and faster reac-
tion times in detecting errors that occurred later in the sentences. With regards to the
relationship between the performance of nonverbal working memory and morphosyntactic
processing tasks, nonverbal working memory is predictive of the detection of later errors for
the TD and ASD groups, but not predictive for the SLI group, possibly because of the lack
of variance in performance sensitivity in the SLI group, as opposed to the heterogeneity
of the other groups. This study’s contradictory results to Eigsti and Bennetto (2009) led
them to conclude that later errors may be easier to detect than earlier errors due to the
higher availability of contextual information, decreasing the demand on working memory in
sentence parsing as the sentence wraps up. The fact that these two studies found interest-
ing differences based on sentence lengths suggests that even though words and phrases may
not be theoretically distinguished in certain linguistic theories, concrete differences, such
as length, may still play an important role in distinguishing between the two domains of
mental processing. The results found in one domain may, thus, not generalize to the other.
In addition to the studies on school-aged children with ASD as described above, other
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studies in the ASD literature mostly reported semantic deficits in various forms, including
difficulties understanding non-literal or figruative language such as metaphors and indirect
speech (e.g., Chahboun et al., 2015; Tager-Flusberg, 2006; Vermeulen, 2001; Volden and
Phillips, 2010; Vulchanova et al., 2015), difficulties understanding mental state verbs, e.g.,
think, know, wonder, (e.g., Baron-Cohen et al., 1994; Kazak, Collis, & Lewis, 1997; Kelley,
Paul, Fein, & Naigles, 2006; Tager-Flusberg, 1992; Ziatas, Durkin, & Pratt,1998), difficulties
drawing inferences (Losh & Capps, 2003; Norbury & Bishop, 2002), among others.
In sum, while consistent results in various studies suggest that children with ASD strug-
gle with non-literal and less concete semantic information, the overall picture of research
studies on basic lexical processing in ASD indicate high variability across individuals. The
language performance by children with ASD in various studies suggests that there can po-
tentially be at least two subgroups of children with ASD, even in the verbal population.
With limited previous knowledge on the interaction between morphology and semantics in
the lexical domain in children with autism, research in this area is needed to expand our
knowledge on the broader linguistic abilities of children with ASD.
2.4.2 Speech perception and auditory processing in autism
Prior to the process of assigning of words to their meaning, the bases for lexical knowledge
involve speech perception and segmentation. Compelling results on the topic were found in
several studies relating lexical delays in autism with their enhanced sensitivity to auditory
contrasts. Jones et al. (2009) tested 72 adolescents with autism (M age = 15;6) and 48 age-
and IQ-matched controls (M age = 15;6) on their ability to discriminate the differences
in frequency, intensity, and duration in pairs of sounds. No difference was found between
the two groups. However, they found that a subgroup of 20% of the adolescents with ASD
performed exceptionally well on frequency discrimination task with the score of 1.65 SDs
above the mean of the control group. Additionally, these individuals with ASD had average
IQ but a history of delayed first words. The results from this study are consistent with other
reported findings that pitch discrimination ability is enhanced in children, adolescents, and
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adults with ASD with a history of delayed language onset (Bonnel et al., 2010; Eigsti and
Fein, 2013).
While the above studies involve non-speech stimuli such as pure tones in their experi-
ments, various studies compared between speech and non-speech stimuli to explore whether
auditory sensitivity is limited to non-speech stimuli and whether there is a speech-specific
deficit in categorical perception or not. Wang et al. (2017) employed lexical tone linguistic
stimuli and harmonic non-speech stimuli in an ERP study with 16 Mandarin-speaking chil-
dren with autism (M age = 10.4) and 15 TD controls (M age = 10.3). A 10-step lexical
tone continuum was created for monosyllabic speech stimuli. Out of the 10 levels, three
tones were chosen at Level 1, 5, and 9 to create a within-category pair (1 and 5) and a
between-category pair (5 and 9). The two categories correspond with Tone 2 and Tone 4
in Mandarin. Non-speech stimuli were generated to match in fundamental frequency, am-
plitude, and duration to the speech stimuli. A total of 600 stimuli were presented using a
passive oddball paradigm. Participants were instructed to watch a muted movie and ignore
the presented auditory stimuli. The children with ASD were found to elicit significantly
different Mismatch Response amplitudes between within-category and between-category
conditions only in non-speech contexts, but not in speech contexts. The TD group, on
the other hand, showed significantly different amplitudes between the two conditions in
both speech and non-speech contexts. Similar ERP studies also investigated the children
with ASD’s neural sensitivity to lexical tones and pure tones. Yu et al. (2015) found that
Mandarin-speaking children with autism (6-12 years) have enhanced neural sensitivity in
the non-speech (pure tones) condition, but not in the speech (lexical tones) condition. Sim-
ilarly, Zhang et al. (2019) compared between the pitch perception of speech and non-speech
stimuli in Cantonese-speaking children with ASD (n = 16, M age = 10;5) and their TD
controls (n = 16, M age = 9;6). They found that the TD controls showed stronger mis-
match negativity responses than the children with ASD in the lexical tone condition. While
they did not find enhanced neural sensitivity to non-speech stimuli in the ASD group as in
Yu et al. (2015), they found similar mismatch negativity responses between the ASD and
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TD groups. The results of these above studies demonstrate that the children with ASD
have speech-specific categorical perception deficit, since non-speech stimuli yielded either
normal or enhanced responses.
You et al. (2017) extended the research from pure tones and lexical tones to vowel and
consonant continuum in French-speaking TD children (n = 19, M age = 10;4), children
with ASD with normal language (n = 6, M age = 10;10), and language-impaired children
with ASD (n = 10, M age = 10;6). In a categorical identification task, the children were
asked to indicate which vowel (/i/ or /y/) or consonant (/b/ or/d/) they heard. In the
categorical discrimination task, they were asked to answer whether two sounds they heard
belonged to the same category or not. The ASD group performed significantly worse in the
categorical identification task, but not in the categorical discrimination task. The authors
then concluded that children with ASD struggle with categorical precision, rather than
categorical perception, which may have not been teased apart in the earlier ERP studies.
Huang et al. (2018) conducted an ERP study on vowel duration, which is not phonological in
Mandarin, and pure tones with school-age Mandarin-speaking children with autism and TD
children. Contrary to the previous studies, the deficit in the mismatch negativity responses
is not restricted to speech signal. In fact, they found diminished mismatch negativity
responses in pure tone condition, but not in the vowel length condition. This leads to their
conclusion that the speech-specific deficits may be restricted to phonemic contrasts, instead
of allophonic contrasts such as vowel length in Mandarin. While these two studies provide
interesting remarks on the nature of categorical perception deficits in children with autism,
more research is needed to reach a clear conclusion.
As for studies on adolescents and adults with ASD, Bonnel et al. (2003), among others,
also found enhanced pitch sensitivity in non-speech stimuli. Chiodo et al. (2019), on the
other hand, observed no reduced performance on the perception of speech stimuli in either
the group of adults with ASD with or without a history of speech onset delay. Stewart et
al. (2017) found categorical perception of the linguistic voice onset time contrast (/g/ vs
/k/) to be on par between ASD and TD adults. Additionally, it was found to be correlated
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with their ability to read, lexical decision task performance, and verbal IQ.
All in all, a large group of studies observed categorical perception deficits in linguistic
stimuli, but not in non-linguistic stimuli. The nature of categorical perception deficits and
the improvement in their adulthood remain to be explored by future studies.
2.5 Experiments
This section reports the results from four experiments. The first two experiments (Exper-
iment 1.1 and 1.2) share the theme of the processing of compounds. Experiment 2 asks
whether there is an effect of stress and lexical tones on lexical processing. Experiment 3
expands to an inquisition into an effect of the voice switch between talker/gender on lexical
processing. All of the experiments involve real-time processing tasks, using auditory stimuli.
Before presenting the specific details of each experiment, the shared methods and analysis
procedure between these four experiments are provided.
2.5.1 Shared methods
The auditory stimuli were recorded by me, a female native speaker of Standard Thai (age
25/26, Bangkok origin), in a sound-attenuated room using a Logitech h390 microphone with
a sampling rate of 44.1kHz. Specifically for Experiment 3, additional stimuli were recorded
by a male native speaker of Standard Thai (age 27, Bangkok origin). The experiments were
run using the software PsychoPy2 (Peirce, 2007) on a 13” screen laptop with Intel Core i5,
2.19GHz processor. Participants responded using the keys z and m on the laptop keyboard,
marked with brightly-colored stickers with a check mark and an X.
2.5.2 Shared data removal and analysis procedure
2.5.2.1 Subgrouping criteria
For the reliability of the main response time (RT; measured from the onset of the sound
file) analysis, the children in both participant groups were subgrouped into two performance
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groups: Group 1 and Group 2. In their lexical decision tasks, Harper-Hill et al. (2014a,b)
excluded both the TD and children with ASD with fewer than 60% of raw data points
remaining after the removal of inaccurate responses and responses with extreme RTs. In this
dissertation, this metric is used to separate the children into two groups. Group 1 comprises
the children who have above 60% of the raw data points, including fillers, remaining after
the removal of inaccurate and extreme responses. This group of children was included in
both the accuracy analysis and the main RT analysis. In contrast, only the accuracy data
were explored for the children in Group 2. Since Experiment 2 was embedded as fillers of
Experiment 1.2 and vice versa, their two subgroups consist of the same participants. Details
of the participants in each group are summarized in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Subgroups of participants in Experiment 1.1, 1.2, 2, and 3.
Experiment 1.1 Experiment 1.2 and 2 Experiment 3
Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2
ASD 16 (4) 13 (1) 13 (2) 19 (1) 24 (0) 8 (0)
N (Female N)
TD 63 (13) 4(0) 41 (6) 18 (4) 58 (0) 1 (0)
ASD 9;11 8;9 10;5 9;1 9;6 10;1
M Age
TD 8;10 6;9 8;5 6;11 8 5;7
ASD 109.67 83.21 105.88 88.4 102.74 73.8
M NVIQ
TD 113.97 96.98 120.36 110.07 117.44 104.58
The adult participants are native speakers of Thai, demographically mixed, and they
were recruited through personal contacts and word-of-mouth. All reported normal hearing
and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of the adult participants scored lower than
70% in all of the experiments, therefore, no exclusion has been made. Table 2.2 shows the
details for each of the experiments.
Table 2.2: Adult participants in Experiment 1.1, 1.2, 2, and 3.
Experiment 1.1 Experiment 1.2 and 2 Experiment 3
N (Female N) 30(20) 42(27) 31(20)
M Age 34.77 36.53 37.81
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2.5.2.2 Pre-analysis outlier treatment
After the overall accuracy percentages were obtained from the data, practice trials and
fillers were removed. The remaining experimental trials were used for statistical analyses
and models for accuracy. I adopted the outlier treatment methods by Baayen and Milin
(2010), which allows for minimal initial data trimming before analyzing the RT data.
After the participants have been subgrouped, the child participants in Group 1 and
the adult participants with over 70% accuracy (all of the adult participants) underwent the
next steps of data trimming. Prime-target pairs of which the responses to either their prime
or their target was incorrect were removed. Pairs with extreme RTs to either the prime
or the target were then excluded. The cut-off points for extreme RTs were set differently
for children and for adults. Figure 2.1 show the child versus adult individual raw RT
distributions in the experimental trials of Experiment 3. For children, the extreme RTs
were set to <200 and >5500 ms, while they were set to <250 and >3500 ms for adults.
(a) Children. (b) Adults.
Figure 2.1: A comparison between the child versus the adult individual distribution of raw
RTs in the experimental trials of Experiment 3.
The remaining data were visualized and tested with the Shapiro-Wilk Test to determine
the best transformation. The natural log transformation was found to be the best trans-
formation for data sets of all of the RT experiments in this chapter. Afterwards, outlier
trimmings were performed on each participant and on each item for which the distribution
was not normal according to their Shapiro-Wilk results. In Experiments 1.1 and 1.2, outlier
trimmings were performed only on the log-transformed target RTs. On the other hand,
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owing to the fact that Experiment 2 and 3 are repetition priming experiments where the
difference between prime and target RTs are crucial to the calculation of priming effects,
both the log-transformed target RTs and prime RTs were trimmed. Table 2.3 and 2.4 sum-
marize the data trimming procedures and percentages of data removal before the final linear
mixed regression models were fitted for each experiment.
Table 2.3: Percentages of data removal by experiment (Children in Group 1).
Children in Group 1
Experiment 1.1 Experiment 1.2 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
Removal of
Experimental Items
Initial
data
points
No.
removed
% removed
Initial
data
points
No.
removed
% removed
Initial
data
points
No.
removed
% removed
Initial
data
points
No.
removed
% removed
1
Inaccurate responses
to primes/target
3792 609 16.06% 2430 523 21.52% 2376 483 20.33% 4920 669 13.60%
A-priori data trimming
2
Extreme responses
(<200 and >5500 ms)
both primes and targets
3183 135 4.24% 1907 96 5.03% 1893 63 3.33% 4251 182 4.28%
3
Trimming by subject
(target)
3048 77 2.53% 1811 49 2.71% 1830 54 2.95% 4069 63 1.55%
4
Trimming by item
(target)
2971 47 1.58% 1762 19 1.08% 1776 26 1.46% 4006 46 1.15%
5
Trimming by subject
(prime; If applicable)
NA NA NA NA NA NA 1750 44 2.51% 3960 43 1.09%
6
Trimming by item
(prime; If applicable)
NA NA NA NA NA NA 1706 34 1.99% 3917 25 0.64%
Total removal by a-priori data trimming 259 8.14% 164 8.60% 221 11.67% 359 8.45%
7 Model criticism 2924 58 1.98% 1743 38 2.18% 1672 44 2.63% 3892 91 2.34%
Table 2.4: Percentages of data removal by experiment (Adults).
Adults
Experiment 1.1 Experiment 1.2 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
Removal of
Experimental Items
Initial
data
points
No.
removed
% removed
Initial
data
points
No.
removed
% removed
Initial
data
points
No.
removed
% removed
Initial
data
points
No.
removed
% removed
1
Inaccurate responses
to primes/target
1440 60 4.17% 1680 44 2.62% 1610 21 1.30% 1860 37 1.99%
A-priori data trimming
2
Extreme responses
(<250 and >3000 ms)
both primes and targets
1380 28 2.03% 1636 5 0.31% 1554 11 0.71% 1823 9 0.49%
3
Trimming by subject
(target)
1352 29 2.14% 1631 20 1.23% 1543 31 2.01% 1814 11 0.61%
4
Trimming by item
(target)
1323 35 2.65% 1611 4 0.25% 1512 5 0.33% 1803 3 0.17%
5
Trimming by subject
(prime; If applicable)
NA NA NA NA NA NA 1507 22 1.46% 1800 25 1.39%
6
Trimming by item
(prime; If applicable)
NA NA NA NA NA NA 1485 10 0.67% 1775 8 0.45%
Total removal by a-priori data trimming 92 6.67% 29 1.77% 79 5.08% 56 3.07%
7 Model criticism 1288 26 2.02% 1607 41 2.55% 1475 28 1.90% 1767 36 2.04%
2.5.2.3 Modeling
Mixed effects logistic regression models were run separately on the accuracy data of children
in Group 1, children in Group 2, and adults in each experiment, using the lme4 package
(Version 1.1.12; Bates et al. 2015) with the extension lmerTest package (Version 2.0.32;
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for obtaining p-values; Kuznetsova et al. 2016) in the R software (Version 3.3.1; R Core
Team 2016) and MuMIn package (Version 1.43.6; for obtaining marginal and conditional r-
squared; Barton 2019). For logistic regression models, the bobyqa optimizer from the minqa
package (Version 1.2.4; Bates et al. 2014) was applied. The default treatment coding scheme
was used to compare between each categorical group. Baseline conditions and participant
groups were re-leveled to obtain comprehensive pairwise comparisons of factors. Confidence
intervals were reported at 95%. As for the RT data, a linear mixed-effects model was only
applied to the children in Group 1 and the adults, using the same software and packages.
For the RT data, post-fitting model criticism was performed to remove the outliers situating
at least 2.5 standard deviations away from the mean in both tails. The results from the
refitted models are presented in the next section.
2.5.3 Experiment 1: Processing of compounds
Thai is an isolating language. It has a very small number of morphemes per word and
little affixation in inflectional morphology (Dryer, 2013). Word formation processes in Thai
heavily rely on free Roots. Compounding is one of such processes, employing two or more
free Roots to create a new word. The newly created words can be of different lexical
categories or have unrelated meaning to the meaning(s) of their component(s). As seen in
Examples 1-2, the meaning of some compound words are derived more transparently from
one or both of their components (e.g., 1a, 2a) while some may be not as transparently
related to their components.
(1) Compound nouns:
a. na´:m (water) hOˇ:m (fragrant) = na´m-hOˇ:m perfume
b. mEˆ: (mother) le`k (iron) = mEˆ-le`k magnet
c. pa`:k (mouth) ka: (crow) = pa`k-ka: pen
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(2) Compound verbs:
a. sa`N (to order) sOˇ:n (to teach) = sa`N-sOˇ:n to teach (someone a lesson)
b. jW:n (to stand) jan (to support) = jWn-jan to insist, to confirm
c. tW`:n (to wake up) teˆn (to dance) = tW`n-teˆn to be excited/nervous
In this study, we explored the effects of semantic transparency on morphological priming,
in the case where compounds are the prime. Experiment 1.1 (done in 2016) and Experiment
1.2 (2017) were both continuous lexical decision experiments with auditory priming that
were aimed at examining the morphological and semantic effects on lexical access of Thai
compound nouns and verbs.
2.5.3.1 Semantic association test and critical stimuli
Initially, candidate base verbs and nouns were selected along with their pairs in every con-
dition. These bases are monosyllabic, monomorphomic, and have one dominant meaning.3
All the selected words are appropriate for children.4 Following Smolka et al. (2014), words
in each candidate pair were first rated by native speakers (non-participants in the actual
lexical decision experiment) for their semantic relationship on a scale from (1) completely
unrelated to (7) highly related. Critical stimuli had to be rated higher than 4 for Conditions
MS and S and lower than 3 for Conditions M. Additionally, the pairs in Conditions Ph and
C also had to be rated lower than 3.
For Experiment 1.1, a total of 180 pairs were tested for semantic association so as
to determine which candidates will be included in the critical set. Seventy-nine native
speakers of Thai (55 females, M age = 34.9) were recruited for the semantic association
test. A one-way ANOVA was used to test for the group difference in their mean ratings and
3All but eight bases take only one meaning. The eight bases have one dominant meaning but also some
other meanings. However, we ensured that primes in Condition M are not semantically related to any
meaning of the base. For instance, the base tO`: (‘extend’) can also mean ‘build’ in certain contexts. The
prime of M type for this base, i.e., tO`:-suˆ: (‘fight’), was then chosen to avoid both meanings.
4While every item in the experiment was appropriate for children in terms of its politeness and sensitivity,
the age of acquisition for those words is unknown. I attempted to choose relatively frequent and easy words as
much as possible. Due to the limitation on the synonyms of basic nominal targets, nine primes in Condition
S of Experiment 1.1 are words that are less commonly used, including highly formal or royal terms. The
data trimming process should be able to account for some of the children’s difficulties in understanding the
primes.
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syllable lengths. The results showed a highly significant difference in mean ratings across
prime types, F (2,141) = 541, p < 0.001. A Tukey’s HSD Post Hoc Test was performed
on the results, indicating that the MS and S conditions are not significantly different from
each other (p=0.997), while the M condition differs from both MS (p < 0.001) and S (p <
0.001) conditions. Mean syllable lengths also show no significant difference across conditions
(F (2,141) = 0.234, p=0.792). This holds true for every pair of conditions in the post-hoc
test.
For Experiment 1.2, additional 140 pairs were rated by 51 adult Thai native speakers
(33 females, M age = 33.04). The semantic association ratings are highly significant across
conditions (F (3,176) = 699.1, p < 0.001). The post-hoc test revealed significant differences
for every pair of conditions (p < 0.001), except for Ph-C conditions (p=0.998). Moreover,
all the conditions are not significantly different on mean syllable lengths (F (3,176) = 1.241,
p=0.296), with no difference between any pairs in the post-hoc test. Mean ratings for the
critical pairs in Experiment 1.1 and 1.2 are shown in Table 2.5.
All of the stimuli in Experiment 1.1 and 1.2 are listed in Appendix A.
Table 2.5: Stimulus characteristics of primes and targets in Experiment 1.1 and 1.2.
Experiment 1.1 Experiment 1.2
Syllable length Relatedness score Syllable length Relatedness score
Target 1
-
1
-
(0; 1-1) (0; 1-1)
MS 2.02 5.87 2.02 5.77
(0.14; 2-3) (0.61; 4.1-6.8) (0.15; 2-3) (0.62; 4.1-6.63)
M 2.02 2.24 2 2.15
(0.14; 2-3) (0.43; 1.5-3.1) (0; 2-2) (0.39; 1.54-2.9)
S 2.06 5.89
- -
(0.56; 1-4) (0.79; 4.3-6.9)
Ph
- -
2.04 1.63
(0.21; 2-3) (0.51; 1-2.85)
C
- -
2 1.62
(0; 2-2) (0.48; 1-2.75)
Note: The numbers presented are mean (SD: range).
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2.5.3.2 Fillers
Both experiments contain fillers randomly paired with each other to prevent the strategic
effect. Fillers comprised of words fillers, which are semantically unrelated to the test set,
and nonwords. Nonwords were created by replacing the consonant(s), vowel(s), or tone(s)
of real words, while conforming to the phonotactics of Thai. The number of syllables and
lexical stress serve as a cue to the morphological structure of the nonwords. The ratio of
the number of syllables in the word stimuli and the nonword stimuli is balanced, i.e., same
ratio of monosyllabic, disyllabic, etc. for both words and nonword stimuli. Characteristics
of fillers in Experiment 1.2 are the same as those in Experiment 1.1. One major difference
between the fillers of the two experiments is that 65% of the word fillers in Experiment 1.2
are an embedded experiment on sensitivity to full/neutralized tones in unstressed syllables
(Experiment 2).
After the fillers were added, the proportion of the critical primes and targets to the
whole set of stimuli were reduced to 30% in Experiment 1.1 and 25% in Experiment 1.2.
The proportion of semantically-related primes and targets to the entire set of stimuli were
reduced to 20% in Experiment 1.1 (including Condition MS and S) and 25% in Experiment
1.2 (Condition MS and all the stimuli in the embedded Experiment 1.2), while that of
morphologically-related items to the entire material was reduced to 20% in Experiment 1.1
(Condition MS and M) and 30% in Experiment 1.2 (Condition MS, M, and all the stimuli
in the embedded Experiment 1.2).
2.5.3.3 Stimuli and procedure
A target noun or verb was paired with primes of different types. The relationship between
primes and targets varies across conditions. Experiment 1.1 consisted of the morphologically-
and-semantically related condition (MS), the morphologically-related condition (M), and
the semantically-related condition (S). Experiment 1.2 comprised the MS condition, the M
condition, the phonologically-related condition (Ph), where the first element of the prime
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rhymes, i.e., sharing vowels, codas, and tones5, with the target, and the control condition
(C), where primes and targets were not related in any way. Example test items are provided
in Table 2.6. The differences between Experiment 1.1 and 1.2 are summarized in Table 2.7.
The primes are compound words, with the exception of eleven monomorphemic nominal
primes in Condition S. The prime-target pairs were distributed across lists, according to
the Latin Square design, such that each target appeared only once in each list. Each list
contained the same number of stimuli from every priming condition, which were distributed
across eight blocks. Each participant participated in only one experimental list.
Table 2.6: Example test items.
Target MS M S Ph C
laˆw laˆw khaˇ:n laˆw ri:an bO`:k kla`:w khaˆw caj dW`:m da`m
‘tell’
‘tell (a story)’ <
‘tell’ + ‘cry out’
‘study’ <
‘tell’ + ‘study’
‘notify’ <
‘tell’ + ‘say’
‘understand’ <
‘enter’ + ‘heart’
‘indulge’ <
‘drink’ + NA
kla`n kla`n krO:N kla`n klE:N hW`:at ra-h7ˇ:j pa`n pu`:an khwˆı:aN th´ıN
‘sift,
distill’
‘screen’ <
‘distill’ + ‘filter’
‘mistreat’, ‘defame’ <
‘distill’ + ‘tease’
‘evaporate’<
‘dry up’ + ‘evaporate’
‘be frantic/chaotic’ <
‘shake’ + ‘cause turmoil’
‘throw away’ <
‘throw’ + ‘dump’
phra´P phra´P-soˇN phra´P-Pe`:k na´k bu`a:t fa´k fE:N l´ın cha´k
‘monk’
‘monk’ <
‘monk’ + ‘monk’
‘leading actor’ <
‘monk’ + ‘one’
‘priest’ <
‘expert’ + ‘ordain’
‘gourd’ <
‘gourd’ +‘cucurbita pepo’
‘drawer’ <
‘tongue’ + ‘pull’
na´:m na´:m ta: na´:m ta:n khOˇ:N leˇ:w klaˆ:m nW:a kho:m faj
‘water’
‘tear’ <
‘water’ + ‘eye’
‘sugar’, ‘brown’ <
‘water’ + ‘palm’
‘liquid’ <
‘thing’ + ‘liquidy’
‘muscle’ <
‘muscle’ + ‘meat’
‘lamp’ <
‘lamp’ + ‘fire’
Note: Experiment 1.1 includes Conditions MS, M, and S, while Experiment 1.2 includes Conditions MS, M, Ph, and C. In each condition,
the IPA transcription is provided on the first line. The meaning of the entire compound is provided on the second line, while the meaning
of each component is on the third line.
Table 2.7: Design differences between Experiment 1.1 and 1.2.
Experiment 1.1 Experiment 1.2
ISI 800-900 ms 400-600 ms
Conditions: MS, M, and S MS, M, Ph, and C
Test items:
144 pairs over 3 lists (48 pairs per list;
16 pairs per list per condition)
- 26 target nouns
- 22 target verbs
180 pairs over 4 lists (45 pairs per list;
11-12 pairs per condition)
- 24 target nouns
- 21 target verbs
Fillers:
30% Test items
40% Non-word
fillers
30% Word fillers
20% Test items
50% Non-word fillers
30% Word fillers
The experiment began with 10 practice trials. During the session, a fixation cross
5Five words in Condition Ph do not have a complete rhyme, but they differ in no more than one additional
element.
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appeared at the center of the screen. Each auditory stimulus was presented through child-
friendly/adult headphones with an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 800-900 ms in Experiment
1.1 and 400-600 ms in Experiment 1.2. The instruction was given both verbally and on the
screen. Participants were asked to press the button with a check mark with their dominant
hand, when they heard a sound they understood or had heard being used in the language, or
press the other button when they heard a sound which was nonsense or had not been heard
being used in the language. They were also instructed to do so as accurately and as fast as
possible. No feedback was given after each trial. The experiment lasted approximately 25
minutes with three self-administered breaks.
2.5.3.4 Modeling
For the accuracy models, run only on the child data, the data were subset based on the
performance group (Group 1 or Group 2). Using the same factors, the accuracy models for
each performance group were run separately. Both models contained 11 fixed effects factors,
including prime condition (MS, M, or S for Exp1.1 and MS, M, Ph, or C for Exp1.2), word
type (noun or verb; average across word types on the intercepts), z-scored duration of
target, z-scored trial number, z-scored interstimulus interval (ISI; measured in ms), prime
accuracy (average on the intercept), log-transformed RTs to primes, participant group (ASD
or TD), z-scored Ravens nonverbal IQ, z-scored age, and gender (average across genders on
the intercepts). Moreover, the interactions between prime condition and participant group,
along with two random effects factors (random intercepts for participants and items) were
also included in the models. For the effect of prime condition and participant group, dummy
coding was used to relevel to the desired baseline.
The reaction time models contained 10 fixed effects factors for the child data and 8
factors for the adult data, using the same contrast coding schemes. The factors include
prime condition, word type, z-scored duration of target, z-scored trial number, z-scored ISI,
log-transformed RTs to primes, participant group (only for the child data), z-scored NVIQ
(only for the child data), z-scored age, and gender. Interactional effects were coded between
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prime condition and participant group in the child data. Two random effects factors of
participants and items were also included in the models.
2.5.3.5 Results: Experiment 1.1 and 1.2
2.5.3.5.1 Accuracy
Mean accuracy per prime-target relationship and participant groups of both Experiment 1.1
and Experiment 1.2 is detailed in Table 2.8. No logistic regression models were performed
on the adult accuracy data due to little variance in accuracy across experimental conditions.
Table 2.8: Accuracy percentages by condition in Experiment 1.1 and 1.2.
Accuracy (%)
Condition
Adults
Group 1 Group 2
ASD TD ASD TD
M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD
Exp1.1
M 97.76 5.19 92.02 9.72 95.84 5.18 71.2 24.45 68.28 15.85
MS 98.98 2.33 90.63 9.9 96.53 5.87 67.36 22.1 72.58 22.37
S 96.13 7.29 89.89 15 95.95 5.75 72.11 20.11 59.66 22.74
Exp1.2
C 97.93 4.57 82.87 12.47 81.04 13.70 70.61 28.06 65.15 24.51
M 99.39 2.90 94.52 8.56 89.84 12.29 54.74 32.02 69.91 23.19
MS 100.00 0.00 93.12 9.90 91.33 10.07 60.81 28.23 72.56 28.98
Ph 94.75 7.36 94.46 6.95 84.61 12.85 57.26 29.66 68.64 31.47
As an overall data visualization, Figure 2.2 presents mean accuracies for Experiment
1.1, showing the performance of the four subgroups of children (ASD/TD by Performance
group 1/2) in the morphologically related condition (M), the morphologically and seman-
tically related condition (MS), and the semantically related condition (S). The children in
performance group 1 of Experiment 1.1 exhibited similar accuracy rates across conditions,
while the children in performance group 2 show more variance across conditions. Figure
2.3 shows mean accuracies for Experiment 1.2, including the control condition (C), the M
condition, the MS condition, and the phonologically related condition (Ph). Overall, the
accuracy rates are the lowest in the control condition for both the children with ASD and
the TD children in Group 1. As for the TD children in Group 2, even though the accuracy
rates are lower than those of Group 1, a similar pattern of accuracy levels remains, with
the control condition having the lowest accuracy. The children with ASD in Group 2, on
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the other hand, had the highest accuracy rates in the control condition.
Figure 2.2: Experiment 1.1 - Mean target accuracies for each condition (M/MS/S) by
participant (ASD/TD) and performance groups (Group 1/Group 2).
Experiment 1.1: According to the logistic regression model for accuracy as summa-
rized in Table 2.9, children with ASD in Group 1 showed no significant difference in the
accuracy in Condition MS, compared to the other two conditions (Condition M: B=0.259,
p=0.448; Condition S: B=0.012, p=0.969). The same model with the TD children in Group
1 as the reference level also yields similar results that the accuracy in Condition MS is
not different from that in Condition M (B=-0.221, p=0.600) nor in Condition S (B=-0.687,
p=0.090). Compared with the TD children, children with autism have significantly lower ac-
curacy rates in the MS condition (B=1.097, p<0.01) and the S condition (B=1.094, p<0.01),
but performed on par with the TD group in the M condition (B= 0.699, p=0.078).
On average for all the children in Group 1, both NVIQ (B=0.336, p<0.01) and age
(B=0.273, p=0.047) are found to significantly affect accuracy. Gender yields a significant
effect, with female children having higher accuracy (B=0.758, p=0.035). Prime accuracy is
a highly significant predictor for target accuracy (B=0.931, p<0.001). Longer ISIs seem to
significantly lower the accuracy (B=-0.194, p=0.017). Other factors have not been found to
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Figure 2.3: Experiment 1.2 - Mean target accuracies for each condition (C/M/MS/Ph) by
participant (ASD/TD) and performance groups (Group 1/Group 2), with reference lines at
the control condition.
be significant.
As for the children with ASD in Group 2, Condition MS had less accurate performance,
but not significantly less accurate, than the other two conditions (Condition M: B=0.258,
p=0.275; Condition S: B=0.278, p=0.243). The TD children in Group 2 performed the most
accurately in the MS condition but not significantly different from the other two conditions
(Condition M: B=-0.221, p=0.600; Condition S: B=-0.687, p=0.090). With an exception of
the prime accuracy, which positively affect the target accuracy (B=0.536, p<0.01), other
factors seemed irrelevant in the performance of the children in Group 2. However, one
major takeaway on the difference between the ASD and TD groups lie in the pattern of
accuracy rates across conditions. While the children with ASD of Group 2 performed
the most accurately in the S condition and the least accurately in the MS condition, the
opposite pattern is found in the TD children of Group 2. Given such reversed performance,
the interactional effect between participant groups and experimental conditions showed
that the difference between the accuracy of the MS condition and that of the S condition
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Table 2.9: Experiment 1.1: Summary of the accuracy model for the children in Group 1.
Performance group: Group 1
Accuracy
Fixed Effects
Estimates
(Betas)
SE
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
p-values
Intercept (Baseline: MS, ASD) 1.979 0.399 1.196 2.762 <.001
Prime condition
MS vs M in ASD 0.259 0.341 -0.410 0.928 0.448
MS vs S in ASD 0.012 0.323 -0.621 0.646 0.969
MS vs M in TD -0.221 0.422 -1.048 0.606 0.600
MS vs S in TD -0.687 0.405 -1.480 0.106 0.090
Word type (Noun vs Verb) -0.195 0.212 -0.611 0.222 0.360
Duration of target 0.009 0.106 -0.199 0.217 0.932
Trial number -0.059 0.104 -0.264 0.146 0.574
ISI -0.194 0.081 -0.353 -0.034 0.017
Prime accuracy (Correct vs Incorrect) 0.931 0.183 0.572 1.289 <.001
Log-transformed prime RT 0.010 0.076 -0.140 0.160 0.898
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. M) 0.699 0.397 -0.079 1.477 0.078
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. MS) 1.097 0.392 0.329 1.865 <.01
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. S) 1.094 0.381 0.347 1.842 <.01
NVIQ 0.336 0.122 0.096 0.576 <.01
Age 0.273 0.137 0.004 0.543 0.047
Gender (Female vs Male) 0.758 0.359 0.054 1.461 0.035
Prime cond. x Participant Group
(MS vs M) x (ASD vs TD) -0.398 0.481 -1.217 0.422 0.341
(MS vs S) x (ASD vs TD) -0.003 0.405 -0.797 0.792 0.995
N Primes 144
N Targets 48
N Subjects 79
N Datapoints 3792
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.132 / 0.305
∆ Marginal R2 / ∆ Conditional R2 0.027 / 0.062
Note: The baseline is the first argument in the above scheme (x vs y).
significantly differ across participant groups (B=-0.965, p=0.04). The accuracy model for
the children in performance group 2 of Experiment 1.1 is summarized in Table 2.10.
Experiment 1.2: According to the logistic regression accuracy models for the children
with ASD in Group 1 as shown in Table 2.11, the accuracy rates for the control condition
are significantly lower than all the other three conditions (Condition M: B=1.411, p=0.001;
Condition MS:B=1.098, p<0.01; Condition Ph: B=1.359, p=<0.01). No significant dif-
ference in accuracy rates was found between Condition M and Condition MS (B=-0.313,
p=0.529) nor Condition Ph (B=-0.052, p=0.921) in the ASD group. The TD children in
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Table 2.10: Experiment 1.1: Summary of the accuracy model for the children in Group 2.
Performance group: Group 2
Accuracy
Fixed Effects
Estimates
(Betas)
SE
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
p-values
Intercept (Baseline: MS, ASD) 0.782 0.690 -0.570 2.134 0.257
Prime condition
MS vs M in ASD 0.258 0.236 -0.205 0.721 0.275
MS vs S in ASD 0.278 0.239 -0.189 0.746 0.243
MS vs M in TD -0.221 0.422 -1.048 0.606 0.600
MS vs S in TD -0.687 0.405 -1.480 0.106 0.090
Word type (Noun vs Verb) 0.069 0.171 -0.265 0.404 0.684
Duration of target 0.071 0.085 -0.095 0.237 0.403
Trial number -0.080 0.085 -0.247 0.088 0.350
ISI -0.024 0.086 -0.192 0.144 0.778
Prime accuracy (Correct vs Incorrect) 0.536 0.182 0.179 0.893 <0.01
Log-transformed prime RT 0.049 0.087 -0.121 0.218 0.575
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. M) -0.327 0.775 -1.846 1.192 0.673
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. MS) 1.152 0.775 -1.366 1.670 0.845
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. S) -0.152 0.775 -1.670 1.366 0.845
NVIQ 0.100 0.294 -0.477 0.676 0.735
Age -0.027 0.379 -0.770 0.716 0.943
Gender (Female vs Male) 0.295 1.094 -1.850 2.440 0.787
Prime cond. x Participant Group
(MS vs M) x (ASD vs TD) -0.479 0.484 -1.427 0.470 0.323
(MS vs S) x (ASD vs TD) -0.965 0.470 -1.886 -0.044 0.040
N Primes 144
N Targets 48
N Subjects 17
N Datapoints 816
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.032 / 0.237
∆ Marginal R2 / ∆ Conditional R2 0.024 / 0.178
Note: The baseline is the first argument in the above scheme (x vs y).
Group 1 also had the lowest accuracy rates in the control condition, being significantly dif-
ferent from Condition M (B=0.833, p<0.001) and Condition MS (B=1.015, p<0.001), but
not from Condition Ph (B=0.270, p=0.152). Similar to the children with ASD, the TD chil-
dren also did not perform significantly differently in Condition M, compared to Condition
MS (B=0.182, p=0.439). However, they performed significantly less accurately in the Ph
condition than the M condition (B=-0.563, p<0.01). While the children with ASD and the
TD children performed on par in accuracy for each individual condition, the accuracy rate
of the Ph condition was significantly more different from that of the control condition in
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the ASD group, compared to the TD group in performance group 1 (B=-1.089, p=0.022),
according to the interactional effect between prime condition and participant group.
Apart from experimental conditions, age was also found to play a highly significant
role on the average performance of both groups (B=0.492, p<0.001). Other factors with
significant effects on accuracy are word type, with verbs yielding lower accuracy rates (B=-
0.785, p=0.001), and the prime accuracy (B=0.532, p<0.001).
The children with ASD in Group 2 displayed a deviant pattern of accuracy across
conditions. While the other groups of children, including the TD children in Group 2, scored
the lowest in the control condition, the children with ASD in Group 2 scored the highest in
the control condition. The logistic regression model on their accuracy, summarized in Table
2.12, exhibited significantly higher accuracy rates in the control condition than all the other
conditions (Condition M: B=-0.958, p<0.001, MS: B=-0.622, p=0.012, and Ph: B=-0.824,
p=0.005). In contrast, for the TD children in Group 2, the accuracy in the control condition
was not significantly different from other conditions, with a similar pattern of accuracy as
that of the TD children in Group 1. Moreover, the interactional effects between experimental
conditions and participant groups reveal that the children with ASD and the TD children
in Group 2 performed at significantly different accuracy rates in Condition C, compared
to Condition M (B=1.251, p<0.001), MS (B=1.096, p<0.01), and Ph (B=1.044, p<0.01).
Other significant factors for all the children in Group 2 are NVIQ (B=0.746, p<0.01) and
word type, with nouns yielding more accuracy than verbs (B=-0.296, p=0.025).
2.5.3.5.2 Response time
Both Experiments 1.1 and 1.2 employed within-target designs, keeping the targets constant
across experimental conditions. Therefore, the reaction times to the targets of each condi-
tion are directly compared in the RT analysis. The RT analysis is performed only on the
adult data and the child data in performance group 1 for reliability of the results. Average
response times for each condition are presented in Table 2.13.
Experiment 1.1: Figure 2.4 presents the distribution of log-transformed target RTs of
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Table 2.11: Experiment 1.2: Summary of the accuracy model for the children in Group 1.
Performance group: Group 1
Accuracy
Fixed Effects
Estimates
(Betas)
SE
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
p-values
Intercept (Baseline: C, ASD) 1.426 0.356 0.728 2.125 <.001
Prime condition
C vs M in ASD 1.411 0.436 0.557 2.265 0.001
C vs MS in ASD 1.098 0.409 0.296 1.899 <.01
C vs Ph in ASD 1.359 0.437 0.502 2.217 <.01
M vs MS in ASD -0.313 0.497 -1.288 0.661 0.529
M vs Ph in ASD -0.052 0.520 -1.071 0.968 0.921
C vs M in TD 0.833 0.207 0.428 1.239 <.001
C vs MS in TD 1.015 0.215 0.595 1.436 <.001
C vs Ph in TD 0.270 0.189 -0.100 0.641 0.152
M vs MS in TD 0.182 0.235 -0.279 0.643 0.439
M vs Ph in TD -0.563 0.213 -0.979 -0.146 <.01
Word type (Noun vs Verb) -0.785 0.244 -1.263 -0.306 0.001
Duration of target 0.080 0.120 -0.156 0.316 0.505
Trial number -0.179 0.100 -0.376 0.018 0.075
ISI -0.005 0.066 -0.135 0.125 0.943
Prime accuracy (Correct vs Incorrect) 0.532 0.152 0.234 0.830 <.001
Log-transformed prime RT 0.115 0.062 -0.006 0.236 0.062
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. C) 0.410 0.326 -0.230 1.049 0.210
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. M) -0.168 0.446 -1.042 0.705 0.706
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. MS) 0.327 0.425 -0.506 1.160 0.441
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. Ph) -0.679 0.439 -1.540 0.182 0.122
NVIQ -0.010 0.068 -0.142 0.123 0.886
Age 0.492 0.106 0.283 0.700 <.001
Gender (Female vs Male) -0.080 0.256 -0.582 0.421 0.754
Prime cond. x Participant Group
(C vs M) x (ASD vs TD) -0.578 0.480 -1.519 0.363 0.229
(C vs MS) x (ASD vs TD) -0.082 0.460 -0.985 0.820 0.858
(C vs Ph) x (ASD vs TD) -1.089 0.475 -2.019 -0.159 0.022
(M vs MS) x (ASD vs TD) 0.495 0.549 -0.581 1.572 0.367
(M vs Ph) x (ASD vs TD) -0.511 0.561 -1.611 0.589 0.363
N Primes 180
N Targets 46
N Subjects 54
N Datapoints 2430
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.163 / 0.292
∆ Marginal R2 / ∆ Conditional R2 0.071 / 0.128
Note: The baseline is the first argument in the above scheme (x vs y).
the adults with a combined box and density plot. The children’s response time distribution
is provided in Figure 2.5. Generally, the adults’ response times are faster than the children’s
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Table 2.12: Experiment 1.2: Summary of the accuracy model for the children in Group 2.
Performance group: Group 2
Accuracy
Fixed Effects
Estimates
(Betas)
SE
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
p-values
Intercept (Baseline: C, ASD) 2.189 0.558 1.096 3.281 <.001
Prime condition
C vs M in ASD -0.958 0.245 -1.438 -0.477 <.001
C vs MS in ASD -0.622 0.247 -1.106 -0.137 0.012
C vs Ph in ASD -0.824 0.246 -1.305 -0.342 <.001
M vs MS in ASD 0.336 0.232 -0.119 0.791 0.148
M vs Ph in ASD 0.134 0.230 -0.317 0.585 0.561
C vs M in TD 0.293 0.247 -0.191 0.777 0.236
C vs MS in TD 0.475 0.251 -0.018 0.967 0.059
C vs Ph in TD 0.221 0.247 -0.263 0.704 0.371
M vs MS in TD 0.182 0.253 -0.314 0.677 0.473
M vs Ph in TD -0.073 0.249 -0.561 0.416 0.771
Word type (Noun vs Verb) -0.296 0.132 -0.554 -0.038 0.025
Duration of target -0.045 0.066 -0.175 0.084 0.494
Trial number 0-0.004 0.064 -0.130 0.122 0.951
ISI 0.097 0.062 -0.024 0.218 0.115
Prime accuracy (Correct vs Incorrect) -0.022 0.135 -0.286 0.242 0.871
Log-transformed prime RT 0.052 0.069 -0.083 0.187 0.450
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. C) -0.835 0.661 -2.131 0.462 0.207
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. M) 0.416 0.656 -0.870 1.702 0.526
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. MS) 0.262 0.659 -1.030 1.553 0.691
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. Ph) 0.210 0.657 -1.078 1.497 0.750
NVIQ 0.746 0.258 0.242 1.251 <.01
Age 0.601 0.349 -0.082 1.284 0.085
Gender (Male vs Female) 31.384 0.765 -0.116 2.884 0.070
Prime cond. x Participant Group
(C vs M) x (ASD vs TD) 1.251 0.347 0.570 1.931 <.001
(C vs MS) x (ASD vs TD) 1.096 0.351 0.407 1.785 <.01
(C vs Ph) x (ASD vs TD) 1.044 0.348 0.361 1.727 <.01
(M vs MS) x (ASD vs TD) -0.154 0.344 -0.828 0.519 0.653
(M vs Ph) x (ASD vs TD) -0.207 0.339 -0.870 0.457 0.542
N Primes 180
N Targets 46
N Subjects 37
N Datapoints 1665
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.152 / 0.477
∆ Marginal R2 / ∆ Conditional R2 0.130 / 0.409
Note: The baseline is the first argument in the above scheme (x vs y).
in all of the condition, having less variance in the distribution. This raw data visualization
should be interpreted with caution. Refer to the corresponding models for significance
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Table 2.13: Average response times by participant by condition in Experiment 1.1 and 1.2.
Reaction Times (Milliseconds)
Condition
Adult ASD TD
weighted M weighted SD weighted M weighted SD weighted M weighted SD
Exp1.1
MS 881.00 138.11 1280.01 278.72 1364.71 226.71
M 921.52 149.52 1301.27 278.23 1368.23 218.5
S 953.75 111.07 1321 278.02 1410.26 270.69
Exp1.2
MS 834.48 86.33 1130.23 244.31 1169.88 235.98
M 901.19 88.68 1168.41 182.54 1309.70 268.68
Ph 1001.38 110.61 1475.56 325.84 1412.64 241.95
C 1021.39 105.12 1351.74 206.01 1366.46 243.65
levels.
Figure 2.4: Experiment 1.1: Response time
distribution of the adults.
Figure 2.5: Experiment 1.1: Response time
distribution of the children in Group 1.
A linear mixed-effects model was fitted to log-transformed RTs to targets in Experi-
ment 1.1 (see Table 2.14.). The adults performed significantly faster in the MS condition
than both the M condition (B=0.040, p<0.001) and the S condition (B=0.072, p<0.001).
Significant predictors other than experimental conditions for the adults’ target RTs include
target duration (B=0.032, p<0.001), trial number (B=-0.030, p<0.001), and the response
times to the primes (B=0.051, p<0.001).
In contrast to the adults’ performance, the children in both groups did not display any
statistical difference between their reaction times across conditions (see Table 2.15.). For the
ASD group, the reaction times to the targets in Condition MS are the fastest but not signifi-
cantly different from Condition M (B=0.026, p=0.313) nor Condition S (B=0.032, p=0.218).
The TD group performed similarly, with the MS condition not yielding significantly faster
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Table 2.14: Experiment 1.1: Summary of the reaction time model for the adults.
Adults:
Log-transformed RT
Fixed Effects
Estimates
(Betas)
SE
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
p-values
Intercept 6.762 0.025 6.712 6.811 <.001
Prime condition
MS vs M 0.040 0.011 0.019 0.061 <.001
MS vs S 0.072 0.011 0.050 0.094 <.001
Word type (Noun vs Verb) -0.002 0.017 -0.036 0.032 0.901
Duration of target 0.032 0.009 0.015 0.048 <.001
Trial number -0.030 0.008 -0.046 -0.015 <.001
ISI 0.007 0.005 -0.002 0.016 0.115
Log-transformed prime RT 0.051 0.005 0.041 0.062 <.001
Age 0.030 0.021 -0.011 0.071 0.162
Gender (Male vs Female) 0.038 0.048 -0.055 0.131 0.433
N Primes 144
N Targets 48
N Subjects 30
N Datapoints 1261
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.17/0.475
Note: The baseline is the first argument in the above scheme (x vs y).
RTs than the M condition (B=0.005, p=0.699) nor the S condition (B=0.023, p=0.075).
No interactional effect between experimental conditions and children’s participant groups
was found. Age, but not NVIQ, played a highly significant role in speeding the overall RTs
of both ASD and TD groups (B=-0.066, p<0.001). Other significant factors include trial
number (B=-0.033, p<0.001) and response times to the primes (B=0.088, p<0.001).
Figure 2.6 and 2.7 plot predicted response times from the models summarized in Table
2.14 and 2.15. The response times are predicted for each categorical variable at the z-score
of 0, i.e., the mean, of all the other continuous variables in the models. The points represent
the predicted mean RTs, while the notches are the predicted confidence intervals at 95%.
The position of the notches are not indicative of statistical significance. The graphs should
be interpreted in conjunction with their corresponding models.
Experiment 1.2: The log-transformed RT distribution is presented in Figure 2.8 for
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Table 2.15: Experiment 1.1: Summary of the reaction time model for the children in Group
1.
Performance group: Group 1
Log-transformed RT
Fixed Effects
Estimates
(Betas)
SE
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
p-values
Intercept 7.164 0.034 7.10 7.23 <.001
Prime condition
MS vs M in ASD 0.026 0.026 -0.02 0.08 0.313
MS vs S in ASD 0.032 0.026 -0.02 0.08 0.218
MS vs M in TD 0.005 0.013 -0.02 0.03 0.699
MS vs S in TD 0.023 0.013 -0.00 0.05 0.075
Word type (Noun vs Verb) 0.024 0.017 -0.01 0.06 0.166
Duration of target 0.004 0.008 -0.01 0.02 0.675
Trial number -0.033 0.008 -0.05 -0.02 <.001
ISI -0.007 0.005 -0.02 0.00 0.146
Log-transformed prime RT 0.088 0.005 0.08 0.10 <.001
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. M) -0.021 0.035 -0.091 0.048 0.546
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. MS) -0.001 0.035 -0.07 0.07 0.985
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. S) -0.009 0.036 -0.080 0.061 0.797
NVIQ 0.006 0.012 -0.02 0.03 0.626
Age -0.066 0.013 -0.09 -0.04 <.001
Gender (Male vs Female) 0.017 0.03 -0.04 0.07 0.579
Prime cond. x Participant Group
(MS vs M) x (ASD vs TD) -0.021 0.029 -0.08 0.03 0.465
(MS vs S) x (ASD vs TD) -0.009 0.029 -0.07 0.05 0.767
N Primes 144
N Targets 48
N Subjects 79
N Datapoints 2866
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.175 / 0.305
Note: The baseline is the first argument in the above scheme (x vs y).
the adult data and Figure 2.9 for the child data. For Experiment 1.2, in addition to the
boxplot, Figure 2.10 shows the priming effects in each condition for the adults and the
children. The priming effects are obtained by subtracting the weighted mean RTs of the M,
MS, and Ph conditions from the weighted mean RT by subject of the control condition. In
general, both groups of children had slower RTs in the control condition than in Conditions
M and MS. Condition Ph, on the other hand, yielded slower reaction times than the control
condition on average. Models were fitted to reaction times to targets to determine their
significance levels.
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Figure 2.6: Experiment 1.1: The model’s
predicted response times for the adults.
Figure 2.7: Experiment 1.1: The model’s
predicted response times for the children.
Figure 2.8: Experiment 1.2: Response time
distribution of the adults.
Figure 2.9: Experiment 1.2: Response time
distribution of the children in Group 1.
Response times to targets were modeled in linear mixed-effects models separately for
adults and for children. The reference levels for each statistical model were set at the
control condition and altered to the M condition in order to obtain all the relevant pairs.
The facilitation effects of each condition were investigated by comparing each condition to
the control condition. Relevant pairwise comparisons that were explored in the statistical
models include:
1. Conditions C and M: Testing the facilitation effects of the M experimental condition
2. Conditions C and MS:Testing the facilitation effects of the MS experimental condition
3. Conditions C and Ph: Testing the facilitation effects of the Ph experimental condition
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Figure 2.10: Experiment 1.2: Mean facilitation.
and the effects of phonological relatedness
4. Conditions M and MS: Testing the effects of semantic transparency
5. Conditions M and Ph: Testing the morphological effects
The children with ASD’s RTs to the targets were significantly facilitated in Conditions
M (B=-0.145, p<0.001) and MS (B=-0.205, p<0.001), compared to the control condition.
On the other hand, Condition Ph was found to be marginally significantly slower the con-
trol condition (B=0.055, p=0.076). Further pairwise comparisons show that the RTs to
the targets in Condition M are highly significantly different from Condition Ph (B=0.200,
p<0.001) and marginally significantly different from Condition MS (B=-0.060, p=0.055).
As for the TD children, significant priming effects were also found in Condition MS (B=-
0.161, p<0.001) and to a lesser extent in Condition M (B=-0.045, p=0.015). No significant
facilitation effect of Condition Ph was obtained (B=0.023, p=0.224). The RTs of Condition
M were significantly faster than those of Condition Ph (B=0.068, p<0.001), while being
significantly slower than those of Condition MS (B=-0.116, p<0.001). While both the
children with ASD and the TD children did not display a significant difference in reaction
times to the Ph condition and the control condition, the children with ASD were found to
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Table 2.16: Experiment 1.2: Summary of the reaction time model for the adults.
Adults:
Log-transformed RT
Fixed Effects
Estimates
(Betas)
SE
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
p-values
Intercept 6.909 0.019 6.872 6.945 <.001
Prime condition
C vs M -0.130 0.010 -0.149 -0.111 <.001
C vs MS -0.196 0.010 -0.215 -0.177 <.001
C vs Ph -0.027 0.010 -0.046 -0.007 <.01
M vs MS -0.066 0.010 -0.085 -0.047 <.001
M vs Ph 0.104 0.010 0.084 0.123 <.001
Word type (Noun vs Verb) 0.013 0.019 -0.025 0.050 0.517
Duration of target 0.041 0.010 0.022 0.060 <.001
Trial number -0.020 0.008 -0.035 -0.005 0.010
ISI 0.000 0.004 -0.007 0.007 0.943
Log-transformed prime RT 0.037 0.004 0.029 0.045 <.001
Age -0.001 0.012 -0.024 0.023 0.942
Gender (Male vs Female) 0.012 0.025 -0.037 0.060 0.641
N Primes 179
N Targets 46
N Subjects 42
N Datapoints 1566
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.271 / 0.505
Note: The baseline is the first argument in the above scheme (x vs y).
respond significantly more slowly to the targets in the Ph condition than the TD children
(B=-0.108, p=0.010).
As for the interactional effects between conditions and participant groups, the children
with ASD had a significantly higher priming effect in Condition M (B=0.100, p<0.01),
compared to the TD children. Moreover, the children with ASD displayed a significantly
greater difference between the response times to Conditions M and Ph, compared to the
TD children (B=-0.132, p<0.001). The difference in RTs between Conditions M and MS, on
the other hand, is not significantly different across participant groups (B=-0.056, p=0.117).
Similar to Experiment 1.1, age was found to have highly significant effects on the re-
sponse times to targets on average of both participant groups (B=-0.087, p<0.001). Other
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Table 2.17: Experiment 1.2: Summary of the reaction time model for the children in Group
1.
Performance group: Group 1
Log-transformed RT
Fixed Effects
Estimates
(Betas)
SE
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
p-values
Intercept 7.213 0.038 7.138 7.288 <.001
Prime condition
C vs M in ASD -0.145 0.031 -0.207 -0.084 <.001
C vs MS in ASD -0.205 0.031 -0.265 -0.145 <.001
C vs Ph in ASD 0.055 0.031 -0.006 0.115 0.076
M vs MS in ASD -0.060 0.031 -0.120 0.001 0.055
M vs Ph in ASD 0.200 0.031 0.139 0.261 <.001
C vs M in TD -0.045 0.019 -0.082 -0.009 0.015
C vs MS in TD -0.161 0.018 -0.197 -0.125 <.001
C vs Ph in TD 0.023 0.019 -0.014 0.061 0.224
M vs MS in TD -0.116 0.018 -0.151 -0.080 <.001
M vs Ph in TD 0.068 0.019 0.031 0.105 <.001
Word type (Noun vs Verb) 0.066 0.020 0.027 0.106 <.01
Duration of target 0.021 0.010 0.001 0.040 0.045
Trial number -0.026 0.008 -0.041 -0.011 0.001
ISI 0.004 0.006 -0.007 0.015 0.474
Log-transformed prime RT 0.085 0.006 0.073 0.098 <.001
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. C) -0.076 0.041 -0.157 0.005 0.068
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. M) 0.024 0.041 -0.057 0.105 0.565
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. MS) -0.032 0.041 -0.112 0.048 0.434
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. Ph) -0.108 0.041 -0.188 -0.027 0.010
NVIQ 0.005 0.010 -0.014 0.024 0.594
Age -0.087 0.014 -0.115 -0.059 <.001
Gender (Male vs Female) 0.022 0.038 -0.052 0.096 0.564
Prime cond. x Participant Group
(C vs M) x (ASD vs TD) 0.100 0.036 0.029 0.171 <.01
(C vs MS) x (ASD vs TD) 0.044 0.036 -0.026 0.114 0.215
(C vs Ph) x (ASD vs TD) -0.031 0.036 -0.102 0.039 0.383
(M vs MS) x (ASD vs TD) -0.056 0.036 -0.126 0.014 0.117
(M vs Ph) x (ASD vs TD) -0.132 0.036 -0.203 -0.060 <.001
N Primes 180
N Targets 46
N Subjects 54
N Datapoints 1705
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.303 / 0.417
Note: The baseline is the first argument in the above scheme (x vs y).
significant predictive factors include word type (B=0.066, p=0.01), the RT to the primes
(B=0.085, p<0.001), trial number (B=-0.026, p=0.001), and target duration (B=0.021,
p=0.045).
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Figure 2.11 and 2.12 plot the predicted RTs for the models fitted to their data sets, as
summarized in Table 2.16 and 2.17.
Figure 2.11: Experiment 1.2: The model’s
predicted response times for the adults.
Figure 2.12: Experiment 1.2: The model’s
predicted response times for the children.
2.5.4 Interim discussion and conclusions
Experiment 1.1 aims to investigate whether there is Independent Morphological Processing
(IMP) of Thai compounds in the ASD versus the TD groups. The three experimental
conditions were designed to distinguish morphological effects from semantic transparency
effects. In terms of reaction times, while the adults responded significantly faster to targets
in the morphologically and semantically transparent condition (Condition MS; e.g., na´:m-
ta: ‘tear’ - na´:m ‘water’) than the purely morphologically related condition (Condition M;
e.g., na´:m-ta:n ‘sugar’ - na´:m ‘water’) and the purely semantically transparent condition
(Condition S; e.g., khOˇ:N-leˇ:w ‘liquid’ - na´:m ‘water’), both the children with ASD and the
TD children in performance group 1 did not display a statistical difference in reaction times
across conditions. The accuracy rates also do not vary by condition for the children in
Group 1. The children in performance group 2, on the other hand, performed significantly
differently in terms of the accuracy rates of between Conditions MS and S, with the TD
group having a bigger difference between the two conditions.
It cannot be definitively concluded from the results in Experiment 1.1 whether mor-
phological processing is independent from semantic transparency in the processing of Thai
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compounds, based on the presence of a significant difference between the response times
to the targets of Condition MS and M in the adults and the lack of such difference in the
children. This is owing to the fact that the experiment does not test for the artifact of
phonological relatedness effects, which may arise from the fact that the first element of the
targets in Condition M is not only morphologically related but also phonologically related
to the targets. A general conclusion that can be made from Experiment 1.1 is that a word
can be highly facilitated by its morphologically and semantically related (MS) compound
in native adult Thai speakers, to the extent that surpasses the conditions where the primes
only share either the semantic or the morphological information. Such highly distinct facil-
itation effects of the MS-related primes are not yet present in both the typically-developing
children and the children with ASD, at least with an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 800-900
ms.
To further investigate this issue, Experiment 1.2 included a phonologically related con-
dition (Ph), where the first element of the prime rhymes with the target. It also include a
control condition (C), where primes and targets share no phonological, morphological, nor
semantic relatedness. Moreover, as longer ISIs were found to decrease the accuracy rates
for the children in performance group 1, the ISIs in Experiment 1.2 were lowered to 400-600
ms.
With a faster-paced task, the overall RT analysis of the adult data reveals significant
priming effects, i.e., difference in RTs from Condition C (kho:m-faj ‘lamp’ - na´:m ‘water’),
in all of the conditions, including Condition M (na´:m-ta:n ‘sugar’ - na´:m ‘water’), Condi-
tion MS (na´:m ta: ‘tear’ - na´:m ‘water’), and Condition Ph (klaˆ:m-nW:a ‘muscle’ - na´:m
‘water’). On the other hand, both the TD children and children with ASD have signifi-
cant facilitation effects in Condition MS and Condition M, while the Ph condition yielded
slower, but not significantly different, reaction times, compared to the control condition.
While similar patterns were found in both participant groups, the children with ASD have
a significantly higher degree of priming effects in Condition M than the TD children. This
leads to significantly greater morphological effects (difference between M and Ph) in the
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ASD group than the TD group.
One point of discussion is why there is no priming effect in the phonologically related
prime condition in both participant groups. Two potential factors are discussed here. One
factor that may play a role in slowing down the processing of Condition Ph is that the
targets in Condition Ph do not rhyme with the final syllable of the compounds. Previous
literature with auditory lexical decision tasks systematically found facilitation effects of
rhyme overlap between primes and target in final syllables (Monsell and Hirsh, 1998; Norris
et al., 2002; Slowiaczek et al., 2000; Spinelli et al., 2001). When the overlap is not in the
final syllable, however, Radeau et al. (1989) found significant inhibition effect in pairs of
simplex words such as palais-parure. In our study, to completely match with Condition
M and MS, targets in Condition Ph rhyme with the first part of the compounds. Our
experiment, thus, yielded similar results to the study on simplex words, with Condition Ph
not having facilitation effects, yet insignificant inhibition effects. Our results suggests that
the children in Group 1 processed the entire compounds, not only just the first element;
otherwise, the same kind of priming effects would have been present.
Another potential factor is the nature of stress in Thai compounds. Compounds in Thai
have a different stress pattern from their phrasal peers. The stress pattern changes from
the primary stress falling on both words to having only one primary stress as observed in
Peyasantiwong (1986). The phrasal meaning is only denoted when the primary stress falls
on both syllables (3). Unstressed syllables in compounds undergo phonological alternations
by vowel shortening or syllable shortening, as seen in (4), with boldface denoting stress.
With vowel length being contrastive in Thai, i.e., potentially distinguishing meaning of a
word, such cue may be notable by Thai speakers.
(3) a. rO:N
support underneath
tha´:w
foot
‘to support underneath a foot/feet’
b. rON
support underneath
tha´:w
foot
‘shoe’ *‘to support underneath a foot/feet’
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(4) Vowel/syllable shortening :
huˇ:a (head) kha`w (knee) = huˇa-kha`w knee
ta: (eye) pla: (fish) = ta-pla: corn (toe)
na´:m (water) ta: (eye) = na´m-ta: tear
(Peyasantiwong, 1986)
Goodwin Davies (2018) discussed potential accounts for the priming effects that are
obtained from forms with and without allomorphy. Those include the accounts where the
priming effects target phonological representations that are (1) mediated by semantic rep-
resentations, (2) mediated by syntactic representations, (3) mediated by shared underlying
phonological representations between two forms, or (4) not mediated by shared underlying
representations. Because all Thai compounds involve vowel and syllable shortening in their
unstressed first syllable, the forms of the primes are, therefore, not exactly the same as their
targets, not only in the Ph condition, but also in the M and MS conditions. If phonological
priming effects are mediated by underlying phonological representations, participants may
need to recover the fully-stressed forms from the unstressed primes in all of these experimen-
tal conditions to get the facilitation effects. Such facilitation was effectively present in the
M and MS conditions, but not in the Ph condition in the child data and to a significantly
smaller extent in the Ph condition in the adult data (cf. Condition M versus Ph). This
indicates that the non-exact phonological mapping between the primes with unstressed first
syllables and the targets is not a contributing factor to the absence of priming effects in
the Ph condition. While this may be due to the rhyme overlap in the first rather than
the final syllable as stated in the previous paragraph, the fact that other conditions except
for the Ph condition yielded significant priming effects suggests certain differences between
their processing. The recovery of the underlying phonological representations can be done
in parallel with the morphological and semantic mapping between primes and targets in the
MS condition (5) and the morphological mapping in the M condition (6). The primes in
the Ph condition, on the other hand, requires an indirect mapping to the targets (7), which
may have additionally contributed to its difference from the other conditions.
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(5) Condition MS:
na´m-ta:
phon. UR−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
morphosyntactic | semantic mediation
na´:m
(6) Condition M:
na´m-ta:n
phon. UR−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
morphosyntactic mediation
na´:m
(7) Condition Ph:
klaˆm-nW:a
phon. UR−−−−−−→ klaˆ:m rhyme−−−−→ na´:m
Given the results that the M and Ph conditions consistently differ across participant
groups, the Independent Morphological Processing (IMP) hypothesis, i.e., a morphological
effect is independent of phonological and semantic effects, tentatively holds with regards to
the phonological effects. Future research involving the direct phonological mapping between
primes and targets in both of the conditions is required to make a more definite conclusion.
As for semantic transparency, since facilitation effects were obtained in both the M and
MS conditions, it supports the hypothesis that semantic transparency does not have to be
a precondition for morphological effects. Semantic transparency, however, can significantly
heighten the priming effects of Condition MS, compared to M in both the adults and the
two groups of children in performance group 1.
The accuracy rates also reflect a similar pattern as the RT data. The control condition
yielded lower accuracy rates, compared to the M and MS conditions, but not the Ph con-
dition in the TD children and children with ASD of Group 1. Even though the children
in Group 2 are not included in the RT analysis, the difference in the children with ASD
and the TD children’s patterns of accuracy is compelling. The TD children in Group 2
had a similar pattern of accuracy rates across experimental conditions, with the control
condition having the lowest accuracy rates. The children with ASD in Group 2, on the
other hand, had significantly higher accuracy in the control condition, compared to all the
other conditions. The results seem to suggest that this group of children with ASD pay
extra attention to the differences, instead of the similarities, between primes and targets.
This is in line with the DSM-V criterion that children with autism may exhibit hyper- or
hyporeactivity to sensory input or display unusual sensory interests (American Psychiatric
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Association, 2013). It is unclear, however, whether the differences they pay attention to are
morphological, semantic, or as basic as acoustic differences.
The two groups of children with ASD displayed different characteristics in lexical pro-
cessing. While the children with ASD in Group 2 pay extra attention to the prime-target
differences, the children with ASD in Group 1 seem to be extra sensitive to their morpholog-
ical similarities. This can be seen from the results in Experiment 1.2 that the children with
ASD in performance group 1 displayed highly significant greater difference in response times
between the M condition and the Ph condition than their TD peers, due to their significantly
higher facilitation effects in the M condition and their significantly slower response times to
the targets in the Ph condition. The study shows that morphological priming effects can be
obtained independent of semantic transparency (cf. Condition C versus M). The conclusion
about effects of phonology on morphological processing is merely tentative in this study
due to the indirect mapping between the primes and targets in the Ph condition. In sum,
this study highlights different layers of lexical processing. It adds to the literature that a
subgroup of children with ASD can have enhanced performance on the processing of com-
pounds, as a part derivational morphology, without necessarily having enhanced sensitivity
to semantic transparency.
As seen from the results of the experiments, similarities and differences between primes
and targets influence the performance of both subgroups of children with ASD. Puzzles
remain on the nature of the similarities or differences they pay attention to. The next
experiments further explore whether such heightened sensitivity is due to acoustic differences
and what kind of acoustic differences influence their processing. Experiments 2 (Fall 2017)
was set up to test the effects of full/neutralized tones in unstressed syllables on lexical
processing. In contrast, Experiment 3 (Fall 2017) were designed to test the children’s
sensitivity to other non-phonological acoustic differences, including talker/token switch.
Both of the experiments were repetition auditory priming experiments. Simplex words
were used in both experiments. More details of the methods are presented below.
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2.5.5 Experiment 2: Effects of Thai stress and tones on lexical access
The results from Experiment 1.2 report an insignificant facilitation effect for the phonolog-
ical condition in both the TD children and the children with ASD. Potential accounts for
the absence of its priming effect (see the discussion in Section 2.5.4) include the phonolog-
ical relatedness in the initial rather than the final syllable of the primes and the potential
mediation by the underlying phonological representations, requiring the extra step of mor-
phological processing. This experiment aims to explore the effects of phonological underly-
ing representations in detail. This is to investigate the children with ASD’s sensitivity to
acoustic information that is not crucial to the lexical processing.
Standard Bangkok Thai consists of five lexical tones varying in pitch height and contour
shape (Abramson, 1962; Naksakun, 1977). Being a tonal language, Thai employs tonal
contrasts in differentiating lexical items. Table 2.18 presents Bangkok Thai tone inventory,
adapted from Pittayaporn (2016, pp.191).
Tone Phonetic characteristics Transcription Gloss
1 mid [kha:] ‘to be stuck’
2 low [kha`:] ‘galangal’
3 high falling [khaˆ:] ‘value, fee’
4 high [kha´:] ‘trade’
5 low rising [khaˇ:] ‘leg’
Table 2.18: Bangkok Thai tone inventory
Similar to compounds, disyllabic simplex6 words in Thai also involve stress weakening
in their first syllable. Syllables ending with a short vowel on the surface are analyzed as
having an underlyingly glottal stop in the coda. Such syllables contain only one tone-bearing
unit and thus carry only either a high tone or a low tone (Peyasantiwong, 1986). If this
type of syllable serves as the first syllable of a disyllabic simplex words, stress weakening
is manifested by glottal stop deletion and tone neutralization. A version of two simple
phonological rules for this type of stress weakening is adapted from Peyasantiwong (1986)
and provided in (8) and (9). Examples for this type of words are provided in (10). Although
6Some of these words are likely historically complex and are often loanwords. Synchronically speaking,
they are regarded as simplex by native speakers of Standard Thai.
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speakers of Thai more commonly pronounce their surface forms in their natural speech, the
full and intermediate forms are also used in ‘hyperarticulated’ (Bennett, 2005) or ‘isolated’
(Henderson, 1949) speech styles. The acoustic cue merely indicates a difference in speech
styles but does not affect the lexical meaning of these words.
(8) CVP → CV / [word σ] 7
(9) CV[-mid tone] → CV[+mid tone] / [word σ]
(10) Full Intermediate Surface
tha´P.le: tha´.le: tha.le: ‘sea’
cha´P.ni: cha´.ni: cha.ni: ‘gibbon’
ta`P.pu: ta`.pu: ta.pu: ‘nail’
ku`P.la`:p ku`.la`:p ku.la`:p ‘rose’
Even though previous autism research studies on acoustic sensitivity in tonal languages,
including Mandarin Chinese and Cantonese, also employ lexical tones as their stimuli, these
studies mainly concern speech and categorical perception (see Section 2.4.2). Studies that
probe into the connection between underlying phonological representations and lexical pro-
cessing are still lacking. Experiment 2 aims to explore the children’s sensitivity to the
acoustic cue of full tone, instead of the usual neutralized tone. The forms of the primes in
the experiment are the intermediate forms, where the glottal stop is deleted but the tone
is still in its full form. This is to ensure that the phonological effects discussed in this
study are restricted to the tonal information and not the vowel length information from the
presence or absence of a glottal stop.
2.5.5.1 Stimuli
In this experiment, 44 disyllabic simplex words (22 nouns: 22 verbs) with a consonant
followed by the vowel [a], i.e., Ca structure, as their first syllable. Half of the words have
a high tone as their underlying tone, whereas the other half has an underlying low tone,
7C: consonant; V: vowel; P: glottal stop; σ: syllable
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before the underlying tones are neutralized to mid tone. Audio recording methods can be
found in Section 2.5.1. Two recordings of each word, one pronounced with its full tone and
one with its neutralized tone, were selected to create four main experimental conditions
summarized in Table 2.19.
Table 2.19: Experiment 2 example prime-target pairs formed from 1 word ma-naaw ‘lime’
Condition Prime Target Pairs per list
Neutralized-Neutralized (NN) ma.naaw (M) ma.naaw (M) 11
Neutralized-Full (NF) ma.naaw (M) ma´.naaw (H) 11
Full-Full (FF) ma´.naaw (H) ma´.naaw (H) 11
Full-Neutralized (FN) ma´.naaw (H) ma.naaw (M) 11
The list of the stimuli in Experiment 2 are provided in Appendix A.
2.5.5.2 Procedure
The experiment is repetition priming experiment through a continuous lexical decision task
with the ISIs of 400-600 ms. The test items contain 176 pairs distributed over 4 lists (44
pairs per list; 11 pairs per condition). The proportion between test items and fillers are
20% test items: 50% non-word fillers: 30% word fillers, where 20% of the word fillers are
the test items in Experiment 1.2.
2.5.5.3 Modeling
Similar to Experiment 1.2, the target accuracy models were performed only on the chil-
dren, with two separate models for children in performance groups 1 and 2. Both models
contained the 11 fixed-effects factors, including condition (NN, NF, FF, and FN), word
type, z-scored duration of target, z-scored trial number, z-scored interstimulus interval (ISI),
prime accuracy, log-transformed RTs to primes, participant group (ASD or TD), z-scored
Ravens nonverbal IQ, z-scored age, and gender. The models additionally include interac-
tions between condition and participant group, along with two random effects factors for
participants and test items. Dummy coding was employed for baseline re-levelling.
The data were trimmed and analyzed using procedures described in Section 2.5.2. Since
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Experiments 2 and 3 are repetition priming experiments, meaning that the primes and
targets are the same words (differing only in their forms), both the log-transformed target
RTs and the log-transformed prime RTs were trimmed. Models were fitted to the difference
between the prime and the target RTs in each trial in proportion to the RTs to the prime
(11):
(11) log(PrimeRTs)−log(TargetRTs)log(PrimeRTs)
The relative fraction is to ensure no effect of general speed in responding to the primes.
Each model contained 8 fixed-effects factors for the child data and 6 factors for the adult
data, using the same contrast coding schemes. The factors include condition, word type,
z-scored target duration, z-scored trial number, z-scored ISI, participant group (only for the
child data), z-scored NVIQ (only for the child data), z-scored age, and gender. Interactional
effects were coded between condition and participant group in the child data. Two random
effects factors of participants and items were also included in the models.
2.5.5.4 Results
2.5.5.4.1 Accuracy
Average accuracy per condition and participant groups in Experiment 2 is provided in Table
2.20. Figure 2.13 presents an overall data visualization with mean accuracy in the four
experimental conditions with neutralized-tone primes and neutralized-tone targets (NN),
neutralized-tone primes and full-tone targets (NF), full-tone primes and full-tone targets
(FF), and full-tone primes and full-tone targets (FN), comparing between the four subgroups
of children (ASD/TD by Performance group 1/2). Overall, the accuracy rates are the
highest in the NN condition for both the children with ASD and the TD children in Group
1. The pattern of accuracy rates across conditions among the children in performance group
2 is different, with the NN condition having relatively low mean accuracy rates, compared
to the other conditions.
According to the logistic regression model for accuracy as summarized in Table 2.21, the
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Table 2.20: Percentages of accuracy by condition in Experiment 2.
Accuracy (%)
Condition
Adults
Group 1 Group 2
ASD TD ASD TD
M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD
Exp2
NN 98.77 4.01 90.21 8.67 88.03 11.58 58.37 24.11 70.20 25.68
NF 98.58 4.90 86.01 11.51 83.81 14.30 61.24 28.56 69.19 29.27
FF 98.14 4.90 89.51 8.97 81.60 15.28 57.89 31.96 76.26 24.38
FN 98.39 4.41 86.01 10.24 86.47 12.55 59.81 29.27 72.22 29.16
Figure 2.13: Experiment 2 - Mean target accuracy for each condition (NN/NF/FF/FN) by
participant groups (ASD/TD) and performance groups (Group 1/Group 2), with reference
lines at the NN condition.
children with ASD in Group 1 showed no significant difference in accuracy across conditions.
The same also holds true with the TD children in Group 1. Compared with the TD chil-
dren, children with autism have performed on par with the TD group every condition, with
only the FN condition yielding marginally significantly lower accuracy than the TD group
(B=0.690, p<0.060). On average for all the children in performance group 1, prime accuracy
is found to be the most significant predictor for target accuracy (B=2.067, p<0.001). Ad-
ditionally, age (B=0.443, p<0.001), but not NVIQ (B=0.058, p=0.389), significantly affects
accuracy.
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Table 2.21: Experiment 2: Summary of the accuracy model for the children in Group 1.
Performance group: Group 1
Accuracy
Fixed Effects
Estimates
(Betas)
SE
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
p-values
Intercept (Baseline: NN, ASD) 1.139 0.408 0.339 1.938 <.01
Condition
NN vs NF in ASD -0.804 0.459 -1.703 0.094 0.079
NN vs FF in ASD -0.206 0.481 -1.149 0.737 0.668
NN vs FN in ASD -0.633 0.425 -1.466 0.200 0.136
FF vs NF in ASD -0.598 0.413 -1.408 0.212 0.148
FF vs FN in ASD -0.427 0.447 -1.304 0.450 0.340
NN vs NF in TD -0.345 0.282 -0.897 0.207 0.220
NN vs FF in TD -0.502 0.280 -1.052 0.047 0.073
NN vs FN in TD -0.046 0.234 -0.504 0.412 0.844
FF vs NF in TD 0.157 0.212 -0.259 0.573 0.460
FF vs FN in TD 0.456 0.276 -0.085 0.998 0.099
Word type (Noun vs Verb) -0.407 0.214 -0.826 0.011 0.056
Duration of target 0.040 0.107 -0.169 0.249 0.708
Trial number 0.108 0.090 -0.068 0.284 0.227
ISI 0.026 0.070 -0.111 0.163 0.711
Prime accuracy (Correct vs Incorrect) 2.067 0.150 1.772 2.361 <.001
Log-transformed prime RT -0.036 0.067 -0.166 0.095 0.593
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. NN) 0.102 0.410 -0.700 0.905 0.803
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. NF) 0.562 0.360 -0.145 1.268 0.119
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. FF) -0.194 0.388 -0.953 0.566 0.617
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. FN) 0.690 0.367 -0.030 1.409 0.060
NVIQ 0.058 0.067 -0.074 0.190 0.389
Age 0.443 0.104 0.238 0.647 <.001
Gender (Female vs Male) 0.110 0.255 -0.389 0.609 0.666
Condition x Participant Group
(NN vs NF) x (ASD vs TD) 0.459 0.481 -0.484 1.403 0.340
(NN vs FF) x (ASD vs TD) -0.296 0.499 -1.275 0.683 0.553
(NN vs FN) x (ASD vs TD) 0.587 0.483 -0.360 1.534 0.224
(FF vs NF) x (ASD vs TD) 0.755 0.463 -0.152 1.663 0.103
(FF vs FN) x (ASD vs TD) 0.883 0.466 -0.030 1.797 0.058
N Primes 88
N Targets 88
N Subjects 54
N Datapoints 2376
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.220 / 0.356
∆ Marginal R2 / ∆ Conditional R2 0.113 / 0.183
Note: The baseline is the first argument in the above scheme (x vs y).
The children in Group 2 also showed no significant difference in their performance
across conditions, as summarized in Table 2.22. The experimental factors play no role in
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Table 2.22: Experiment 2: Summary of the accuracy model for the children in Group 2.
Performance group: Group 2
Accuracy
Fixed Effects
Estimates
(Betas)
SE
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
p-values
Intercept (Baseline: NN, ASD) 1.441 0.512 0.437 2.444 <.01
Condition
NN vs NF in ASD 0.192 0.234 -0.267 0.650 0.413
NN vs FF in ASD 0.014 0.234 -0.444 0.472 0.952
NN vs FN in ASD 0.068 0.232 -0.387 0.522 0.769
FF vs NF in ASD 0.177 0.231 -0.274 0.629 0.442
FF vs FN in ASD 0.054 0.234 -0.404 0.512 0.818
NN vs NF in TD -0.020 0.259 -0.527 0.487 0.939
NN vs FF in TD 0.483 0.269 -0.044 1.010 0.072
NN vs FN in TD 0.136 0.259 -0.372 0.644 0.600
FF vs NF in TD -0.503 0.265 -1.022 0.016 0.058
FF vs FN in TD -0.347 0.269 -0.875 0.181 0.197
Word type (Noun vs Verb) -0.122 0.123 -0.363 0.119 0.321
Duration of target 0.079 0.064 -0.047 0.204 0.220
Trial number 0.090 0.064 -0.034 0.215 0.156
ISI 0.084 0.062 -0.038 0.205 0.177
Prime accuracy (Correct vs Incorrect) 0.137 0.136 -0.129 0.403 0.312
Log-transformed prime RT 0.110 0.067 -0.023 0.242 0.104
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. NN) 0.183 0.604 -1.000 1.366 0.762
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. NF) -0.028 0.604 -1.212 1.155 0.963
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. FF) 0.652 0.608 -0.539 1.844 0.283
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. FN) 0.251 0.605 -0.935 1.437 0.678
NVIQ 0.658 0.233 0.202 1.114 <.01
Age 0.530 0.318 -0.094 1.154 0.096
Gender (Female vs Male) 1.777 0.716 0.374 3.179 0.013
Condition x Participant Group
(NN vs NF) x (ASD vs TD) -0.211 0.345 -0.887 0.464 0.540
(NN vs FF) x (ASD vs TD) 0.469 0.352 -0.221 1.159 0.183
(NN vs FN) x (ASD vs TD) 0.068 0.347 -0.613 0.749 0.845
(FF vs NF) x (ASD vs TD) -0.680 0.351 -1.369 0.008 0.053
(FF vs FN) x (ASD vs TD) -0.401 0.353 -1.093 0.291 0.256
N Primes 88
N Targets 88
N Subjects 37
N Datapoints 1628
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.179 / 0.452
∆ Marginal R2 / ∆ Conditional R2 0.150 / 0.380
Note: The baseline is the first argument in the above scheme (x vs y).
predicting their accuracy rates. While age is a significant predictor for the accuracy rates
of the children in Group 1, non-verbal IQ significantly affects the accuracy rates of the
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children in Group 2 in this experiment (B=0.658, p<0.01). The gender of the children in
Group 2 also influenced their overall accuracy rates (B=1.777, p=0.013).
2.5.5.4.2 Response time
Average response times to primes and targets in each condition are presented in Table
2.23. The adults generally have faster response times and less variance in response time
distributions than the children in all of the conditions. Overall, the TD children seem to be
slightly slower than the children with ASD in processing the primes. This partly results in
generally higher differences between their raw reaction times to primes and targets than the
ASD group’s as shown in Figure 2.14. To account for the effects of their general processing
speed of the primes, linear regression models were performed on the relative differences
between the prime and target RTs, described earlier in Section 2.5.5.3.
Table 2.23: Average response times by participant by condition in Experiment 2.
Reaction Times (Milliseconds)
Condition
Adult ASD TD
M SD M SD M SD
Prime RTs
NN 1055.33 178.96 1313.78 372.36 1491.57 421.59
NF 1069.46 189.31 1414.48 449.02 1463.68 398.53
FF 1069.69 194.42 1328.39 340.57 1439.91 462.55
FN 1055.69 190.07 1327.77 418.17 1391.54 387.04
Target RTs
NN 790.81 140.87 1036.04 395.52 1028.73 321.83
NF 817.16 150.82 1114.62 397.49 1115.30 339.92
FF 791.14 145.20 1009.23 325.58 1033.48 309.18
FN 822.19 156.86 1096.65 371.51 1055.15 301.21
Figure 2.14 presents the raw difference between prime and target RTs in milliseconds.
Such raw differences are only an approximation to the actual effects. Refer to the models for
significance levels. Figure 2.15 and 2.16 present the distribution of the calculated relative
facilitation in combined box and density plots for the adult and the child data respectively.
Both boxplots share the same scale on the y-axis, showing that the adults’ relative prime-
target differences are more uniformly distributed, compared to the children’s. The plotted
values in the two density plots are later modelled in linear mixed-effects regression models.
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Figure 2.14: Experiment 2: Mean facilitation.
Figure 2.15: Experiment 2: Relative differ-
ence between log-transformed RTs to primes
and targets by adults.
Figure 2.16: Experiment 2: Relative differ-
ence between log-transformed RTs to primes
and targets by children in Group 1.
A linear mixed-effects model was fitted to the relative prime-target difference in the adult
data, as summarized in Table 2.24. The FN condition seems to yield the least facilitation
effects, being significantly different from the facilitation effects of the NN condition (B=-
0.006, p<0.001) and the FF condition (B=-0.06, p<0.01). The NF condition also yielded
significantly lower facilitation than the FF condition (B=-0.004, p=0.02). Other conditions
do not differ in facilitation effects from each other. Apart from the experimental conditions,
trial number (B=0.005, p<0.001) were also found to be significant predictors for the relative
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prime-target RT difference.
Table 2.24: Experiment 2: Summary of the reaction time model for the adults.
Adults:
Raw prime-target RT difference
Fixed Effects
Estimates
(Betas)
SE
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
p-values
Intercept (Baseline: NN) 0.043 0.002 0.038 0.048 <.001
Condition
NN vs NF -0.004 0.002 -0.008 0.001 0.123
NN vs FF 0.000 0.002 -0.004 0.005 0.860
NN vs FN -0.006 0.002 -0.009 -0.002 <.001
FF vs NF -0.004 0.002 -0.007 -0.001 0.016
FF vs FN -0.006 0.002 -0.011 -0.002 <.01
Word type (Noun vs Verb) 0.001 0.002 -0.002 0.005 0.478
Duration of target -0.001 0.001 -0.003 0.001 0.174
Trial number 0.005 0.001 0.003 0.007 <.001
ISI -0.001 0.001 -0.002 0.001 0.324
Age 0.002 0.002 -0.002 0.005 0.365
Gender (Male vs Female) -0.004 0.004 -0.012 0.003 0.280
N Primes 88
N Targets 88
N Subjects 42
N Datapoints 1447
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.055/0.313
Note: The baseline is the first argument in the above scheme (x vs y).
The TD children also displayed the highest facilitation effects in the NN condition, being
significantly different from the FN condition (B=-0.007, p=0.02) and the NF condition, as
seen in Table 2.25. The children with ASD, on the other hand, did not show significant
differences across conditions, although a marginal difference was found between the FF
and the FN conditions (B=-0.009, p=0.06). As for individual experimental conditions,
priming effects were obtained at different levels between the two groups of children in the
NN condition (B=0.015, p=0.01) and in the FN condition (B=0.014, p=0.02), with the
children with ASD experience less facilitation than the TD children. Additionally, similar
to the models on response times in Experiments 1.1 and 1.2, age (B=0.006, p<0.01) but not
NVIQ (B=0.002, p=0.20) significantly enhances the facilitation effects on average across
participant groups and conditions. Additionally, trial number positively affects facilitation
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effects (B=0.005, p<0.001).
Table 2.25: Experiment 2: Summary of the reaction time model for the children in Group
1.
Performance group: Group 1
Raw prime-target RT difference
Fixed Effects
Estimates
(Betas)
SE
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
p-values
Intercept (Baseline: NN, ASD) 0.031 0.005 0.021 0.041 <.001
Condition
NN vs NF in ASD -0.001 0.005 -0.010 0.008 0.782
NN vs FF in ASD 0.003 0.005 -0.006 0.013 0.478
NN vs FN in ASD -0.006 0.005 -0.015 0.003 0.219
FF vs NF in ASD -0.005 0.004 -0.013 0.004 0.298
FF vs FN in ASD -0.009 0.005 -0.019 0.000 0.058
NN vs NF in TD -0.007 0.003 -0.013 -0.001 0.017
NN vs FF in TD -0.002 0.003 -0.008 0.004 0.450
NN vs FN in TD -0.007 0.003 -0.012 -0.001 0.016
FF vs NF in TD -0.005 0.003 -0.011 0.000 0.071
FF vs FN in TD -0.004 0.003 -0.010 0.002 0.157
Word type (Noun vs Verb) 0.003 0.002 -0.001 0.007 0.155
Duration of target -0.002 0.001 -0.004 0.000 0.053
Trial number 0.005 0.001 0.003 0.006 <.001
ISI -0.001 0.001 -0.003 0.001 0.248
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. NN) 0.015 0.006 0.003 0.026 0.012
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. NF) 0.009 0.006 -0.002 0.020 0.128
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. FF) 0.009 0.006 -0.002 0.021 0.116
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. FN) 0.014 0.006 0.003 0.026 0.019
NVIQ 0.002 0.001 -0.001 0.004 0.199
Age 0.006 0.002 0.002 0.010 <.01
Gender (Male vs Female) 0.004 0.005 -0.007 0.014 0.489
Condition x Participant Group
(NN vs NF) x (ASD vs TD) -0.006 0.005 -0.016 0.004 0.252
(NN vs FF) x (ASD vs TD) -0.006 0.005 -0.016 0.005 0.289
(NN vs FN) x (ASD vs TD) -0.001 0.005 -0.011 0.010 0.881
(FF vs NF) x (ASD vs TD) 0.000 0.005 -0.011 0.010 0.941
(FF vs FN) x (ASD vs TD) 0.005 0.005 -0.006 0.015 0.368
N Primes 88
N Targets 88
N Subjects 54
N Datapoints 1628
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.060/0.187
Note: The baseline is the first argument in the above scheme (x vs y).
Predicted response times from the linear regression models in Table 2.24 and 2.25 are
plotted in Figure 2.17 and 2.18 with two figures sharing the same scale on the y-axis.
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The points are predicted means and the notches are the predicted 95% confidence intervals.
Statistical significance levels should be checked in their corresponding models. Even though
in Figure 2.14, similar raw mean facilitation was found in the adults and the children
with ASD, the adults exhibited relative facilitation effects at a level similar to the TD
children. The raw differences in RTs that were plotted earlier can be a result of generally
faster response times by the adults, leaving fewer milliseconds to be improved from the fast
response times to primes.
Figure 2.17: Experiment 2: The model’s pre-
dicted relative facilitation for the adults.
Figure 2.18: Experiment 2: The model’s pre-
dicted relative facilitation for the children.
2.5.6 Interim discussion and conclusions
Experiment 2 explores the nature of phonological mediation in lexical processing through
the underlying representations of tones in Thai. In Experiment 1.2, the accuracy rates
of the children with ASD in performance group 2 are the highest in the control condition,
while all the other groups of children have the lowest accuracy rates in the control condition.
Moreover, while the adults exhibited priming effects in the phonological condition, the TD
children and children with ASD did not. The children with ASD’s difference in response
times between the M and the Ph condition was also found to be significantly greater than
the TD children, with significantly faster reaction times in the M condition. The findings
pose questions about the nature of the children with ASD’s hypo- or hypersensitivity to
acoustic stimuli.
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Experiment 2 employs lexical stimuli that do or do not differ in their acoustic forms
from the primes. Thai disyllabic words with a consonant followed by the vowel [a] as their
first syllable may undergo phonological alternations to reflect their stress pattern. Since
their first syllables are unstressed, glottal stop deletion and tone neutralization may occur,
changing words such as [tha´P.le:] to [tha´.le:] or [tha.le:], all sharing the same lexical meaning
‘sea’. While the lexical meaning stays the same, the full form tha´P.le: and the immediate
form tha´.le: are regarded as being unnatural, isolated, or hyperarticulated (Bennett, 2005;
Henderson, 1949; Noss, 1975), as opposed to their natural neutralized-tone counterpart
tha.le:. Experiment 2 is a repetition priming study, including the same words for both
primes and targets with or without shared tonal properties. Its experimental conditions
include a condition where both the primes and the targets have neutralized tones (NN),
a condition where the primes have neutralized tones and the targets have full tones (NF),
a condition where both the primes and the targets have full tones (FF), and a condition
where the primes have full tones and the targets have neutralized tones (FN). Overall, the
NN condition, which involves neutralized-tone forms in both primes and targets, yielded
the highest accuracy rates by the children in performance group 1, although accuracy rates
do not vary across conditions both for the children in performance group 1 and group 2.
As for response times, the relative differences between the prime and the target RTs were
calculated to eliminate the effect of response times to the primes. Linear regression models
were fitted to the values in order to model the facilitation effects across conditions.
Generally, the FN condition was found to have significantly lower facilitation than both
the NN and FF conditions in adults and the NN condition for the TD group. The ASD
group, on the other hand, only showed marginal difference between the FF and the FN
conditions. These results may be compared to the findings in Chen (2018)’s dissertation.
Chen (2018) conducted a priming study on tone sandhi (surface) variant versus underlying
tone variant targets in older (greater than or equal to 40 years old) and younger speakers
(less than 40 years old) of Taiwan Southern Min. Older participants in her study exhibited
significantly higher facilitation from underlying-tone overlap primes than from surface-tone
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overlap primes in the processing of sandhi variant targets, whereas younger participants
did not display such difference in facilitation effects. Chen (2018) discussed that some
participants report taking longer time in overanalyzing the underlying-tone variants which
normally does not appear in the same context as the one in the experiment. She then
concluded that younger participants in her study might have had limited input of the
underlying variant that they failed to establish a link between underlying forms and surface
forms. In my studies, the adult’s facilitation effects in the FN condition are lower than
two other highly facilitative conditions, whereas the FN condition yields less facilitation
than the most facilitated condition in each group of the children. Such significantly lower
facilitation in the FN condition in the adults and the TD children in this study indicates
that they are sensitive to the underlying full-tone primes. However, such sensitivity may
be due to a longer time of recovery from the unnaturalness of underlying forms or due
to the shallower processing of the full-tone primes which results in less facilitation on the
processing of the targets.
Similar to the FN condition, the NF condition also involves primes and targets that
are not identical to each other. Adults exhibited significantly lower priming effects in the
NF condition, compared to the FF condition. Taken together with the results in the FN
condition, lower facilitation is generally expected in conditions with mismatched primes and
targets in adults. The TD children also had significantly lower facilitation effect in the NF
condition than the NN condition, suggesting their sensitivity to the mismatched phonolog-
ical information. It is worth noting that part of the experimental items in Experiment 1.2
were fillers to this experiment and vice versa, meaning that all of the participants across
participant groups and performance groups are exactly the same individuals at the same
time point. Recall that in Experiment 1.2, no facilitation was found in the Ph condition,
where the underlying forms of the primes rhyme with the targets. The remaining puzzle in
Experiment 1.2 is whether such a lack in priming effect was the result of the phonologically
mediated link between the neutralized form and its underlying representation or a result
of their ability to establish a link between the primes and the targets through rhyming.
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For the children with ASD, the NF condition yielded comparable repetition priming effects
as the conditions where the primes and the targets were identical, despite its stimuli also
having reduced first syllables. This fact supports the idea that the lack of phonological
effect in the ASD group in Experiment 1.2 was a result of their inefficiency in establishing
a prime-target connection through rhyming. Such a lack of phonological effect in the TD
group, on the other hand, could be the result of them being sensitive to the mismatch in
the representations between primes and targets and their sensitivity to rhyming.
In terms of individual conditions, while mean facilitation in milliseconds does not seem
to differ between the children with ASD and the adults, relative facilitation proportional to
reaction times to primes is generally the lowest in the children with ASD. The main results
of the experiment are that the children with ASD were significantly less primed in the NN
and FN conditions than the TD children, while being similarly facilitated in the NF and FF
conditions. Initially, we hypothesized that the children with ASD may be more sensitive
to the acoustic differences or similarities between the primes and the targets, which may
affect their processing speed. Such a hypothesis predicted that the NN and FF conditions
as well as the NF and FN conditions would pattern together in their facilitation effects,
owing to the primes and the targets in each pair of conditions being identical or different
respectively. The actual results from Experiment 2 seem to suggest that the picture is more
complicated than just the acoustic identities of the stimuli. The amount of priming in the
ASD group appears to be modulated by the properties of the targets themselves, rather
than the connection between the surface forms and the full forms. While the children with
ASD performed on par with the TD children in the conditions with full-tone targets, they
were significantly less facilitated in the conditions where the targets have neutralized tone.
The question remains as to why they needed more time to process the surface forms,
as opposed to the full underlying forms, resulting in their suppressed priming effects in
those neutralized tone conditions. Two possible explanations for such a delay appear to
be two sides of the same coin. For one, the delay might be the result of the children with
ASD’s struggle with the processing of the neutralized forms. Lower facilitation may only
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be manifested when a target is neutralized. In the case where a prime, instead of a target,
is neutralized, enough time lapse between prime and target allows the processing of target
to not be affected by its neutralized prime. The other explanation might be that they
have a shallower processing of the full forms that they reduced the task to surface acoustic
matching. Priming effects are, therefore, obtained in the conditions with full targets as they
merely require faster, shallower processing than neutralized targets. An implication of this
is the possibility that the ‘struggle’ in processing the neutralized forms as mentioned earlier
is not a result of them not processing the neutralized forms but a delay in the time-course
because the need for deeper processing. The TD children seem to be able to process the
default neutralized forms in a much faster fashion, compared to the children with ASD.
In conclusion, the children with ASD in performance group 1 appear to be taking
significantly more time than the TD children to process default neutralized stimuli, despite
performing on par with them in conditions with full-form targets. Possible explanations
include their shallower processing of less familiar underlying forms or their delay in the
deeper processing of the default neutralized forms. Taken together with the results in
Experiment 1.2, the enhanced morphological priming effects in the children with ASD,
compared to the TD children, do not seem to be phonologically motivated. Otherwise,
higher facilitation in the NF condition than the TD children should also be expected. In
fact, the children with ASD generally exhibit lower facilitation effects across conditions in
Experiment 2. Moreover, the stimuli in Experiment 2 are not synchronically morphologically
decomposable. While some of the stimuli are arguably historically complex, the first word
in the then compound was reduced to a mere Ca structure with barely any phonological
trace back to the original word. The significant delay in conditions with neutralized targets
found in Experiment 2 is, therefore, arguably not morphologically motivated. Such delay
in processing neutralized targets may be attributed to their lexical semantic processing of
the neutralized words.
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2.5.7 Experiment 3: Effects of talker-token differences on lexical access
Experiment 3 aims to test the effects of non-phonological acoustic sensitivity on lexical
access. As with Experiment 2, this experiment is also a repetition priming experiment.
While the two versions of the stimuli in Experiment 2 are distinguished by tone neutral-
ization as motivated by stress, this experiment deals with acoustic differences that are not
phonologically motivated. In particular, it asks whether the same words spoken by speakers
of different genders or different tokens of the same word by the same speaker would affect
lexical processing.
While Experiments 1 and 2 found enhanced morphological effects, but impoverished
phonological effects for the neutralized-tone targets, in the children with ASD of perfor-
mance group 1 compared to their TD peers, they leave open the question of whether the
delay in the processing of natural surface targets in the children with ASD may be the
result of their delay in accessing the lexical meanings of the words. Experiment 3 utilizes
the presentation of visual stimuli before auditory stimuli. This makes available lexical con-
cepts before actual auditory lexical processing. Additionally, the results from Experiment
2 reveal no effects of word types (noun versus verb) on a similar repetition priming. All of
the stimuli in Experiment 3 are, consequently, nouns.
2.5.7.1 Stimuli
The stimuli are 60 (30 monosyllabic and 30 disyllabic) simplex nouns. General methods can
be found in Section 2.5.1. Two tokens per word per speaker were used in this experiment
to create 3 pairs for the 3 conditions as summarized in Table 2.26. Subscripts represent
token indices. In total, the test items contain 180 pairs distributed over 3 lists (60 pairs per
list; 20 pairs per condition). The three conditions include (1) Condition SS, where both the
primes and the targets are the exact same sound files, using the same talker and the same
token, (2) Condition SD, where both the primes and the targets were two different tokens
produced by the same speaker, and (3) Condition DD, where the primes and the targets
were produced by two different speakers. Half of the stimuli in each condition was with a
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female voice and half with a male voice.
Table 2.26: Experiment 3 example prime-target pairs formed from one word: baˆ:n ‘house’
Condition Prime Target Pairs per list
Same Talker -
Same Token (SS)
baˆ:n1 (Female) baˆ:n1 (Female) 10
baˆ:n2 (Male) baˆ:n2 (Male) 10
Same Talker -
Different Token (SD)
baˆ:n1 (Female) baˆ:n3 (Female) 10
baˆ:n2 (Male) baˆ:n4 (Male) 10
Different Talker -
Different Token (DD)
baˆ:n1 (Female) baˆ:n2 (Male) 10
baˆ:n2 (Male) baˆ:n1 (Female) 10
All of the stimuli in Experiment 3 are provided in Appendix A.
2.5.7.2 Procedure
In this experiment, participants were presented with pictures and auditory stimuli. Unlike
all the previous experiments where the participants made a lexical decision whether an
auditory stimulus was an actual word in the language, Experiment 3 employed a picture-
sound congruity task (see Coderre 2019; Cantiani 2016; DiStefano et al. 2019). The task
was to decide whether a displayed picture matched with the auditory stimulus in a specific
trial. Similar to a continuous lexical decision task, this task required participants to make
their picture-sound congruity decision in every trial, i.e., once to the prime and once to
the target. Whether the auditory primes and targets are matched with their corresponding
pictures is counterbalanced across experimental conditions. To ensure enough time for
picture identification, the picture was present for 600 ms before the start of the sound file
and lasted until after the response. It was then replaced by a central fixation cross until
the next trial started. The ISIs were random between 400-600 ms. The proportion between
test items and fillers were 40% test items and 60% word fillers. Table 2.19 summarizes the
procedure of the task in Experiment 3.
2.5.7.3 Modeling
Section 2.5.2 presented shared data removal and analysis procedures. As shown in the
subgrouping criteria in Section 2.5.2.1, only 8 out of 32 children with ASD and 1 out of 59
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Figure 2.19: Experiment 3: The continuous picture-sound congruity decision task.
TD children were included in performance group 2 in this experiment. Due to the limited
number of children in performance group 2 in this study, no logistic regression model was
fitted to the target accuracies for this group of children. Only one model of accuracy was
fitted to the data of the children in performance group 1. The model consisted of 10 fixed-
effects factors, including condition (SS, SD, and DD), z-scored duration of target, z-scored
trial number, z-scored interstimulus interval (ISI), prime accuracy, log-transformed RTs to
primes, participant group (ASD or TD), z-scored Ravens nonverbal IQ, z-scored age, and
gender. Also included in the model are the interactions between condition and participant
group, as well as two random effects factors for participants and items. Baseline re-levelling
was done through dummy coding.
As previously done in Experiment 2, Experiment 3 also utilizes the same formula, re-
stated in (12), for the relative difference between the prime and the target RTs in each pair
of trials to minimize the effects of response times to the primes.
(12) log(PrimeRTs)−log(TargetRTs)log(PrimeRTs)
Models were fitted to relative facilitation, using 9 fixed-effects factors for the child data
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and 7 factors for the adult data, using the same contrast coding schemes. The factors
include condition, target sound-image match, prime sound-image match, z-scored duration
of target, z-scored trial number, z-scored ISI, participant group (only for the child data),
z-scored NVIQ (only for the child data), z-scored age, and gender. Two pairs of interaction
were coded between target sound-image match and prime sound-image match for both the
adult and child data and between condition and participant group in the child data. Factors
of participants and items were also added as random effects in the models.
2.5.7.4 Results
2.5.7.4.1 Accuracy
Table 2.27 provides average accuracy per condition per participant group in Experiment 3.
There is merely one TD child in performance group 2, hence, no variance in the summary
table and figure. An accuracy data visualization for Experiment 3 is presented in Figure
2.20. The accuracy rates are generally very high across conditions for both the children
with ASD and the TD children in Group 1. For the children with ASD in Group 2, the
SS condition seem to have yielded noticeably lowest accuracy rates, while the SD condition
yielded the highest accuracy rates. This general pattern, however, is not supported by a
logistic regression model.
Table 2.27: Percentages of accuracy by condition in Experiment 3.
Accuracy (%)
Condition
Adults
Group 1 Group 2
ASD TD ASD TD
M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD
Exp3
SS 99.52 1.00 90.10 10.12 93.19 6.94 47.19 7.00 57.50 NA
SD 98.63 1.92 88.96 9.52 93.32 6.56 56.25 10.18 57.50 NA
DD 98.87 1.42 90.63 9.51 94.22 5.68 50.31 8.39 50.00 NA
A logistic regression model, as summarized in Table 2.28, is fitted to the target accuracy
of the children in Group 1. Both groups of children did not show any significant difference in
accuracy across conditions. However, comparing across participant groups, the TD children
performed significantly more accurately than the children with ASD in every condition,
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Figure 2.20: Experiment 3 - Mean target accuracy for each condition (SS/SD/DD) by
participant groups (ASD/TD) and performance groups (Group 1/Group 2).
with the highest difference in the SD condition (B=1.048, p<0.001), followed by the DD
condition (B=0.857, p<0.01) and the SS condition (B=0.607, p=0.04). Other significant
predictors, on average for all the children in Group 1, include prime accuracy (B=0.721,
p<0.001) and the reaction time to the primes (B=0.151, p<0.01). Similar to the accuracy
model in the repetition priming study in Experiment 2, age (B=0.507, p<0.001) but not
NVIQ (B=0.152, p=0.58) significantly affects target accuracy.
2.5.7.4.2 Response time
Average response times to the primes and the targets are summarized in Table 2.29. As
with other experiments in this chapter, faster response times with less variance are found in
adults, compared to children. The TD group seems to be also be slower than the children
with ASD in processing both the primes and the targets. The raw differences between the
mean reaction times to the primes and the targets in milliseconds are plotted in Figure
2.21. Overall, from the raw differences in response times, adults appear to have much less
facilitation than both groups of children across the experimental conditions. In general, the
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Table 2.28: Experiment 3: Summary of the accuracy model for the children in Group 1.
Performance group: Group 1
Accuracy
Fixed Effects
Estimates
(Betas)
SE
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
p-values
Intercept (Baseline: SS, ASD) 1.710 0.289 1.144 2.276 <.001
Talker-Token condition
SS vs SD in ASD -0.311 0.212 -0.727 0.104 0.142
SS vs DD in ASD 0.013 0.223 -0.424 0.450 0.954
SD vs DD in ASD 0.324 0.213 -0.093 0.742 0.128
SS vs SD in TD 0.129 0.167 -0.198 0.456 0.440
SS vs DD in TD 0.262 0.172 -0.074 0.599 0.127
SD vs DD in TD 0.134 0.176 -0.210 0.478 0.446
Duration of target -0.011 0.074 -0.155 0.134 0.886
Trial number -0.036 0.076 -0.184 0.112 0.637
ISI 0.003 0.055 -0.104 0.111 0.954
Prime accuracy (Correct vs Incorrect) 0.721 0.165 0.398 1.044 <.001
Log-transformed prime RT 0.151 0.050 0.054 0.248 <.01
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. SS) 0.607 0.288 0.043 1.172 0.035
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. SD) 1.048 0.282 0.495 1.600 <.001
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. DD) 0.857 0.294 0.281 1.433 <.01
NVIQ 0.067 0.080 -0.090 0.225 0.403
Age 0.507 0.108 0.295 0.718 <.001
Gender (Female vs Male) 0.152 0.276 -0.389 0.694 0.581
Condition x Participant Group
(SS vs SD) x (ASD vs TD) 0.249 0.282 -0.303 0.802 0.376
(SS vs DD) x (ASD vs TD) 0.440 0.270 -0.089 0.969 0.103
(SD vs DD) x (ASD vs TD) -0.191 0.276 -0.732 0.351 0.490
N Primes 60
N Targets 60
N Subjects 82
N Datapoints 4920
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.084 / 0.234
∆ Marginal R2 / ∆ Conditional R2 0.024 / 0.067
Note: The baseline is the first argument in the above scheme (x vs y).
DD condition yielded the lowest facilitation across the participant groups. It is worth noting
that the plot of the differences in raw reaction times may not map with their corresponding
models that account for individual variations and other factors.
Figure 2.22 and 2.23 illustrate the distribution of relative facilitation in combined box
and density plots for the adults and the children, respectively. The adult data is generally
more uniformly distributed, compared to the child data. The plotted values in the two
density plots are the values that are fitted in the linear mixed-effects regression models.
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Table 2.29: Average response times by participant by condition in Experiment 3.
Reaction Times (Milliseconds)
Condition
Adult ASD TD
M SD M SD M SD
Prime RTs
SS 1291.58 233.70 1697.74 545.57 1868.94 664.70
SD 1317.31 257.04 1746.30 550.39 1818.16 669.13
DD 1290.27 229.62 1713.92 511.07 1853.41 675.47
Target RTs
SS 1189.20 255.74 1490.98 509.63 1585.67 553.44
SD 1175.86 229.34 1442.21 477.44 1513.31 518.82
DD 1253.50 235.83 1529.71 493.15 1611.36 568.15
Figure 2.21: Experiment 3: Mean facilitation.
A linear mixed effects model was fitted to the relative facilitation in the adult data and
summarized in Table 2.30. The DD condition yielded the least facilitation effects, with sig-
nificantly less facilitation than both of the other two conditions: the SS condition (B=-0.009,
p<0.001) and the SD condition (B=-0.010, p<0.001). The SS and SD conditions did not turn
out to be significantly different from each other in their facilitation (B=0.001, p=0.30). As
with the previous tasks, trial number significantly increased facilitation (B=0.002, p=0.02).
A major difference between this experiment and previous experiments is picture-sound con-
gruity decision task. While in the previous lexical decision tasks, the only responses that
were modelled are ‘word’ responses, involving pressing the same button for all of the cor-
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Figure 2.22: Experiment 3: Relative differ-
ence between the log-transformed RTs to the
primes and the targets by the adults.
Figure 2.23: Experiment 3: Relative differ-
ence between the log-transformed RTs to the
primes and the targets by the children in
Group 1.
rect trials. This experiment, on the other hand, was counterbalanced by the amount of
prime-target pairs that are matched or mismatched with their images across the conditions.
Therefore, half of the trials in each condition involve mismatched pictures, with half of those
involving hand-switching between the primes and the targets in hitting the correct button
for correct responses. The models, therefore, included the factors on whether or not the pic-
ture and sound are congruous in targets, primes, and their interaction, i.e. hand-switching.
The picture-sound congruities in targets (B=-0.030, p<0.001), primes (B=0.008, p<0.01),
and their interaction (B=0.012, p<0.001) displayed highly significant effects on the amount
of relative facilitation.
Both groups of children in Group 1 exhibited a pattern similar to the adults. The SS
and SD conditions are not significantly different from each other in both the ASD group
(B=0.002, p=0.26) and the TD group (B=0.000, p=0.71). Likewise, the DD condition
yielded the lowest facilitation effects in both the ASD and the TD group. For the children
with ASD, the DD condition is significantly different from the SS condition (B=-0.003,
p=0.04) and the SD condition (B=-0.005, p<0.01). The TD children also showed lower
facilitation in the DD condition than the SS condition (B=-0.003, p=0.01) and the SD
condition (B=-0.002, p=0.03). With such similar patterns, no interaction was found between
participant groups and differences between conditions.
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Table 2.30: Experiment 3: Summary of the reaction time model for the adults.
Adults:
Raw prime-target RT difference
Fixed Effects
Estimates
(Betas)
SE
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
p-values
Intercept (Baseline: SS, matched images) 0.019 0.002 0.015 0.022 <.001
Talker-Token condition
SS vs SD 0.001 0.001 -0.001 0.004 0.295
SS vs DD -0.009 0.001 -0.011 -0.006 <.001
SD vs DD -0.010 0.001 -0.013 -0.008 <.001
Target sound-image matched (Yes vs No) -0.030 0.002 -0.033 -0.027 <.001
Prime sound-image matched (Yes vs No) 0.008 0.002 0.005 0.011 <.01
Duration of target 0.000 0.001 -0.001 0.002 0.946
Trial number 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.004 0.016
ISI 0.000 0.001 -0.001 0.001 0.910
Age -0.003 0.002 -0.007 0.001 0.201
Gender (Male vs Female) -0.002 0.001 -0.004 0.000 0.121
Sound-image matched (Target vs Prime)
(Yes vs No) x (Yes vs No) 0.024 0.002 0.019 0.028 <.001
N Primes 60
N Targets 60
N Subjects 31
N Datapoints 1731
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.316/0.378
Note: The baseline is the first argument in the above scheme (x vs y).
Unlike repetition priming in Experiment 2, the children with ASD were facilitated to
the same extent as the TD children in the SS condition (B=0.001, p=0.61), the SD con-
dition (B=-0.001, p=0.61), and the DD condition (B=0.002, p=0.40). The picture-sound
congruities of targets (B=-0.025, p<0.001), primes (B=0.003, p<0.01), and their interaction
(B=0.024, p<0.001) also significantly affect the priming effects on average across partic-
ipant groups and conditions. Trial number also positively affects facilitation (B=0.002,
p<0.001). Unlike the previous experiments, neither age (B=0.000, p<0.95) nor NVIQ
(B=0.000, p=0.80) are significant predictors for facilitation in Experiment 3.
The predicted response times from the two linear regression models are plotted in Figure
2.24 and 2.25, sharing the same scale on the y-axis. Statistical significance levels should
be checked with their corresponding models. The points are the predicted means and the
notches are the predicted 95% confidence intervals. The predictions are calculated for all the
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Table 2.31: Experiment 3: Summary of the reaction time model for the children in Group
1.
Performance group: Group 1
Accuracy
Fixed Effects
Estimates
(Betas)
SE
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
p-values
Intercept (Baseline: SS, ASD, matched images) 0.017 0.002 0.013 0.021 <.001
Talker-Token condition
SS vs SD in ASD 0.002 0.002 -0.001 0.005 0.255
SS vs DD in ASD -0.003 0.002 -0.006 0.000 0.040
SD vs DD in ASD -0.005 0.002 -0.008 -0.002 <.01
SS vs SD in TD 0.000 0.001 -0.002 0.002 0.707
SS vs DD in TD -0.003 0.001 -0.004 -0.001 0.012
SD vs DD in TD -0.002 0.001 -0.004 0.000 0.034
Target sound-image matched (Yes vs No) -0.025 0.001 -0.027 -0.023 <.001
Prime sound-image matched (Yes vs No) 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.005 <.01
Duration of target 0.000 0.000 -0.001 0.001 0.437
Trial number 0.002 0.000 0.001 0.002 <.001
ISI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.573
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. SS) 0.001 0.002 -0.003 0.005 0.612
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. SD) -0.001 0.002 -0.005 0.003 0.611
Participant group (ASD vs TD; Cond. DD) 0.002 0.002 -0.002 0.006 0.397
NVIQ 0.000 0.001 -0.002 0.001 0.798
Age 0.000 0.001 -0.002 0.002 0.952
Gender (Female vs Male) 0.002 0.002 -0.002 0.006 0.289
Condition x Participant Group
(SS vs SD) x (ASD vs TD) -0.002 0.002 -0.006 0.001 0.244
(SS vs DD) x (ASD vs TD) 0.001 0.002 -0.003 0.004 0.691
(SD vs DD) x (ASD vs TD) 0.003 0.002 -0.001 0.007 0.121
Sound-image matched (Target vs Prime)
(Yes vs No) x (Yes vs No) 0.024 0.001 0.022 0.027 <.001
N Primes 60
N Targets 60
N Subjects 82
N Datapoints 3801
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.217 / 0.283
Note: The baseline is the first argument in the above scheme (x vs y).
categorical variables with all the other continuous variables at their mean. In general, adults
displayed lower facilitation in this experiment than both groups of children. In accordance
with their corresponding models, the DD condition yielded the lowest facilitation across
participant groups.
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Figure 2.24: Experiment 3: The model’s pre-
dicted relative facilitation for the adults.
Figure 2.25: Experiment 3: The model’s pre-
dicted relative facilitation for the children.
2.5.8 Interim discussion and conclusions
Experiment 3 set out to investigate non-phonological acoustic sensitivity and lexical pro-
cessing. This experiment employed a repetition priming paradigm, with auditory primes
and targets being the same lexical words. However, the only true repetition of primes
and targets is the condition where primes and targets are the same sound files pronounced
by the same speaker (Condition SS). Other conditions are not the repetition of the same
acoustic signal, i.e., the SD condition involves the same speaker producing two different
tokens of the same word, while the DD condition has two different speakers pronounce two
different tokens. While Experiment 2 also utilized repetition priming paradigm, it dealt
with differences that are not only acoustic but also phonological. The primes in the FN
and NF conditions in Experiment 2 differ in their tones from their targets. In contrast, the
differences between primes and targets in the SD and DD conditions of Experiment 3 are
not phonologically, morphologically, or semantically motivated.
Compared to the previous experiments, more children were included in Group 1, with
only 8 children with ASD and 1 TD child in Group 2. This results in no logistic regression
model fitted to the data of the children in Group 2. As for the children in Group 1, no
difference in accuracy was found across conditions. While voice and token switches do not
appear to impact accuracy data, effects of participant groups were found on accuracy in
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all of the conditions. The TD children performed significantly more accurately than the
children with ASD across the board.
Turning to the models on response times, linear mixed-effects regression models were
fitted to the relative differences between the prime and target response times proportional to
the response time to primes and target duration in order to model the priming effects across
conditions. The same pattern of reaction times was observed in adults and both groups of
children in Experiment 3. The DD condition yielded the least facilitation, compared to the
SS and SD conditions in all of the participant groups. The SS and SD conditions, on the
other hand, yielded similar level of priming effects across groups.
A remaining question from Experiment 2 is the nature of the processing of the neutral-
ized targets in the children with ASD. Assuming that underlying full forms induce shallower
processing, what type of additional processing in neutralized targets results in their pro-
cessing delay? While morphological processing might be one possibility, the children with
ASD did not seem to be delayed in their morphological processing in Experiment 1.2. In
fact, they exhibited enhanced morphological effects compared to their TD peers. Moreover,
the stimuli in Experiment 1.2 are synchronically simplex. The children with ASD, there-
fore, should not require extra time for morphological decomposition, although this fact is
arguable.
Major differences, apart from their stimuli’s lexical characteristics, between Experiments
2 and 3 exist in their methodology and results. First, even though the same ISI of 400-600
ms was used in both experiments, the time lapse between the auditory primes and targets
in Experiment 3 is longer by 600 ms due to the picture presentation. Second, the stimuli in
Experiment 2 are purely auditory, whereas the ones in Experiment 3 are both visual and
auditory. The major difference between the results of the two experiments is that while
the ASD group had significantly lower facilitation in the NN condition than the TD group
in Experiment 2, while in the supposedly comparable SS condition of Experiment 3, they
displayed the same level of facilitation. These findings suggest that when given enough
time and available lexical concepts prior to the auditory targets, the children with ASD can
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process natural auditory stimuli equally quickly, although less accurately, compared to the
TD children.
The next section concludes and discusses the results from all of the experiments in this
chapter along with previous observations in the literature on lexical processing and the ASD
literature.
2.6 General discussion
This chapter aims to examine the Abstract Representation Difficulty Hypothesis that chil-
dren with ASD or a subgroup of children with ASD struggle with the activation of abstract
lexical representations. Such struggle is hypothesized to be partly due to their hypo- or
hyper-attention to acoustic details (Baron-Cohen et al., 2009; Eigsti and Fein, 2013; Jones
et al., 2009; Remington and Fairnie, 2017). To explore this hypothesis, the chapter employed
three main experiments to test the effects of morphology, lexical semantics, and acoustic
manipulations on lexical processing. Experiment 1.1 and 1.2 were designed to determine
whether there can be Independent Morphological Processing (IMP; Bacovcin et al. 2017) of
Thai compounds, i.e., whether morphological processing exists independent of phonological
and semantic relations. Experiment 2 explores the extent to which phonological related-
ness affects lexical processing. This experiment utilized stimuli with underlying full tones
and ones with default natural-sounding neutralized tones, in order to probe the partici-
pants’ sensitivity to phonological details. Experiment 3 further explored their sensitivity to
phonetic details that are not phonologically, morphologically, nor semantically motivated.
All of the experiments in this chapter included TD children and children with ASD, as
well as adults. Each experiment involves subgrouping the children into two groups based
on their performance. Children who had more than 60% of their data points remaining
after the removal of inaccurate and extreme responses were included in Group 1. The data
from this group of children were analyzed in both accuracy and response time models. The
rest of the children were assigned to Group 2, and only the accuracy data were analyzed
from this group. The reason for subgrouping the children was not only to ensure the
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reliability of the response time analysis but also to deal with the heterogeneity in the
children with ASD. The literature has increasingly recognized that children on the autism
spectrum are heterogeneous, especially in the linguistic domain. Proposals have been made
for the subgrouping children with ASD with the group with language impairments (ALI)
and the other with normal or above average linguistic abilities (ALN) (Boucher, 2012;
Tager-Flusberg, 2004).
By subgrouping the children into performance groups 1 and 2, the combined individual
profile across the experiments may reveal patterns that could be informative as to whether
an individual child belongs to the ALI or ALN group. Moreover, the subgrouping criteria
were applied to both the TD and children with ASD in the studies. A comparison between
the TD and ASD groups within the same performance group can be informative about the
nature of the linguistic challenges the children with ASD face as a group.
2.6.1 Major findings
2.6.1.1 Adults
When preceded by morphologically and semantically (MS) related primes, the targets
yielded significantly faster reaction times in adults than when the same targets are pre-
ceded by primes that are merely semantically related (S) or morphologically related (M).
Experiment 1.2 added a control condition (C) and a phonological condition (Ph), and re-
moved the S condition. Experiment 1.2 confirms the results from Experiment 1.1 that
the M and MS conditions are significantly different from each other. However, despite the
M condition yielding less facilitation than the MS condition, it yielded significant priming
effects compared to the C condition. While the Ph condition also showed significant facili-
tation compared to the C condition, significantly faster reaction times were found in the M
condition, compared to the Ph condition.
Proceeding to the effects of phonological details on lexical processing, the results from
Experiment 2 indicate that Thai adult speakers are sensitive to the phonological information
of full/neutralized tones in lexical processing, despite the primes and the targets being
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the same lexical word. The adults were the least facilitated in the condition where full-
tone forms prime neutralized-tone forms (FN). The FF and NN conditions, which involved
exactly the same primes and targets, yielded the two highest facilitation, with the facilitation
in the FF condition being significantly higher than the NF condition.
Non-phonological acoustic details, such as different talkers or tokens, were also found
to affect the amount of facilitation in the repetition priming paradigm. The adults were
observed to have the lowest facilitation when the primes and the targets of the same lexical
words were produced by two different speakers of different genders. The primes and the
targets pronounced by the same speaker, regardless of whether they are the same token or
not, yielded similar priming effects.
2.6.1.2 ASD and TD children
2.6.1.2.1 Performance group 1
In contrast to the adults, neither groups of children displayed any differences in response
times across the experimental conditions in Experiment 1.1. However, in terms of accuracy,
the children with ASD performed significantly less accurately than the TD children in the
MS and S condition, while performing on par with the TD group in the M condition. Un-
like Experiment 1.1, while the children with ASD and the TD children performed equally
accurately in individual conditions in Experiment 1.2, they exhibited contrasts across con-
ditions. The M and MS conditions both had significantly higher accuracy rates than the C
condition for both the ASD and TD groups. In addition, the children with ASD were sig-
nificantly more accurate in the Ph condition, compared to the C condition. The TD group,
on the other hand, performed significantly worse than the children with ASD, with regards
to the Ph condition’s accuracy, compared to the control condition. Interesting results were
also found in the reaction time data for Experiment 1.2. While the adults found facilitation
effects in all of the conditions, children in both groups exhibited priming effects for all of the
conditions but the Ph condition. Moreover, significant interaction was found between the
priming effects of the M condition (C vs M) and participant groups. The children with ASD
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were significantly more facilitated in the M condition than the TD children. Additionally,
the difference in response times to targets of the M and Ph conditions was significantly
larger in the ASD group, compared to the TD group.
Phonological effects of tone neutralization appeared to have no effect on accuracy in
the repetition priming paradigm for both the ASD and TD groups. On the other hand,
the response time data revealed that while the NN condition also elicited significantly
higher facilitation than the FN and the NF conditions in the TD group, the children with
ASD did not show significant difference across conditions. Additionally, the children with
ASD generally exhibited less facilitation than the TD group, with significantly different
facilitation in both of the conditions where targets are of natural-sounding neutralized
tones (FN and NN).
Experiment 3 divided more participants into Group 1, leaving no accuracy model in
Group 2. The accuracy data of Group 1, therefore, showed more variance, with group
differences between the children with ASD and the TD children. The children with ASD
performed less accurately in all of the conditions than the TD children in this experiment.
In terms of response time data, the children in both groups exhibited the same pattern as
the adults in this experiment, with both groups being the least facilitated in the conditions
where the primes and the targets were pronounced by two different speakers. The children
were also equally facilitated in the SS and SD conditions, where the same speakers produced
the same or different tokens for primes and targets respectively.
2.6.1.2.2 Performance group 2
Even though the children in Group 2 were only included in the accuracy analysis, intriguing
results were obtained from the studies. Accuracy seems to be good measures in relatively
more challenging tasks, i.e., non-repetition priming studies in the case of this chapter.
Among all the conditions in Experiment 1.1, the MS condition displayed the highest accu-
racy rates for the TD children, whereas it yielded the lowest accuracy rates for the children
with ASD, despite them both being in the same performance group. The pattern was re-
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flected in the interaction between the difference between accuracy rates in the MS and S
condition and the participant groups.
Likewise, in Experiment 1.2 where the control condition was the least accurate among
all the other groups of children, the children with ASD in Group 2 exhibited their highest
accuracy rates in the control condition, which is significantly different from all the other
three conditions, and additionally significantly interacting with participant group.
Experiment 2, which targets finer-grained phonological differences between the primes
and the targets, did not show clear differences in accuracy rates between conditions in the
same way as the first set of experiments did. The task in Experiment 3, which provides visual
before auditory stimuli, may have influenced the amount of children in each performance
group. Owing to the small number of children in Group 2 of Experiment 3, no definite
conclusion may be made in the same regards.
2.6.1.3 Cognitive/developmental factors
Table 2.32 summarizes the effects of age and non-verbal IQ in all of the regression models of
child data in this chapter. For the children in Group 1, age generally seems to be a crucial
predictor on their performance on these tasks, both in terms of accuracy and response
times. For the children in Group 2, on the other hand, NVIQ, rather than age, appears to
be affecting their accuracy.
Table 2.32: Effects summary of age and NVIQ in regression models in Chapter 2.
Exp 1.1 Exp 1.2 Exp 2 Exp 3
Age NVIQ Age NVIQ Age NVIQ Age NVIQ
Group 1
Accuracy * ** *** NS *** NS *** NS
RT *** NS *** NS ** NS NS NS
Group 2 Accuracy NS NS NS ** NS ** - -
2.6.2 Implications
The evidence from this study supports the IMP hypothesis in the processing of compounds
by adult native speakers of Thai. Adults display clear morphological effects that are distinct
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from phonological and semantic overlap. Contrary to some traditional views in psycholin-
guistics that claim irregular complex words are represented in the mental lexicon in their
full form (hence the idea that semantic transparency is a prerequisite for morphological
processing), my studies found facilitation by semantically opaque primes to be significantly
more robust than mere phonological facilitation. Our results, therefore, strengthen the idea
that morphemes may have their status that is independent of semantic and phonological
relatedness.
The results from the children are along the same line as the adults, with one excep-
tion that the children do not display phonological effects, likely due to their struggle with
rhyming relationships between the primes and the targets. The major finding is the en-
hanced morphological facilitation effects in the children with ASD of Group 1 compared to
the TD group. While the group of children with ASD exhibit enhanced facilitation in the
M condition, they do not display enhanced facilitation in the MS condition. This indicates
that enhanced morphological effects can appear independent of enhanced semantic effects.
Further investigations into the phonological effects reveal that both adults and children
were sensitive to the phonological differences between the primes and the targets in their
lexical processing. The adults and the TD children are the least facilitated when neutralized-
tone targets are preceded by underlying-tone primes. The children with ASD appear to
struggle with targets that are the most natural-sounding surface forms. The results suggest
that underlying forms go through a shallower processing than surface forms for children
with ASD. Simultaneously, they also hint at the children with ASD’s difficulties in lexical
semantic processing, requiring extra time compared to the TD children in processing default
forms.
When differences between primes and targets are not phonological, morphological, nor
semantic, both adults and children do not display acoustic sensitivity to different tokens
of the same speaker. They, however, exhibit sensitivity to tokens pronounced by different
speakers. The task in this study provides participants with lexical concepts in pictures and
more time before the presentation of auditory targets. Given such assistance, children with
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ASD are equally facilitated as the TD children, despite having lower accuracy in all of the
conditions.
The findings in this chapter provide insights for the heterogeneity in children with ASD.
While the children with ASD in Group 1 mostly exhibit similar patterns as the TD children,
the children with ASD in Group 2 show hyper-sensitivity to the targets that are most
different from, rather than most related to, the primes. Their reversed pattern of accuracy
was not only different from the children of Group 1, but also the TD children in the same
performance group, suggesting a deviant pattern of struggle that is somewhat specific to
their medical condition. Such a deviant pattern does not hold in repetition priming, where
there are only slight phonological differences between the primes and the targets, indicating
that this group of children with ASD may be attending to larger differences in acoustic
details. Moreover, while age boosts the performance of the children in Group 1, non-verbal
IQ does so for the children in Group 2, indicating their reliance on cognitive resources
at a certain level. The current data highlight the importance of individual or subgroup
differences across the autism spectrum.
In sum, this series of studies contribute to our understanding of the Abstract Repre-
sentation Difficulty Hypothesis. It appears to hold that a subgroup of children with ASD
struggles with activating abstract lexical representations. Adding to the hypothesis, my
studies suggest that the struggle may not stem from their attention to the similarities in
acoustic details but rather their hyper-attention to the noticeable differences in the speech
signal. On the other hand, another subgroup of children with ASD with higher perfor-
mance seems to have intact grammatical representations, with regards to phonological,
morphological, and lexical semantic aspects. In fact, this group of children with ASD ex-
hibits enhanced morphological effects, compared to the TD children, that are independent
of their phonological and semantic processing. While they display the same pattern of
sensitivity to non-phonological acoustic differences as the TD children, they show strong
contrasts in their processing of the underlying versus the surface forms, with the surface
forms engaging deeper lexical processing. An implication of these results is that they have
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intact phonological representation, enhanced morphological processing, compared to TD
controls, and intact, i.e., deep, but slower lexical semantic processing.
The next chapter probes further into the semantic and pragmatic abilities of children
with ASD. It targets the next question on the Pragmatic over Grammatical Deficit Hypoth-
esis to explore how their pragmatic abilities look, compared to their grammatical abilities.
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Chapter 3
Presupposition, Implicature, and
Deixis
3.1 Introduction
The overall aim of this chapter is to explore the Pragmatic over Grammatical Deficit Hy-
pothesis. The interplay between semantics and pragmatics plays a crucial role in the un-
derstanding of a language. By exploring both the linguistically-informed and contextually-
informed meaning of an utterance, this chapter provides insights on what aspects of meaning
in language are particularly difficult for children with ASD.
The chapter begins with some relevant linguistic concepts and terminology, including
semantic and pragmatic inferences, presupposition, implicated presupposition, conversa-
tional implicature, and deixis. It then proceeds to provide some background literature on
pragmatic deficits and autism. This chapter is divided into two main sections. Section
3.4 presents a pair of experiments on the production and comprehension of Thai personal
reference terms. The personal reference system provides connections between both lexically-
encoded meaning and different types of inferences. Additionally, it involves deixis, which
is a highly contextual aspect of language. Section 3.5 further offers a direct comparison
between types of semantic and pragmatic inferences.
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3.2 Concepts and terminologies
Semantic entailment and pragmatic inference Meaning in language is not always
lexically encoded or grammatically derived. In addition to the literal, truth-conditional
meaning, an utterance may also have other contextually influenced meanings. For example,
the sentence Kelsy said in (13) may entail its semantic meaning (13a), while also having
other pragmatically inferred meanings as in (13b) or (13c).
(13) Tom: “Do you think climate change is a serious problem?”
Kelsy: “Some animals are going extinct.”
a. At least one animal is going extinct.
b. Not all animals are going extinct.
c. Yes, I think climate change is a serious problem.
The meaning (13c) arises only by virtue of this particular conversation, but not from
any components of Kelsy’s sentence themselves. This kind of pragmatic inference is termed
particularized conversational implicatures (PCIs; Grice 1975; Levinson 1983, 2000). In
contrast, the meaning such as (13b) can be implicated from the sentence itself through
conversational implicature. This kind of meaning is referred to as generalized conversational
implicatures (GCIs). Nevertheless, even though this type of meaning is linguistically tied,
it is still not a part of the inherent, semantic meaning. This is evident from the fact that the
inherent meaning (13a) is not cancelable, as seen in (14a), whereas the pragmatic meaning
(13b) is, as in (14b).
(14) a. Some animals are going extinct. #In fact, none of them are.
b. Some animals are going extinct. In fact, all of them are.
Conversational implicature As seen earlier, conversational implicatures may be
distinguished from semantic entailments. Grice (1975) was the first to develop an influential
systematic account for conversational implicatures, which have become one of the principal
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topics in pragmatics. His theory is on how and when conversational implicatures arise. The
Co-operative Principle (15) and its associated maxims (16-19) were proposed to determine
language users’ interpretations of conversations.
(15) The Cooperative Principle: ‘Make your conversational contribution such as is re-
quired, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the
talk exchange in which you are engaged.’
(16) Maxim of Quantity:
a. ‘Make your contribution as informative as is required (for the current purposes
of the exchange).’
b. ‘Do not make your contribution more informative than is required.’
(17) Maxim of Quality:
a. ‘Do not say what you believe to be false.’
b. ‘Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence.’
(18) Maxim of Relation:
a. ‘Be relevant.’
(19) Maxim of Manner:
a. ‘Avoid obscurity of expression.’
b. ‘Avoid ambiguity.’
c. ‘Be brief. (avoid unnecessary prolixity).’
d. ‘Be orderly.’ (Grice, 1975, pp. 26-27)
Grice (1975) claimed that speakers of language assume that their interlocutors obey
the cooperative principle and its corresponding maxims. These assumptions allow speakers
to draw pragmatic inferences, which can go beyond the semantic content. Previously, in
Example (13), given Tom’s assumption that Kelsy obeyed the Maxim of Relation by giving
him a relevant response to his question about climate change, he might then implicate the
meaning in (13c) from that assumption, even though her sentence about some animals going
extinct has no semantic content that seems directly relevant to his question about climate
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change. At the same time, Tom might also assume that Kelsy was being as informative as
is required, he might then calculate the scalar implicature (see §3.5.1.1) that Kelsy was not
talking about all animals (13b); otherwise, she would have opted to use a more informative
term than ‘some’, such as ‘all’, which is stronger on the same lexical scale of quantity.
Lexical presupposition Presuppositions are another important type of inference
in language as they allow more than one proposition to be communicated in one single
sentence. They also serves as an indication of which proposition is the main assertion and
which are merely background information (Sauerland, 2008a). While the extent to which
presuppositional inferences are semantically or pragmatically driven is still the subject of
considerable debate, two key attributes of presuppositions are typically assumed (Kart-
tunen, 1973; Stalnaker, 1973, 1974). First, presuppositions convey the information that is
already known but taken for granted by the speakers. For instance, similar to other change-
of-state verbs like ‘stop’ or ‘cease’, the linguistic material ‘going extinct’ in the sentence (20)
presupposes that the animals are still in existence. Second, presuppositions are still pro-
jected under embedding operators, e.g., those in (21), unlike the literal content that can be
canceled by these operators (Chierchia and McConnell-Ginet, 1990; Langendoen and Savin,
1971). While the literal content – that some animals are going extinct – is not anymore
conveyed by any of the above sentences in (21), the presuppositions – that the animals are
still in existence – remain for all of the sentences.
(20) Some animals are going extinct.
(21) a. Some animals are not going extinct.
b. If some animals are going extinct, it is our fault.
c. Are some animals going extinct?
d. Maybe some animals are going extinct.
e. I believe that some animals are going extinct.
Implicated Presupposition The idea behind implicated presuppositions originates
from Heim (1991), who observes that the infelicities of certain expressions cannot be ac-
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counted for by either lexical presuppositions or conversational implicatures. She argues
that the oddness of the sentence (22) is not a result of the indefinite article a having a
lexically-inherent non-uniqueness presupposition. While, prior to Heim (1991), Hawkins
(1981) proposes that a and the are scalar alternatives, similar to what we have seen with
some and all, his proposal only predicts that the sentence (22) entails that the victim has
more than one father.
(22) # A father of the victim arrived at the scene. (Sauerland, 2008a, pp. 2)
However, Heim (1991) observes that Gricean conversational implicature fails to explain why
the definite article the should be preferred over the indefinite a when they are equally in-
formative in their lexical scale, i.e., they can both convey the quantity of one. The only
difference between the two choices lie in their presuppositions. While the lexically presup-
poses the existence and uniqueness of its argument, a does not have the uniqueness lexical
presupposition. Heim (1991) proposed that the non-uniqueness meaning is implicated from
the fact that the speaker did not use the definite article the, which has the strongest lexical
presuppositions: existential and uniqueness. In other words, if the speaker believes
there to be one (existential) and unique (uniqueness) father of the victim, the speaker
would have used the definite article or the speaker must have been violating the maxim.
The use of the indefinite article, therefore, has an implicated presupposition that there is
no such unique individual. Through this reasoning, Heim (1991) proposed the Maximize
Presupposition maxim (23), extending implicatures to the domain of presuppositions, not
just in the domain of truth-conditional content. Her maxim suggests that the form with the
strongest lexical presupposition must be chosen whenever its presupposition is felicitous. In
other words, an utterance should lexically presuppose as much as possible.
(23) Pra¨supponiere in deinem Beitrag so viel wie mo¨glich!
‘Make your contribution presuppose as much as possible!’ (Heim 1991, pp. 515)
Sauerland (2003) further built up on Heim’s maxim, which was written in German
with indefinite/definite articles as the only example, and proposed the term ‘implicated
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presupposition’ (Sauerland, 2003, 2008a,b). The idea of implicated presupposition is that in
the case where the lexical entry with the strongest lexical presuppositions is not chosen, it
can be implicated that the left-out presuppositions are not assumed. While it is claimed that
implicated presuppositions are pragmatically derived in the same fashion as implicature,
they are still backgrounded in the presuppositional domain. This hybrid type of inference
between implicature and presupposition is thus interesting in its theoretical stance and in
an acquisition point of view.
Deixis Deixis serves as a linguistic hook into the contextual, perspectival aspects
of utterances. With regards to the traditional taxonomy, the term ‘deixis’ covers kinds of
references that vary by the context of an utterance based on certain important elements:
person (e.g., ‘I’ and ‘you’), time (e.g., ‘now’ and ‘later’), place (e.g., ‘here’ and ‘there’),
discourse (e.g., ‘this’ and ‘that’), and social (e.g., honorifics) (Fillmore 1971, 1975; Lyons
1977; Levinson 1983). Deictic information is important for interpreting utterances. Fillmore
(1971) gave an illustration of when such information is lacking. If you find a message in
(24) from a bottle afloat in the sea, even though the message is understood, such a totally
unanchored message cannot be fully interpreted.
(24) ‘Meet me here at noon tomorrow with a stick about this big’
Fillmore (1971, pp. 39)
The deictic center is the point to which the deictic expression is anchored. By default,
the deictic center is assumed to be the speaker, but in certain contexts, it can be shifted.
While come usually describes motion towards the deictic center (Talmy, 1975; Oshima,
2006; Wilkins and Hill, 1995), examples in (25) show the deictic center shifting towards
other entities.
(25) a. ‘Can I come visit you?’
b. ‘John was preparing a meal. Then, the cat came to him.’
(Oshima, 2006)
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3.3 Pragmatic deficits and autism
In the ASD literature, pragmatic deficits in ASDs are considered to be closely tied to their
deficits in social skills. ASD individuals report that their lack of pragmatic skills cause
them anxiety and concerns with regards to socialization. The effects seem to also last into
their adulthood (Paul et al., 2014). Owing to the prevalence of pragmatic deficits across
the spectrum, this domain has been the focal point of research for the past several decades
(Baron-Cohen, 1988; Dewey and Everard, 1974; Kanner, 1943; Kim et al., 2014; Tager-
Flusberg, 1981; Volkmar et al., 1987). However, a vast body of literature on pragmatics
and autism has focused on either their social/conversational skills or the context-driven,
less linguistically-informed side of pragmatics (cf. PCIs). Past literature reported an en-
gagement in conversation with a narrower group of people (McHale et al., 1980), lower rates
of conversation initiation (Bernard-Opitz, 1982), less-varied speech acts (Landry and Love-
land, 1989), difficulties with turn-taking (Ghaziuddin and Gerstein, 1996), more production
of bizarre/inappropriate utterances (Loveland et al., 1990), difficulties engaging in mutual,
cooperative conversation (Paul et al., 2009), and so forth. Some anecdotal instances of
their pragmatic difficulties are documented in various studies. Dewey and Everard (1974)
reported that at a conference, an autistic boy answered the audience questions such as ‘Do
you have a hobby?’ with a simple ‘Yes’. Paul and Feldman (1984) found a similar case of a
participant merely responding ‘Yes.’ to the question ‘Did you and your sister do anything
besides rake leaves over the weekend?’. Loveland et al. (1990) also reported that when
asked the question, ‘What would you do if someone took something of yours?’, a child with
autism gave a socially-inappropriate response ‘Kill them.’
While the majority of literature on pragmatics and autism based its conclusions – that
children with ASD have pragmatic deficits – solely on the socially or contextually-dependent
side of pragmatics, first attempts on studying the linguistically-associated side found no diffi-
culties for adolescents with ASD and adults on tasks involving scalar implicature. Pijnacker
et al. (2009) asked high-functioning adults (n = 28; 8 female; M age = 26.8) to evaluate
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the truth values of sentences such as ‘Some sparrows are birds.’ and ‘Zebras have black or
white stripes’. These sentences are logically true (cf. the ‘at least one’ meaning in (13a))
but pragmatically infelicitous (cf. the ‘not all’ meaning in (13b)). They found no statistical
difference between ASD and TD adults in their proportions of judging the sentences to be
false, i.e. basing their judgments on the pragmatically-inferred meaning. Chevallier et al.
(2010) found the same results in high-functioning adolescents with ASD (n = 22; all male;
M age = 13.3), suggesting that they are just as likely as controls to reject this kind of
sentence. Hochstein et al. (2017) also reported similar results in adolescents with ASD (n
= 18; 5 female; M age = 14.9), compared to their TD controls, in their scalar implicature
task. However, they found that in another task where the participants need to base their
answer on another person’s epistemic state, the adolescents with ASD failed to incorporate
the information, resulting in them over-computing scalar implicatures in contexts where
they are not justified.
We have seen consistent reports that ASD individuals have difficulties with PCI-type
pragmatic inferences. The results from these three recent studies pointed to a somewhat
puzzling aspect, suggesting that certain less-explored parts of pragmatics in autism may still
be intact. Later sections in this chapter explore a broader variety of linguistically-bound
pragmatic phenomena to see whether there are additional difficulties caused by any of these
areas.
3.4 Personal reference terms
The first pair of experiments1 was chosen to study the personal reference terms in Thai, a
language that is rich in personal reference terms and consists of not only over 50 personal
pronouns, but also kin terms, occupational titles, and personal names (Bandhumedha 2011;
Cooke 1968; Iwasaki and Ingkapirom 2009). The Thai personal reference system allows us
to explore various layers of meaning, including lexically-encoded meaning, presupposition,
1Parts of this section have been lightly adapted from Chanchaochai (2017). Experiment 4.2 is a newly-
conducted experiment, in addition to Experiment 4.1, which was presented in Chanchaochai (2017).
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implicated presupposition, person deixis, and social deixis. The chapter begins with two
main topics for the background literature on the semantics and pragmatics of pronouns, the
acquisition of implicated presuppositions and pronouns, and on pronouns and autism. The
two experiments are then presented and discussed.
3.4.1 Previous literature
3.4.1.1 Semantics and pragmatics of pronouns
Distinctions between personal pronouns can be made along various dimensions. Along
the person dimension, the first and second persons are cross-linguistically observed to be
different from the third person in various ways, such as their associative plural generalization
(See Greenberg 1988; Noyer 1992; Cysouw 2003.) and their bound interpretations (See Heim
1994; Kratzer 2009; Sudo 2012, etc.). While the first and second persons are generally
defined as referring to the speaker and the hearer respectively, the third person is described
as referring to neither (Lyons 1977). This fact led to different proposed sets of features for
first and second person versus third-person pronouns. Sauerland (2008b) proposed that the
third person is the most unmarked among the three persons. The verb agreements in Czech
(26) is an example of how the first and second persons dominate the third person. Further
evidence was presented in Sauerland (2008b) to support that the first person is more marked
than the second person as seen in their dominance relationship, e.g., in English (27) and in
German (28).
(26) a. bratr
brother
a
and
ja´
1.sg
se
self.acc
ucˇ-´ıme
teach-1pl
hra´t
play
na
on
klav´ır
piano
‘My brother and I are learning to play the piano.’
b. tv˚uj
your
otec
father
a
and
ty
you
jste
be.2pl
si
self.dat
podobni
alike
‘Your father and you are alike.’ (Corbett 1991, pp. 262)
(27) You and I, we, are special. (Sauerland 2008b, pp. 26)
(28) Du
you
und
and
ich
I
sind/*seid
be.1/3pl/*be.2pl
etwas
something
besonderes.
special
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‘You and I are something special.’ (Corbett 1991, pp. 262)
For languages without inclusive/exclusive distinctions, e.g., English, Sauerland (2008b)
proposed that the first person has the most marked feature specifications, containing [par-
ticipant] and [speaker]. The specification for the second person is only [participant]. For
languages with inclusive/exclusive distinctions, including Thai2, Sauerland (2008b) pro-
posed the features [speaker] and [addressee] instead, leaving exclusive first person pronouns
and second person pronouns undetermined in their rank on the markedness scale. In both
types of languages, however, the third person lacks a person F-feature altogether.3 The
lexical presupposition is, thus, not triggered by the third person. This is where Sauerland
(2008b) adopted Heim’s (1991) Maximize Presupposition maxim, suggesting that the
form with the strongest lexical presupposition must be chosen whenever its presupposition
applies. In other words, the use of third-person pronouns gives rise to another kind of pre-
supposition: an ‘implicated presupposition’ (Sauerland, 2003, 2008a,b) that the pronouns
do not refer to either of the participants. Otherwise, according to the maxim, the first- and
second-person pronouns would have been used. In sum, instead of having a lexical presup-
position for the features [speaker] or [addressee], the third person only has an implicated
presupposition of being ‘anti-participant’.
Apart from the person dimension, pronouns may contain other descriptive features,
such as, gender and number in English, to denote the properties of the referred individual.
The relevant descriptive feature for this paper is gender. Sauerland (2008b) proposed that
2Cysouw (2013), basing on the data from Noss (1964), did not list Thai as a language with inclu-
sive/exclusive distinctions. Instead, Cysouw (2013) listed Thai as another category having identical ‘we’
and ‘I’. While this may be true for the pronoun raw, which can mean both, it is not representative of the
entire Thai personal reference system. The forms /raw/ or, with the plural marker, phuˆak-raw have no
inclusive/exclusive distinctions, just like English ‘we’. However, in Thai, there are also other pronouns that
can only mean ‘I’ and not ‘we’, such as cha´n. Combining this pronoun with the plural marker for pronouns
gives phuˆak-cha´n which means ‘I and some others, but not you’. This is comparable to woˇmen in Mandarin,
which was listed as a language with these distinctions. In this paper, it is assumed that Thai is a language
with inclusive/exclusive distinctions. Certain pronouns, such as raw, might be underspecified for the feature
[addressee], resulting in the seeming lack of such distinctions.
3Kratzer (2009) had a similar proposal that first and second person pronouns contain the features [1st]
and [2nd] respectively, while third-person pronouns only contain the feature [def] as they merely are definite
descriptions, i.e., containing no inherent meanings as other persons. The difference in their proposal is that
the features [1st] and [2nd] in Kratzer’s (2009) proposal pick out an individual, while Sauerland’s (2008b)
person features are of the type <e,t>. To avoid unnecessary complications, Sauerland’s system is employed
throughout the paper.
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among all the languages with masculine/feminine distinctions in pronouns, the feminine
distinction is cross-linguistically more marked than the masculine. This can be seen in the
dominance of the masculine gender over the feminine gender on agreement, e.g., in French
(29) and Czech (30). In contrast, the human/non-human gender distinction varies in its
markedness across languages. For instance, in Luganda, although not fully acceptable in
all circumstances, the gender class 8 which agrees with non-human subjects is preferred
over, i.e., dominates, the gender class 2 for human, when the subject consists of a mixed
group of humans and non-humans (31). While it seems that the non-human gender in
Luganda and other languages, especially the Bantu languages, is more marked than the
human gender, there are languages, e.g., Tamil (Corbett, 1991), which have a reversed
dominance relationship between human/non-human genders.
(29) un
a.masc
pe`re
father
et
and
une
a.fem
me`re
mother
excellent-s
excellent-masc.pl
‘an excellent father and mother’ (Corbett 1991, pp. 279)
(30) Jan
Jan
a
and
Veˇra
Vera
sˇl-i
go-pst-masc.pl
do
to
biografu
movies
‘Jan and Vera went to the movies.’ (Vanek 1977, pp. 31)
(31) a. ? omu-sajja
1-man
ne
and
em-bwa-ye
9-dog-his
bi-agwa
8-fall-pst
‘The man and his dog fell down.’
b. * omu-sajja
1-man
ne
and
em-bwa-ye
9-dog-his
ba-agwa
2-fall-pst
‘The man and his dog fell down.’ (Corbett 1991, pp. 274)
Although Sauerland (2008b) proposed that the [female] gender is crosslinguistically
marked, I argue that the fact only holds true in third person. In Thai, there are mascu-
line/feminine distinctions in first- and second-person pronouns as well. The epistemic status
of first person male pronoun phoˇm is restricted such that the referred individuals must only
be male, while that of female chaˇn does not, as illustrated in (32). I, therefore, argue that
for 1st person male pronoun phoˇm in Thai, the feature [male] is marked. For third person,
the feature [female] is marked according to the crosslinguistic trend.
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(32) a. phoˇm
1.masc
hˇıw
hungry
‘I am hungry.’
i) Xreferring to a male speaker ii) * referring to a female speaker
b. chaˇn
1
hˇıw
hungry
‘I am hungry.’
i) Xreferring to a male speaker ii) Xreferring to a female speaker
As mentioned above, human/non-human gender distinctions vary across languages. Two
markedness tests, namely the dominance test and the epistemic status test, were then
applied to Thai third person pronouns. The coordination of a human and a non-human
subject in (33) shows the dominance of the non-human gender. The ‘it’-equivalent pronoun
man is chosen to be a resumptive pronoun for the entire coordination. Note that when this
pronoun is used to refer to a person, it is implied that the speaker does not respect them.
The third-person human pronoun kha´w, on the other hand, cannot be used to refer to a
coordination where one of the components is non-human. The epistemic status test in (34)
confirms that the non-human gender is less marked, as reference to a human is not ruled
out as impossible by the use of the pronoun man. It is then concluded that the [human]
feature in Thai is marked, while the [non-human] feature is not, giving rise to an implicated
presupposition.
(33) a. * caˆw-khOˇ:N
owner
ka`p
and
maˇ:
dog
kha´w
3.hum
d7:n
walk
ma:
dei
duˆaj-kan
together
b. caˆw-khOˇ:N
owner
ka`p
and
maˇ:
dog
man
3.nh
d7:n
walk
ma:
dei
duˆaj-kan
together
‘The owner and the dog walked (towards the speaker) together.’
c. * maˇ:
dog
ka`p
and
caˆw-khO:N
owner
kha´w
3.hum
d7:n
walk
ma:
dei
duˆaj-kan
together
d. maˇ:
dog
ka`p
and
caˆw-khO:N
owner
man
3.nh
d7:n
walk
ma:
dei
duˆaj-kan
together
‘The dog and the owner walked (towards the speaker) together.’
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(34) a. man
3.nh
kam-laN
prog
kin
eat
khaˆ:w
rice
ju`:
prog
‘It is having a meal.’
i) Xreferring to an animal ii) Xreferring to a person
b. kha´w
3.hum
kam-laN
prog
kin
eat
khaˆ:w
rice
ju`:
prog
‘He/she is having a meal.’
i) * referring to an animal ii) Xreferring to a person
Personal pronouns are also inherently deictic, meaning that they have varied referents
depending on the extralinguistic contexts of who the speakers and the addressees are in
a particular speech event (Fillmore 1971, 1975; Lyons 1977; Levinson 1983). In addition
to involving person deixis, personal pronouns may also be socially deictic, i.e., the choice
of a pronoun points to the social status of the participants in the context. This aspect
is closely related to their politeness distinctions. Typologically, second person pronouns
in 71 languages out of 207 investigated languages encode politeness distinctions in some
way (Helmbrecht, 2013). Among these languages, 49 of them encode a binary politeness
distinction (e.g., German du/Sie, Russian ty/vy, French tu/vous, etc.), while 15 encode
multiple politeness distinctions (e.g., Marathi). The rarest type of politeness distinctions,
found in merely 7 languages, is when second person pronouns are avoided for politeness.
These languages are all spoken in East and Southeast Asia, including, Burmese, Indonesian,
Japanese, Khmer, Korean, Thai, and Vietnamese. Southeast Asian languages, instead,
employ other kinds of personal reference terms to politely address the hearer.
Thai is a language with a highly complex personal reference system. Personal reference
system in Thai involves not only personal pronouns, but also kin terms, occupational titles,
and personal names (Bandhumedha 2011; Iwasaki and Ingkapirom 2009, among others).
According to the list by Cooke (1968), personal pronouns alone comprise 27 first-person
pronouns, 22 second-person pronouns, and 8 third-person pronouns. The other three cat-
egories combined consist of a large number of items. Choosing pronouns among these
abundant choices requires considering different factors, such as age, sex, and societal sta-
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tus. Kin terms, for instance, can be used in an amicable fashion to refer to people outside
of one’s family, depending on the referent’s age and relationship with the speaker.
Certain personal reference terms in Thai can refer to more than one person with different
pragmatic effects. For instance, in child-directed speech, a female adult can use the male
first-person pronoun phoˇm to refer to a hearer who is a boy. As established earlier, the male
first-person pronoun phoˇm is not applicable for a female speaker to use to refer to herself.
By using the male first person pronoun while speaking to a boy, it reverses the features
between speakers and hearers; instead of the speaker being male, the hearer is male. This
kind of person syncretism is derived from deictic-center shifting, which changes the deictic
center from the speaker to the hearer, as seen in abundant cases of other terms in Thai.
For example, talking to their younger child, parents can refer to their older child as phˆı:
‘older sibling’. This is a case where parents shift the deictic center to their younger child
who would refer to their older child using that term. Had the parents themselves been the
deictic center, the older child would be referred to as luˆ:k ‘child’. Since such use of personal
reference terms involves stylistic usages, this paper assumes that for certain terms where
deictic-center shifting is possible, their features are not underspecified nor unmarked. Thus,
their meaning should not be derived through an implicated presupposition.
3.4.1.2 The acquisition of implicated presuppositions and pronouns.
The acquisition of implicated presuppositions has received much less attention than other
pragmatic inferences, with some exceptions such as Yatsushiro (2008) and Legendre et al.
(2011). Yatsushiro (2008) investigated the acquisition of lexical presupposition, implicated
presupposition, and scalar implicature. She examined the German universal quantifier
jeder ‘every’, which both lexically presupposes existence and implicates a presupposition
of anti-uniqueness. Consider the sentences in (35): since the definite determiner the lexi-
cally presupposes both existence and uniqueness, its use is felicitous. On the other hand,
the universal quantifier every has an implicated presupposition of anti-uniqueness. Our
encyclopedic knowledge that one can only have one biological father makes the sentence
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infelicitous.
(35) a. # I interviewed every biological father of the victim.
b. I interviewed the biological father of the victim. (Yatsushiro 2008, pp. 667)
Yatsushiro (2008) conducted an experiment with 120 German-speaking children and 21
adult controls. The task is to choose the felicitous sentence(s) from a choice of two sentences
for describing the picture that is shown. For instance, sentences in (36) were presented as
choices for describing the picture of a girl playing soccer.
(36) a. Das
the
Ma¨dchen
girl
hier
here
spielt
plays
Fussball
soccer
‘The girl here is playing soccer.’
b. Jedes
every
Ma¨dchen
girl
hier
here
spielt
plays
Fussball
soccer
‘Every girl here is playing soccer.’ (Yatsushiro 2008, pp. 671)
The results show that 6-year-old children accepted (36b) significantly more than other
groups of children and adults. This suggests that they have acquired lexical presuppositions,
but have not fully acquired implicated presuppositions of anti-uniqueness. Yatsushiro (2008)
then argued that implicated presuppositions are acquired later than lexical presuppositions,
while having their acquisition path of implicated presuppositions more similar to that of
scalar implicatures.
Legendre et al. (2011) examined the acquisition of pronouns in French by testing the
comprehension of 3 singular and 3 plural French pronouns by sixteen 30-month-old toddlers.
They found that the comprehension of third-person elle was at chance level, in contrast with
a good performance on first-person je and second-person tu. All the plural pronouns seem to
yield below-chance performance across all persons. They concluded that the results support
Heim’s (1991) theory of presuppositions and Sauerland’s (2008b) markedness scale. The
result is also in accordance with Yatsushiro’s (2008) claim that implicated presuppositions
are acquired later than lexical presuppositions.
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3.4.1.3 Pronouns and autism
Pragmatics and discourse are generally accepted in the autism literature to be central to
language deficits in autism (for reviews, see Lord and Paul 1997; Tager-Flusberg 1999;
Wilkinson 1998). More recent studies (e.g., Eigsti et al. 2011; Tager-Flusberg and Joseph
2003) have found more fundamental impairments in other areas of language. Current hy-
potheses (See Walenski et al. 2006; Boucher 2012; Boucher et al. 2008) propose that the
grammatical domains of language are impaired in ASD, while the lexical domains are still
intact. Further research on language and autism is needed to support or challenge such a
claim.
Among pragmatic deficits, difficulties in personal pronoun use have been observed since
the beginning of the study of autism by Kanner (1943). Such difficulties with pronouns in
ASD were also reported in many of the later studies (see, for instance, Bartak and Rutter
1974; Charney 1980; Chiat 1982; Fay 1979; Loveland 1984). Mizuno et al. (2011) explored
the neural basis of the personal pronouns I and you, in comparison with names which denote
fixed identity in adults with high-functioning autism. The results show slower and less accu-
rate responses when the task involves personal pronouns rather than names. Moreover, for
questions containing the second person pronoun, this study detected an underconnectivity
between right anterior insula, primarily involved in self-awareness and self-consciousness,
and precuneus, essentially involved in spatial attention. The underconnectivity did not,
however, appear with the questions containing first person pronouns.
Interestingly, errors in pronoun usage in autism are not restricted to deixis and the
reversal of person features (37), but also involve errors in case markings (38). This leads to
further questions about where the difficulties actually lie when it comes to the processing
of pronouns in autism.
(37) a. “You want candy.”
b. “Hurt yourself.”
c. “Help you please.” (Tager-Flusberg 1994, pp. 185)
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(38) a. “My get it.”
b. “Me cool off.”
c. “Do down me arm.” (Tager-Flusberg 1994, pp. 184-5)
As for Thai personal reference terms and autism, Chanchaochai (2013) observed three
children with ASD over a three-month period and found that personal reference terms
with lower deictic levels, including kin terms, occupational titles, and personal names, were
preferred over the ones with higher deictic levels like pronouns. Person deixis avoidance is
thus another phenomenon that may play a role in the production of Thai personal reference
terms in autism.
3.4.2 Experiment 4: Production and comprehension of personal reference
terms
3.4.2.1 Shared methods
3.4.2.1.1 Stimuli
The main design of the first two experiments adapts the Fishing Task (Girouard et al. 1997;
Legendre et al. 2011). In Experiment 4.1, done in 2016, the speech context comprises five
participants, including the experimenter (E), the child (C; tested individually), and 20-inch-
tall cardboard figures of a boy (B), a girl (G), and a monkey (M; see Figure 3.1.). The blank
space, held by each of the cardboard figures, was left for attaching 58 cards with pictures
of different objects using a reusable adhesive. Based on the results from 2016, Experiment
4.2 in 2017 left out the monkey figure, while retaining other details.
Tested personal reference terms For the comprehension task of Experiment 4.1, all
of the personal reference terms applicable to the context of the experiment were chosen.
The test phase included 8 personal reference terms: 1 first-person, 4 second-persons (3
pronouns for each child depending on the child’s gender, i.e., nuˇ: for girls and phoˇm for
boys as highlighted in Table 3.1), and 3 third-persons. The selected terms are personal
pronouns, except for two terms: phˆı: ‘older sibling’ and nOˆ:N ‘younger sibling’, which are
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Figure 3.1: Extra participants in Experiment 4.1 (Boy, Girl, and Monkey) and Experiment
4.2 (Boy and Girl)
kin terms. The order of the pronouns in question was pseudo-randomized such that the
possible answers of each phase do not refer to all the speech participants, so that they
do not leave later referents predictable. The randomization methods make the amount of
trials per each pronoun different. Each targeted pronoun was, however, repeated at least
twice. Experiment 4.2 left out the second-person kin term nO´:N younger sibling and the
third-person non-human pronoun man. The first-person pronoun khaˆ: was instead added
in an attempt to compare it with the unambiguously second-person pronoun khun in the
formal register. The pronoun khaˆ: is unambiguously first person but is outdated and not
widely used, except in storytelling. Both the pronouns khaˆ: and the newly-added pronoun
khaˆ: are, therefore, not pragmatically appropriate to the context of the experiment.
Based on the literature discussed in Section 3.4.1.1, tentative semantic denotations for
the personal reference terms that were used in the experiment are provided in Table 3.1.
The denotations of each pronoun are merely semi-formal so as to clearly illustrate their
possible feature bundles to the readers. This table summarizes all the possible denotations
of each personal reference term whose target is restricted to only one referent by the context
of the experiment. For instance, the first term in the table phˆı: ‘older sibling’ can be used
to refer to either the speaker or the addressee as long as the referent is the older one in the
situation. Therefore, in the setting of this experiment, when I, the experimenter, used this
term to talk to a child, this term always referred to me, the older participant. Likewise, if
the child used this term in this situation, it would still refer to me, the older experimenter.
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Table 3.1: Tested personal reference terms in Experiments 4.1 (phˆı:, nuˇ:/phoˇm, khun, nO´:N,
khaˇw, th7:, and man) and 4.2 (khaˆ:, phˆı:, nuˇ:/phoˇm, khun, khaˇw, and th7:). Stimuli differ-
ences between two experiments are marked with asterisks.
Participant
Term Person Gender Social-deictic 4 Target
khaˆ:* speaker {1st} - outdated/story-telling E
phi: participant {1st, 2nd} - older sibling E
nuˇ: participant {1st, 2nd} - younger participant C
speaker {1st} male -
phoˇm
addressee {2nd} male younger participant C
khun addressee {2nd} - formal C
nO´:N* participant {1st, 2nd} - younger sibling C
Anti-participant
Term Person
Gender/
Social-deictic
Implicated
Presup
Target
khaˇw 5 - human
anti-participant,
non-feminine
B
addressee {2nd} peer -
th7:
- human, female anti-participant
G
man* - -
anti-participant,
non-human
M
This is different from the pronouns phoˇm and th7:, which have more complex dimensions
while being used as different persons. In Section 3.4.1.1, I proposed that deictic-center
shifting does not involve unmarked person features. Thus, even though the pronoun phoˇm
is technically a first-person pronoun for men of any age, it is also marked with 2nd as
a separate entity since it can be used only in child-directed speech, where deictic-center
shifting is employed. As for the pronoun th7:, it is generally a second-person pronoun when
the addressee is of an equivalent age or social status. The addressee can be younger or
in a lower social status as well but that is only used in an unfriendly and distant (almost
degrading) sense. Since the experimenter is not the children’s peer and also ended each
sentence with a polite final particle, the second person reading should not be applicable in
this context.
4Social-deictic features are normally listed in the encyclopedic (non-linguistic) knowledge. It may be
possible that in certain languages, some social descriptive features are encoded in the grammar. It is beyond
the scope of this paper to discuss the claim. The social descriptive features are only included for the reader’s
understanding of these pronouns.
5Its reduced form kha´w (more frequently used) are underspecified for gender. Only the full form was
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3.4.2.1.2 Procedure
In the beginning of each block, the children were first asked to name pictures of commonly
known animals and objects. The pictures were then distributed across participants. Before
the production task, no pronouns were used so as to avoid priming the children. In the test
phase, each participant in the production task or each term in the comprehension task was
randomly selected as the expected target at least twice. A different set of 5 objects was
changed after every 3 trials. Below are the instructions in the order as they appeared in
the experiment.
Preparatory Phase:
E: ‘What’s (your) name?’6
E: ‘What is this?’ (Repeat for 5 objects per block.)
Production Task:
Test Phase:
E: ‘Who is holding X ?’ (Twice for each target.)
C: ‘ (is holding X.)’
Comprehension Task:
Familiarization Phase:
E: ‘What is Y{the boy/girl/monkey/child’s name} holding?’
C: ‘(Y is holding) X.’
Test Phase:
E: ‘What is Y{tested pronoun} holding?’
C: ‘(Y is holding) .’
tested.
6Thai is a pro-drop language so pronouns can be avoided here.
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3.4.2.2 Experiment 4.1
3.4.2.2.1 Results
Overall accuracy One ASD child was withdrawn from the experiment because he did not
answer any of the questions. His results were excluded from the calculations. An answer was
marked as accurate when it referred to the right referent. The accuracy rate for production
is near ceiling for both the ASD (94.6%) and the TD (90.6%) groups with children with
ASD performing significantly more accurately (Mann-Whitney U =97595, p=0.04). The
accuracy rate for comprehension dropped for both groups (60.4% for ASD; 82.3% for TD)
with a much sharper drop for ASD (Figure 3.2). The comprehension task accuracy thus
yields a highly significant difference between participant groups (Mann-Whitney U =658640,
p<0.001).
Figure 3.2: Experiment 4.1: Overall accu-
racy across tasks.
Figure 3.3: Experiment 4.1: Choices of terms
the children used to refer to themselves.
Production The most common personal reference terms that the children in both
groups used to refer to themselves are personal names and personal pronouns. However,
they were found in a reversed preferred pattern (Figure 3.3). In the ASD group, personal
names were used 57.4% of the time versus 25.9% for personal pronouns, compared to 15.7%
versus 75.2%, respectively, for the TD group. The proportion of counts for the two most
commonly-chosen categories for self-reference showed a very significant difference across
participant groups (Fisher’s Exact, p<0.001). The choice for referring to the experimenter
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and all other third-persons was not significantly different across groups (Fisher’s Exact,
p=0.23 and p=0.19 respectively).
Comprehension Overall, third person yields the poorest performance for the ASD
group (See Figure 3.4). As for the TD group, only the male third person yields poorer per-
formance among the third persons. The only form where children with ASD outperformed
TD children is the formal second-person pronoun khun with a non-ambiguous referent. A
fixed effects logistic regression model (Accuracy ∼ Group + Gender + zAge + zNVIQ) was
run on the comprehension task. It reveals that the accuracy is significantly different across
participant groups (z=10.736, p<0.001), age (z=12.294, p<0.001), and NVIQ (z=10.167,
p<0.001). The gender of the participants is not a significant factor for their performance
(z=-0.015, p=0.99).
Figure 3.4: Experiment 4.1: Accuracy in comprehension task by item
3.4.2.2.2 Error analysis
This section explores the pattern of errors in the comprehension task. Figure 3.5 shows the
percentages of errors among all trials. This is to examine the choices the children opted for,
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instead of the expected referents.
Experimenter-Targeted: Instead of choosing the experimenter as the target for the
pronoun phˆı: ‘older sibling’, a subgroup of both ASD and TD children mistook the term
for referring to the cardboard figures (Figure 3.5a). The children with ASD made more
mistakes answering that they themselves were the referent to the term ‘older sibling’, while
in fact, they were not older (ASD 8%; TD 1.5%).
Child-Targeted: A similar pattern was observed in the comprehension of the term nO´:N
‘younger sibling’ where the children chose the cardboard figures as the referent, instead of
choosing themselves (Figure 3.5e). Some children with ASD also chose the experimenter
as the referent for the terms nuˇ: (1st/2nd younger female) (10%; Figure 3.5b), phoˇm (1st
male deictic-center shifted) (8.7%; Figure 3.5c), khun (2nd formal) (1.8%; Figure 3.5d),
and nO´:N ‘younger sibling’ (1.8%; Figure 3.5e). As for the TD children, regardless of the
number of errors they made in the comprehension of the formal second person pronoun
khun, the experimenter was never one of the wrong targets for any of the tested second
person pronouns.
Boy-Targeted: The majority of mistakes made by both ASD and TD were related to
gender, where they chose the cardboard girl figure instead (ASD 25.9%; TD 20.5%). With
regards to the person feature, the children with ASD chose more non-third-person targets
than the TD group (24.1% versus 6%; see Figure 3.5f).
Girl-Targeted: The pronoun used for targeting the girl is th7:. As noted earlier, this
pronoun is generally used to refer to a second person, with underspecified gender. Although
the usage as a second person is very common, it is only used among people of the same age
or status. It is highly likely that the participants were referred to by their peers using this
pronoun. If the speaker of the pronoun is an older person, the addressee and the speaker
must be close to each other (stylistic use), otherwise, the term would sound very unfriendly
and pragmatically inappropriate. The results seem to show that this social dimension of the
pronoun was largely ignored by the children with ASD, choosing themselves as the target
31% of the time (Figure 3.5g).
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Figure 3.5: Experiment 4.1: Errors in comprehension task by item
Monkey-Targeted: The errors for man covered all four other choices (Figure 3.5h).
The children with ASD made mistakes with regards to person features, choosing the exper-
imenter or themselves (11.1% and 7.1%, respectively) at a much higher rate than the TD
children (0.6% and 1.6%).
3.4.2.3 Experiment 4.2
Experiment 4.2 mainly adopted the same methods used in Experiment 4.1, with three main
changes. First, the monkey was left out from the experiment, along with third-person
non-human pronoun man. Second, the second-person kin term nO´:N younger sibling was
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removed. Third, a new unambiguously first-person pronoun khaˆ: was added to directly
compare with the results obtained from the unambiguously second-person pronoun khun in
the formal register. While this newly-added pronoun khaˆ: is unambiguously first person, it
is also pragmatically marked because of it being outdated and not widely used, except in
storytelling.
3.4.2.3.1 Results
Overall accuracy Four children with ASD were withdrawn from the experiment because
they either did not answer the questions or scored less than 50% in the production task.
The children in both groups have near-ceiling accuracy rates (97.3% for ASD; 99.38% for
TD) in the production task, while having lower accuracy rates in the comprehension task
(58.18% for ASD; 65.97% for TD). The TD group scored significantly higher in both the
production task (Mann-Whitney U =52656, p=0.02) and the comprehension task (Mann-
Whitney U =658640, p<0.001).
Figure 3.6: Experiment 4.2: Overall accu-
racy across tasks.
Figure 3.7: Experiment 4.2: Choices of terms
the children used to refer to themselves.
Production The results in the production task of Experiment 4.1 are replicated. The
ASD group preferred to use personal names to personal pronouns (53.6% vs 44.6%) for self-
reference, while the revered pattern was found in the TD group (17.5% vs 76.7%; see Figure
3.7.). The difference in the proportion of counts was highly significant (Fisher’s Exact,
p<0.001). The choice for referring to the experimenter and all other third-persons was not
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significantly different across groups (Fisher’s Exact, p=0.39 and p=0.23 respectively).
Comprehension As predicted, the newly-added pronoun khaˆ: is difficult for both
groups of participants. Third person pronouns still yield poor performance for the ASD
group (See Figure 3.8). As for the TD group, the male third person still yields the poorest
performance. In this experiment, the TD performance on the female third person pronoun
th7: is lower than the TD performance in Experiment 4.1, although they still scored signif-
icantly higher than the ASD group. Consistent with Experiment 4.1, the only form where
children with ASD significantly outperformed TD children is the formal second-person pro-
noun khun with a non-ambiguous referent. Similar results were obtained from a fixed effects
logistic regression model of the comprehension task (Accuracy ∼ Group + Gender + zAge
+ zNVIQ). Participant groups (z=2.88, p=0.004), age (z=4.814, p<0.001), and NVIQ
(z=2.526, p=0.012) were found to be a significant factor predicting their accuracy, while
the gender of the participants was not (z=-1.319, p=0.187).
Figure 3.8: Experiment 4.2: Accuracy in comprehension task by item
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3.4.2.3.2 Error analysis
Similar pattern of errors was found in this experiment as seen in Figure 3.9. As for the
newly added pronoun khaˆ:, the children in both groups seem to be at chance level in choosing
whether it refers to the first, second, or third person. Both groups made the most errors
thinking that the pronoun is child-targeted, instead of experiment-targeted (ASD 37.5%;
TD 36.2%). The children with ASD mistook it as referring to the third person for 33% of
the trials, while the TD chose the third person 27.4% of the time.
Figure 3.9: Experiment 4.2: Errors in comprehension task by item
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3.4.3 Interim conclusion and discussion
The performance on production and comprehension was asymmetrical in both participant
groups, with the children with ASD performing significantly more poorly than the TD
children in the comprehension tasks in both of the experiments. Lexical presuppositions
seemed to be easier to comprehend than implicated presuppositions for both groups of
children, as seen from the generally higher accuracy in pronouns with marked person F-
feature. Even though their overall accuracy is lower than TD children, children with ASD
are, to a large extent, able to comprehend the lexical presupposition suggested by the person
F-feature, when the person feature is not underspecified. This was suggested by the fact that
khun (2nd formal) is the only pronoun on which the ASD group significantly outperformed
the TD group. The TD group’s performance, on the other hand, seems to be suppressed by
the social awkwardness of using the formal pronoun to refer to a child, while the children
with ASD solely paid attention to the person F-feature as they largely ignored the social
deictic dimension of the formal second-person pronouns.
Experiment 4.2 attempted to explore the same kind of effects in khun (2nd formal)
on the first person by adding the pragmatically-inappropriate but unambiguous pronoun
khaˆ: (1st outdated/story-telling). The results showed that unlike the pronoun khun, the
performance of both groups khaˆ: (1st outdated/story-telling) was at chance level. This
indicates that this pronoun may either not yet be acquired by the children or that some
children may have been confused by the pronoun being used in this particular context.
A similar result was found in the errors in the comprehension of the pronoun th7:,
targeting the cardboard girl figure. The children with ASD made significantly more mistakes
than the TD children even though the [female] feature is marked, suggesting that person
F-features are the most prominent cue for them, not gender or social descriptive features.
This is in accordance with the overall results that the children with ASD could correctly
detect the marked person feature of a pronoun but failed to take into account the social
descriptive features (that the term is mostly used among peers) or to recognize the social
relationship in a particular context (that the experimenter is not his/her peer).
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However, given the freedom of production, children with ASD avoid person deixis by
choosing fixed referential terms (names) rather than terms with a higher level of person
deixis (i.e., pronouns) to refer to themselves. To refer to the experimenter, both of the groups
mainly chose to use either kin terms or occupational titles. Recall that Thai is among the
seven languages that omit second-person pronouns for politeness. If a relationship between
the speaker and the addressee is known, the term denoting that relationship, rather than
a second-person pronoun, should be used. As for the terms used for cardboard figures,
children in both groups chose to use common nouns, rather than any personal reference
terms. This can be explained by the fact that the use of pronouns also presupposes salience
(Roberts 2004). The children preferred the full form over the pronouns because the referent
was not salient or not as salient as other possible referents in the context. If the experiment
had been conducted in English, the same results should still be expected, as can be seen in
the examples below where a weakly familiar referent does not guarantee salience (39). It is,
therefore, not possible to conclude that the choice of less deictic terms for the second- and
third-person referents in the experiment is the case of person deixis avoidance or not.
(39) a. * In Amsterdam, if a bicyclist isn’t very careful, it’ll be stolen.
b. In Amsterdam, if a bicyclist isn’t very careful, her bicycle will be stolen.
(Roberts, 2004, pp.517)
In terms of implicated presuppositions across populations, challenges arise in the reso-
lution of implicated presuppositions when certain F-features are unspecified. For the ASD
group, person unmarkedness alone could decrease their performance, as can be seen in the
lower performance in all the third-person forms. The further pragmatic inference that has
to be made for the gender unmarkedness of male pronouns had an additive decreasing effect
for the ASD group. The implicated presupposition from the unmarked non-human fea-
ture seemed to be easier than that from the unmarked masculine feature across participant
groups. The TD group’s performance was affected the most in male third-person pronouns,
compared to other third-person forms. This suggests either that the TD group may only be
affected when two implicated presuppositions (from person and gender unmarkedness) ap-
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pear simultaneously or that the gender unmarkedness is particularly difficult for them. Such
performance on different kinds of implicated presuppositions and deixis might correspond
to the order of acquisition.
It is worth noting that in Experiment 4.2, the TD’s group performance on the female
third-person pronoun th7: was poorer than in Experiment 4.1. This may be explained by
the removal of the monkey figure in Experiment 4.2. Having three distinct words targeting
at the gender feature in Experiment 4.1 highlighted the [female] feature of the pronoun
th7:, providing the TD children more clues towards selecting the intended referent. Despite
the lower performance in Experiment 4.2, their accuracy rates on this pronoun remain
significantly higher than the ASD group’s performance.
As for the case where adult native speakers of Thai seem to, prima facie, reverse ‘I’ and
‘you’ while talking to young children, pronouns with deictic-center shifting seemed to yield
similar results to kin terms and other first and second person pronouns. This supports the
hypothesis that person syncretism as a result of deictic-center shifting is not the same as
that which involves person underspecification.
3.5 Presupposition and implicature
This section aims to investigate the adult and children’s interpretation of negated quantifi-
cational sentences in order to directly compare their sensitivity to lexical presupposition,
implicated presupposition, and scalar implicature. The section begins with some theoretical
background on quantification, scalar implicature, and semantic and pragmatic inferences of
the quantifier ‘every ’. It then provides further background on previous experimental studies
on the topic, before proceeding to reporting the conducted experiment.
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3.5.1 Theoretical background
3.5.1.1 Quantification: Entailment and scalar implicature
Human languages have various ways of expressing number and quantity. Many terms in lan-
guages refer to numeral amounts (24, 33, 90, etc.), rough estimates (a few, a lot), existence
(a, some, any), empty sets (no, none), universals (all, every), and comparisons of quantities
(more, most). Quantifiers, such as every, some, all, and no, allow us to make generalizations
about a group of individuals (Lidz, 2016). Quantifiers require a representation of a relation
between two sets. For example, the sentence (40) expresses a relation between the set of
plates of food and the set of entities that deserves chili peppers. In compositional semantics,
quantifiers express relations between two functions of type <e,t>, which relate individual
entities of type <e> and truth-values of type <t>. The semantic values for quantifiers do
not vary by the evaluation world. In (41), a lexical entry for a universal quantifier (41a) and
one for an existential quantifier (41b) are provided. (Heim and Kratzer, 1998; von Fintel
and Heim, 2011)
(40) Every plate of food deserves chili peppers.
(41) a. 〚every〛w,g = λP<e,t>.λQ<e,t>.∀x<e> : P(x) = 1→ Q(x) = 1.
b. 〚some〛w,g = λP<e,t>.λQ<e,t>.∃x<e> : P(x) = 1 & Q(x) = 1.
Quantifiers have many mathematical properties of their relational meanings, including
their monotonicity properties. Within the domain D, whose subsets are A, B, and C, the
monotonicity properties of determiners can be formally described as in (42).
(42) a. A determiner is left upward monotone if for all A, B, C:
A ⊆ B and <A, C > ∈ RDet then <B, C > ∈ RDet
b. A determiner is left downward monotone if for all A, B, C:
A ⊆ B and <B, C > ∈ RDet then <A, C > ∈ RDet
In other words, for a determiner that is upward monotone (upward-entailing), if its
relation holds for A, then such relation also holds for a superset of A (i.e., B in (42a)). In
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contrast, for a determiner that is downward monotone (downward-entailing), if its relation
holds for B, then such relation also holds for a subset of B (i.e., A in (42b)). The following
sentences in (43a) and (43b) suggest that the determiner some is upward monotone, while
every is downward monotone by the formal definitions that were given earlier.
(43) a. Upward monotonicity of some:
Some wild animal loves papaya salad  Some animal loves papaya salad
Every wild animal loves papaya salad 2 Every animal loves papaya salad
b. Downward monotonicity of every :
Some animal loves papaya salad 2 Some wild animal loves papaya salad
Every animal loves papaya salad  Every wild animal loves papaya salad
Lexical scales, first proposed by Horn (1972), are ordered sets of scalar alternatives.
Orderings on scales express scalar relations between scalar alternatives within the same set,
based on their semantic strength defined by entailment. A given lexical item outranks, i.e.,
is stronger than, its alternate on the same scale if and only if a statement with its presence
unidirectionally entails the corresponsing statement containing its alternate. Below are
examples of scales, with each term outranking the term to its right on the same scale.
(44) <all, most, many, some>
<and, or>
<must, should, may>
<certain, probable/likely, possible>
<boiling, hot, warm>
<beautiful, pretty, attractive>
<adore, love, like>
<excellent, good, OK>
<always, usually, often, sometimes>
<... , 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, I>
<necessary, (logically) possible>
<obligatory, permitted>
<freezing, cold, cool, (lukewarm)>
<hideous, ugly, unattractive, plain>
<loathe, hate, dislike>
<{terrible/awful}, bad, mediocre>
(Horn, 1989, pp. 232)
With such lexical scales, quantifiers may also involve scalar implicatures. Scalar implica-
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tures are a subset of generalized conversational implicatures, whose derivations are generally
accounted for by the Gricean Maxim of Quantity of the Cooperative Principle, as described
in Section 3.2. Assuming that a speaker obeys the Maxim of Quantity, i.e., being as infor-
mative as is required and not being more informative than is required, a speaker chooses
to use a weaker term on the scale because the stronger term is overinformative, i.e., not
applicable to the amount on the scale in the actual situation they are describing. Therefore,
without explicitly being said, scalar implicatures can be inferred from an utterance.
Consider the following instances. Scalar implicatures may hold in the case of numbers
on numeric scales, where the situations that are compatible with an utterance described
with a larger number are a superset of the situations that are compatible with an utterance
with a smaller number. The utterances in (45a), thus, implicates the proposition in (45b).
Similarly, assuming that some and all are scalar alternatives, the use of the expression
some, which is ordered lower on the scale of quantity than the expression all, implicates
that the use of all is not applicable, as seen that the utterance (46a) typically implicates
(46b).
(45) a. Four graduate students are having Thai food.
b. Not more than four graduate students are having Thai food.
(46) a. Some graduate students have finished writing their term paper.
b. Not all graduate students have finished writing their term paper.
While scalar implicatures operate on lexical scales, the nature of their operation is
similar to implicated presuppositions, as seen in the previous sections. As Heim (1991)
stated, scalar implicatures and implicated presuppositions operate partially using the same
mechanism. In addition to entailments and scalar implicatures, the next section describes
other inferences that can be made from the universal quantifier under investigation in the
next experiment.
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3.5.1.2 Semantic and pragmatic inferences of the quantifier ‘every ’
Assuming that you know the fact that a human being has no tail, one tongue, and two legs,
the following utterances in (47) may sound strange to you.
(47) a. #Every tail of mine is long and curly.
b. #Every tongue of mine is pink.
c. #Every leg of mine is muscular.
Yatsushiro (2008) viewed that such oddness of those sentences are due to the fact that
they violate the three presuppositions of the universal quantifier ‘every ’ in (48).
(48) a. Existential presupposition: There exists at least one member in a set of the
first argument of ‘every ’.
b. Anti-uniqueness presupposition: There exists more than one member in a set
of the first argument of ‘every ’.
c. Anti-duality presupposition: There exists more than two members in a set of
the first argument of ‘every ’
One widely-discussed property of presupposition is its ability to project outside of cer-
tain environments, e.g., negation (49a), question (49b), antecedent of a conditional (49c),
and modal scope (49d). Thus, the following linguistic environments did not improve its
acceptability.
(49) a. #Not every tail of mine is long and curly.
b. #Is every tail of mine long and curly?
c. #If every tail of mine is long and curly, I would be very proud!
d. #Maybe every tail of mine is long and curly.
While Existential presupposition is a part of the lexical meaning of the quantifier
‘every ’, the other two are implicated presuppositions, whereby there is an expression with
a stronger presupposition, e.g., ‘the’ for (48b) and ‘both’ for (48c), for a speaker to use.
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Speakers are required to choose the term that has the strongest presupposition, abiding
by the pragmatic maxim of Maximize Presupposition (Heim, 1991). Hence, it is more
felicitous to say the following sentences in (50a-50b) than the previous (47b-47c).
(50) a. My tongue/The tongue of mine is pink.
b. Both of my legs are muscular.
The Thai universal quantifier ‘thu´k’ follows the same principle with the violation of the
three presuppositions resulting in sentences sounding strange (51a-51c; 53a-53d) and the
alternatives with stronger presupposition being more felicitous (52a-52b).
(51) a. # haˇ:N
tail
thu´k
every
haˇ:N
cls
khOˇ:N
of
cha´n
1sg
ja:w
long
lE´P
and
pen-kli:aw
spiral
‘Every tail of mine is long and curly.’
b. # l´ın
tongue
thu´k
every
l´ın
cls
khOˇ:N
of
cha´n
1sg
sˇı:-chom-phu:
pink
‘Every tongue of mine is pink.’
c. # khaˇ:
leg
thu´k
every
khaˆ:N
cls
khOˇ:N
of
cha´n
1sg
mi:
have
klaˆ:m
muscle
‘Every leg of mine is muscular.’
(52) a. l´ın
tongue
khOˇ:N
of
cha´n
1sg
sˇı:-chom-phu:
pink
‘My tongue is pink.’
b. khaˇ:
leg
tha´N-sOˇ:N
both
khaˆ:N
cls
khOˇ:N
of
cha´n
1sg
mi:
have
klaˆ:m
muscle
‘Both of my legs are muscular.’
(53) a. # haˇ:N
tail
maˆj
not
thu´k
every
haˇ:N
cls
khOˇ:N
of
cha´n
1sg
ja:w
long
lE´P
and
pen-kli:aw
spiral
‘Not every tail of mine is long and curly.’
b. # haˇ:N
tail
thu´k
every
haˇ:N
cls
khOˇ:N
of
cha´n
1sg
ja:w
long
lE´P
and
pen-kli:aw
spiral
rW´P-pla`:w
q
‘Is every tail of mine long and curly?’
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c. # thaˆ:
if
haˇ:N
tail
thu´k
every
haˇ:N
cls
khOˇ:N
of
cha´n
1sg
ja:w
long
lE´P
and
pen-kli:aw
spiral
cha´n
1sg
ca`P
will
phu:m-caj
proud
maˆ:k
very
‘If every tail of mine is long and curly, I would be very proud!’
d. # haˇ:N
tail
thu´k
every
haˇ:N
cls
khOˇ:N
of
cha´n
1sg
Pa`:t-ca`P
may
ja:w
long
lE´P
and
pen-kli:aw
spiral
‘Maybe every tail of mine is long and curly.’
3.5.2 Previous experimental studies
3.5.2.1 Quantifiers in child language
Many studies have investigated children’s comprehension of concepts related to quantifica-
tion, including approximation, numbers, sets, and quantifiers (see Lidz (2016) and Smits
(2010) for a comprehensive review). Attention to the topic in various fields originated from
the studies by Inhelder and Piaget (1958, 1959, 1964), presenting the data suggesting that
children’s interpretation of quantifiers may be different from adults’. They observed that
when asked whether all the circles are blue, while being shown a picture in which the only
blue things are non-circles, some children will answer “no”. Their explanation was that
while adults base their responses based on the application of the universal quantifier all to
the set of circles, not the set of things that are blue, children apply the term to both the
set of circles and the set of things that are blue.
The results of these studies have triggered interest from researchers in different areas,
probing into how children’s interpretation of quantified expressions is different from adults’.
Several experimental studies on quantifiers in the field of semantics focus on the acquisi-
tion of scalar implicatures and presuppositions. Early studies suggest that children favor a
logical, literal meaning interpretation of quantified expressions and disjunction over a prag-
matically implicated meaning. Brain & Rumain (1981) reported that adults tend to prefer
an exclusive interpretation of disjunction (either p or q), whereas 7-to-9-year-old children
tends to favor an inclusive interpretation (p or q and perhaps both). Smith (1980) similarly
observed a more logical reasoning in children, having found that 4-to-7-year-old children
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interpreted the quantifier some as being compatible with the meaning all.
The first detailed study to explore children’s acquisition of scalar implicatures was the
study by Noveck (2001). Noveck (2001) modified and expanded Smith (1980)’s study to
French. He recruited 8-year-olds (n = 32; M age = 8;2), 10-year-olds (n = 30; M age
= 10;7), and 15 adult native speakers of French to participate in the study. The task
was simply for the participants to indicate whether they agreed or disagreed with the
sentences, examples of which are presented in (54-56). While children and adults had
similar interpretations of instances in the bizarre (54) and the factually existential (55)
conditions, children in both groups were significantly more accepting of sentences such as
(56a). Consider that sentences such as (56a) are logically, truth-conditionally true, i.e.,
it is true that there exist giraffes with long necks, but pragmatically infelicitous due to
their underinformativeness. The fact is, therefore, congruous with the results in the earlier
studies, providing a strong case for children preferring more logical responses than adults.
(54) Bizarre:
a. Some fruits have computers.
b. All birds have telephones.
(55) Factually existential:
a. Some flowers are yellow.
b. All birds live in cages.
(56) Factually universal:
a. Some giraffes have long necks.
b. All elephants have trunks.
(Noveck, 2001, pp. 187)
Some subsequent studies yielded similar results as Noveck (2001) (see Chierchia et al.
2001; Gualmini et al. 2001; Foppolo et al. 2012; a.o.), with one major note that the children’s
dispreference for calculating scalar implicatures may not arise from their genuine inability
to do so but may be due to experimental settings. Papafragou and Musolino (2003) found
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that 5-year-old Greek-speaking children were highly significantly more likely than adults to
judge pragmatically infelicitous descriptions as being true. However, when they adjusted the
experimental procedures and provided some training to another group of 5-year-olds, they
observed a significantly higher rejection rates than those in the first version of experiment,
although the children still did not reach the adult-like levels.
As laid out in the previous section, the universal quantifier ‘every’ may also involve
inferences from lexical and implicated presuppositions. The most directly relevant study,
comparing the acquisition of scalar implicatures, lexical presuppositions, and implicated
presuppositions was by Yatsushiro (2008) (refer to Section 3.4.1.2 earlier for a detailed
review of studies on the acquisition of implicated presuppositions). Yatsushiro (2008) re-
ported that 6-year-old German-speaking children were more likely than adults to accept an
equivalent sentence of ‘every girl here is playing soccer’ even when the picture they were
shown depicted only one girl playing soccer. This suggests that children may base their
felicity judgement merely on the lexical existential presupposition. The results support
that lexical presuppositions are acquired earlier than implicated presuppositions of anti-
uniqueness, which asks for more than one member in the set. Moreover, Yatsushiro (2008)
found further, although less concrete, evidence for her hypothesis that the acquisition of
implicated presuppositions and scalar implicatures pattern together in their path. For one
thing, the expected response rates increase between 6-year-olds and 7-year-olds only in the
case of implicated presuppositions and scalar implicatures, but not for lexical presupposi-
tion. Additionally, some children accepted both the sentence ‘the girl here is playing soccer’
and the sentence ‘every girl here is playing soccer’ as viable alternatives for the picture with
only one girl playing soccer, only significantly in the anti-uniqueness implicated presup-
position condition and the scalar implicature condition, but not in the lexical presupposition
condition.
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3.5.2.2 Quantifiers and autism
First attempts at studying the linguistically-associated side found no difficulties for adoles-
cents with ASD and adults on tasks involving scalar implicature. Pijnacker et al. (2009)
found no statistical difference between high-functioning ASD (n = 28; Age M = 26.8, range
= 19-40) and TD controls (n = 28; Age M = 26.3, range = 19-39) in their responses in
judging underinformative some sentences such as (57) and underinformative disjunction
sentences such as (58) to be false.
(57) ‘Some sparrows are birds.’
(58) ‘Zebras have black or white stripes’.
(TRUE = logical; FALSE = pragmatic; Pijnacker et al. 2009, pp. 611-612)
Chevallier et al. (2010) followed up on Pijnacker et al. (2009), using spoken language
stimuli with added stress on the disjunction as in (59). Additionally, they recruited younger
adolescents with ASD than the study by Pijnacker et al. (2009) (n = 22; Age M = 13;4,
range = 11;1-15;11) and TD controls (n = 22; Age M = 13;10, range = 10;10-16;03). They
predicted that adolescents with ASD would accept fewer pragmatically inferred disjunction
as being correct than the TD group. However, Contrary to their prediction, they replicated
the unexpected results in Pijnacker et al. (2009), showing no significant difference between
participant groups.
(59) There is a sun OR a train. (Chevallier et al., 2010, pp. 1108)
Hochstein et al. (2017) also reported similar results in adolescents with ASD (n =
18; Age M = 14.9, range = 1218), compared to neurotypical adults (n = 17; Age M
= 22.6; range = 1841). However, they found that adolescents with ASD over-computed
scalar implicatures in a different task where the participants need to base their answer on
another person’s epistemic state. This suggests that scalar implicature may generally not
be impaired in adolescents with ASD potentially because it does not essentially involve
epistemic reasoning, which proves to be more difficult for ASD individuals.
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In sum, scalar implicatures appear to be intact in the ASD group. However, most of the
studies on such topic were based on adolescents with ASD. It is, therefore, interesting to
recruit children with ASD to perform in similar tasks. Moreover, while Yatsushiro (2008)
found some evidence for GCIs like scalar implicatures to have a similar path of acquisition
as implicated presuppositions, further investigations are needed in directly comparing the
two mechanisms in both TD and children with ASD.
3.5.3 Experiment 5: Presupposition and implicature
Experiment 5 is a study on the negated universal quantifier not every. A study on this
quantifier allows for a more direct comparison between scalar implicature and the two
types of presupposition within one paradigm. Similar to the universal quantifier every,
the negated quantifier not every also yields an existential presupposition and an anti-
uniqueness implicated presupposition. Additionally, the literal not all meaning is also
present. Given that if there is no intersection between restrictor and nuclear scope, cf.
subject and predicate, other quantifiers, such as no or none, that are scalar alternatives to
not every, would have been used to obey with the Maxim of Quantity, the meaning that
there has to be a restrictor-nuclear scope intersection is then derived from the use of not
every through scalar implicature. The four types of meanings (60) for ‘not every’, derived
from different mechanisms, are provided with Example (61) below.
(60) ‘Not every’
a. ∃Ps (Dom): Existential presupposition for the domain
b. ∃Imp (Restr ∩ Scope): Restrictor-nuclear scope intersection implicature
c. >1 ImpPs (Dom): Anti-uniqueness implicated presupposition
d. ¬∀: Literal Not All meaning
(61) ‘Not every zebra is holding an ice cream.’
a. ∃Ps (Dom): There is a zebra
b. ∃Imp (Restr ∩ Scope): There is a zebra holding an ice cream.
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c. >1 ImpPs (Dom): There is more than one zebra.
d. ¬∀: It is not true that every zebra is holding an ice cream.
Based on the previous literature on scalar implicature and autism (Pijnacker et al.,
2009; Chevallier et al., 2010; Hochstein et al., 2017), it is expected that children with autism
would be able to reject the literal meaning and base their judgement on scalar implicatures,
which belong in the category of linguistically-informed inferences, to the same extent as
their TD peers. However, significant difference in their scalar implicature calculation rates
between the two groups of children and adults is still expected. The second question of this
experiment is on how children would perform on implicated presuppositions, compared to
scalar implicatures. The hypothesis for this question may not be as clear as one for the first
question, owing to the smaller number of experimental studies on implicated presuppositions
in children. While Yatsushiro (2008) predicted that the inferences derived by implicated
presupposition and scalar implicature would yield similar results in children, this study on
personal reference terms seem to suggest that number or type of implicated presuppositions
matter. In the previous experiment, person implicated presupposition was enough to cause
difficulty on the children with ASD’s comprehension of third-person pronouns. The TD
children, on the other hand, were affected when not only person but also gender implicated
presuppositions were present. It is, therefore, interesting to compare how children perform
with regards to scalar implicatures, lexical presuppositions, and implicated presuppositions
from quantifiers.
3.5.3.1 Methods and design
This study adapted the Covered Box paradigm (Huang et al., 2013). In each trial, a context
picture was first shown on a screen to the participants (see the top picture in Figure 3.10),
with an auditory description in (62). The context picture depicts a group of animals doing
the same thing, corresponding with the auditory context sentence. After the sentence ended,
the screen was shifted to presenting two pictures, one visible and one covered with a black
box, hidden from their view (see the bottom picture in Figure 3.10 for illustration). Note
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that in the visible pictures, the number of animals by type matched between the context
screen and the test screen. Another description was then auditorily presented with the
scheme provided in (63). The participants were instructed to choose either the visible
picture or the covered box to map with the auditory description. Before proceeding to the
critical trials, four practice trials were presented to familiarize the participants with the
task. In the practice trials, the black box was removed to reveal the picture behind the box.
In the critical trials, on the other hand, no picture behind the covered box was revealed. It
is, therefore, solely dependent on each participant’s imagination of what picture that could
be. The participants made their choice by selecting the picture that they thought was a
good match with the sentence in (63).
(62) naj
in
klu`m
group
n´ı:
this
sa`t
animal
thu´k
every
tu:a
cls
y
y
ju`:
cont
...
...
‘In this group, every animal is doing y...’
(63) ...
...
tE`:-waˆ:
but
naj
in
klu`m
group
n´ı:
this
x
x
maˆj
not
thu´k
every
tu:a
cls
y
y
ju`:
cont
‘but in this group, not every x is doing y ’
The conditions were manipulated with regards to the compatibility between the visible
picture and the readings under investigation. To test how each of the four meanings, pre-
sented earlier in (60-61), plays a role in the participants’ interpretation of the quantifier Not
Every, four experimental conditions were created. All of the critical experimental conditions
are consistent with the literal Not All (¬∀) reading. They differ, however, in their consis-
tency with the other three readings. The AllMet condition (See Table 3.2) is compatible
with all of the readings, with the visible picture showing 2 out of 3 target animals, i.e., ‘not
every ’ of them, doing the described action. In the critical AllViolated condition, on the other
hand, the visible picture showed no mentioned animal to begin with, making it incompatible
with the three readings: the domain existential presupposition reading (∃Ps (Dom)), the
restrictor-nuclear scope intersection implicature (∃Imp (Restr ∩ Scope)), and the anti-
uniqueness implicated presupposition (>1 ImpPs (Dom)) readings. The visible picture in
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[In this group, every animal is holding an ice cream, ...] (audio)
[...but in this group, not every zebra is holding an ice cream.] (audio)
Figure 3.10: Example context screen (top) and test screen (bottom) in Experiment 5.
the critical ImpViolated condition showed three of the target animals, auditorily described
in the sentence, but none of them was doing the action that was mentioned. Therefore, the
condition is consistent with all but one reading, which is the restrictor-nuclear scope inter-
section implicature reading. In the critical ImpImpPsViolated condition, the visible picture
was manipulated such that only one target animal was depicted and it was not doing the
described action. This condition is then not compatible with the restrictor-nuclear scope
intersection implicature (target animal not doing described action) and the anti-uniqueness
implicated presupposition (not more than one target animal depicted) readings.
Table 3.2 presents example visible pictures for each experimental condition. It addition-
ally summarizes predictions of compatibility with the interpretations under investigation for
each condition. The study consisted of 64 critical trials (16 trials per condition). In ad-
dition, 48 filler trials with the quantifier some (3 conditions; 16 trials per condition; see
Figure 3.11) were included to control for participants’ understanding of the task. Those
trials were counterbalanced and pseudo-randomized across 4 experimental lists. Each list,
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therefore, contained 16 critical trials and 12 filler trials, presented with an even distribution
of trial types in each of the four blocks. Experimental lists were counterbalanced between
participants.
Table 3.2: Predictions for compatibility of readings in Experiment 5 conditions
[...but in this group, not every zebra is holding an ice cream.] (audio)
∃Ps (Dom) ∃Imp (Restr ∩ Scope) >1 ImpPs (Dom) ¬∀
AllViolated
* * * X
ImpViolated
X * X X
ImpImpPsViolated
X * * X
AllMet
X X X X
Note: Xindicates a visible picture selection; * indicated a covered box selection.
3.5.3.2 Procedure and subgroups of participants
The child data were collected oﬄine with the details described in the first chapter. An
additional collection of adult data was done online using PennController (Zehr and Schwarz,
2018). The adult participants are native speakers of Thai, demographically mixed, recruited
through personal contacts and word-of-mouth. They accessed the experiment online using
their personal computer. The consent form was shown at the beginning of the experiment.
Participants provided consent by their completion of the experiment. In the online version,
participants were instructed to press F on their keyboard to select the visible picture or
J to select the covered box. In the oﬄine version, the participants indicated their choices
by pointing. The only difference between the online and oﬄine version of the task is that
in the online version, before the experimental trials, there was a line of text on the screen
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[...but in this group, only some animals are wearing glasses.] (audio)
Figure 3.11: Fillers in Experiment 5.
emphasizing that their task is to match the sound with the second set of pictures on the
screen in each trial.
A set of criteria, provided in (64) was established to ensure objective measures on
whether a participant was performing the task. Participants who failed to meet the criteria
were removed from the statistical analyses. The two conditions that the criteria are based
on are not controversial in their interpretation with respect to their corresponding auditory
sentences. These criteria were also used to subgroup children into Group 1 and Group 2
based on their performance.
(64) Inclusion criteria:
a. Accuracy score over 50% in the AllMet condition
b. Accuracy score over 50% in the Filler 3 condition
c. Accuracy score over 50% on average between AllMet and Filler 3
Three adult participants did not meet the criteria and, therefore, were excluded from the
statistical analysis. A higher proportion of children in each participant group was included
in the performance group 2 for this task. Table 3.3 provides demographic details for each
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of the participant groups.
Table 3.3: Experiment 5: Participant information
Adults ASD TD
Included Excluded Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2
N (Female N) 37 (15) 3 (1) 19 (2) 13 (1) 32 (7) 28 (4)
M Age 32.43 37 10;0 9;1 8;5 7;5
M NVIQ NA NA 99.79 89.24 120.71 111.97
3.5.3.3 Predictions
This experiment aimed at exploring the acquisition of presuppositions, implicated presup-
positions, and scalar implicature. The readings associated with ‘not every ’ are laid out in
(61) to gauge which reading is available for the participants’ interpretation of the negated
quantifier. These readings are associated with a predicted response pattern across the ex-
perimental conditions, summarized in Table 3.2. The compatibility with each reading was
assessed to create unique contrasts across conditions. The ∃Ps (Dom) presupposition read-
ing (61a) predicts a contrast between the ImpImpPsViolated (choice of visible picture) and
the AllViolated (covered) conditions. The ∃Imp (Restr ∩ Scope) scalar implicature read-
ing (61b) predicts a contrast between the AllMet (visible) and the ImpViolated (covered)
conditions. The >1 ImpPs (Dom) implicated presupposition reading (61c) predicts a con-
trast between the ImpViolated (visible) and the ImpImpPsViolated (covered) conditions.
Additionally, the pure literal ¬∀ reading (61d) predicts a contrast between different groups
of participants if they accept the AllViolated visible picture to a different extent.
3.5.3.4 Modeling
Covered box rates were modelled separately for adults and children in the performance
group 1. The child model contained 5 fixed effects factors, including condition (AllViolated,
ImpViolated, ImpImpPsViolated, and AllMet), participant group, z-scored Ravens nonverbal
IQ, z-scored age, and gender. The model additionally include interactions between condition
and participant group. The adult model contained 3 fixed factors, including condition, z-
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scored age, and gender and no interaction. Both models had a random effects factor for
individual participants. Dummy coding was employed for baseline re-levelling.
Additionally, to compare the results between children and adults, one additional model
was fitted to the covered box rates, using 3 fixed effects factors of condition, participant
group, and gender. Interactions between condition and participant group were included,
with a random effects factor for individual subjects. This model has to drop 2 fixed effects
factors of age and NVIQ because no NVIQ data were collected for adults and age correlates
with participant groups.
Mixed effects logistic regression models were run using the lme4 package (Version 1.1.12;
Bates et al. 2015) with the extension lmerTest package (Version 2.0.32; For obtaining p-
values; Kuznetsova et al. 2016) in the R software (Version 3.3.1; R Core Team 2016) and
MuMIn package (Version 1.43.6; For obtaining r-squared; Barton 2019).
3.5.3.5 Results
A mixed effects logistic regression model were fitted to the covered box responses of the adult
participants, as summarized in Table 3.4. Covered responses were chosen significantly more
in the AllViolated condition, compared to the other three conditions, including the ImpVio-
lated condition (B=-1.238, p=0.02), the ImpImpPsViolated condition (B=-1.866, p<0.001),
and the AllMet condition (B=-9.048, p<0.001). At the same time, the participants chose the
visible picture to a significantly higher extent in the AllMet condition than the other condi-
tions: the ImpViolated condition (B=-7.810, p<0.001) and the ImpImpPsViolated condition
(B=-7.182, p<0.001). The ImpViolated and the ImpImpPsViolated conditions turned out
to not differ from each other in their covered box rates (B=-0.628, p=0.119). Additionally,
on average of all conditions, female participants were found to accept the visible picture to
a significantly higher rate than men (B=1.304, p=0.05)
According to the mixed effects logistic regression model on the Group 1 child data,
summarized in Table 3.5, children with ASD and the TD children in Group 1 displayed
the same pattern of significance contrasts between conditions as adults. In particular, the
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Table 3.4: Experiment 5: Summary of the accuracy model for the adults.
Adults
Accuracy
Fixed Effects
Estimates
(Betas)
SE
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
p-values
Intercept (Baseline: AllViolated) 4.331 0.597 3.160 5.501 <.001
Condition
AllViolated vs ImpViolated -1.238 0.530 -2.278 -0.198 0.020
AllViolated vs ImpImpPsViolated -1.866 0.521 -2.886 -0.846 <.001
AllViolated vs AllMet -9.048 0.940 -10.890 -7.207 <.001
ImpViolated vs ImpImpPsViolated -0.628 0.403 -1.417 0.162 0.119
ImpViolated vs AllMet -7.810 0.850 -9.475 -6.145 <.001
ImpImpPsViolated vs AllMet -7.182 0.813 -8.776 -5.589 <.001
Age 0.353 0.320 -0.274 0.979 0.270
Gender (Female vs Male) 1.304 0.667 -0.002 2.611 0.050
N Critical items 16
N Subjects 37
N Datapoints 592
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.701 / 0.823
∆ Marginal R2 / ∆ Conditional R2 0.657 / 0.771
Note: The baseline is the first argument in the above scheme (x vs y).
children with ASD selected the covered box significantly more in the AllViolated condition,
compared to the other three conditions, including the ImpViolated condition (B=-1.731,
p<0.001), the ImpImpPsViolated condition (B=-2.411, p<0.001), and the AllMet condition
(B=-3.960, p<0.001). The visible picture was also chosen significantly more in the AllMet
condition than the ImpViolated condition (B=-2.228, p<0.001) and the ImpImpPsViolated
condition (B=-1.549, p=0.001). The ImpViolated and the ImpImpPsViolated conditions
appeared to be similar in their covered box rates (B=-0.679, p=0.082).
Similarly, the TD children exhibited significantly stronger preference for the covered
box in the AllViolated condition than the ImpViolated condition (B=-2.614, p<0.001), the
ImpImpPsViolated condition (B=-2.932, p<0.001), and the AllMet condition (B=-5.041,
p<0.001). The AllMet condition, on the other hand, significantly differed in its responses
from the ImpViolated condition (B=-2.428, p<0.001) and the ImpImpPsViolated condition
(B=-2.109, p=0.001). The ImpViolated and the ImpImpPsViolated conditions also did not
differ in the TD group (B=-0.319, p=0.290).
Additionally, group difference between the children with ASD and the TD children lies
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in their covered box rates in the AllViolated condition, with the children with ASD choosing
significantly fewer covered responses (B=1.561, p=0.02). Moreover, on average for all the
children in the performance group 1, age (B=0.682, p<0.01), but not NVIQ (B=0.076,
p=0.59), significantly increases their covered responses.
Table 3.5: Experiment 5: Summary of the accuracy model for the children in Group 1.
Performance group: Group 1
Accuracy
Fixed Effects
Estimates
(Betas)
SE
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
p-values
Intercept (Baseline: AllViolated, ASD) 1.200 0.493 0.234 2.165 0.015
Condition
AllViolated vs ImpViolated in ASD -1.731 0.412 -2.538 -0.925 <.001
AllViolated vs ImpImpPsViolated in ASD -2.411 0.431 -3.255 -1.567 <.001
AllViolated vs AllMet in ASD -3.960 0.528 -4.995 -2.925 <.001
ImpViolated vs ImpImpPsViolated in ASD -0.679 0.390 -1.444 0.086 0.082
ImpViolated vs AllMet in ASD -2.228 0.485 -3.179 -1.277 <.001
ImpImpPsViolated vs AllMet in ASD -1.549 0.486 -2.501 -0.597 0.001
AllViolated vs ImpViolated in TD -2.614 0.402 -3.402 -1.825 <.001
AllViolated vs ImpImpPsViolated in TD -2.932 0.409 -3.733 -2.131 <.001
AllViolated vs AllMet in TD -5.041 0.482 -5.986 -4.096 <.001
ImpViolated vs ImpImpPsViolated in TD -0.319 0.301 -0.908 0.271 0.290
ImpViolated vs AllMet in TD -2.428 0.370 -3.152 -1.703 <.001
ImpImpPsViolated vs AllMet in TD -2.109 0.365 -2.824 -1.394 <.001
Participant group (ASD vs TD; AllViolated) 1.561 0.644 0.299 2.823 0.015
Participant group (ASD vs TD; ImpViolated) 0.679 0.579 -0.456 1.814 0.241
Participant group (ASD vs TD; ImpImpPsViolated) 1.039 0.587 -0.111 2.190 0.076
Participant group (ASD vs TD; AllMet) 0.480 0.674 -0.842 1.801 0.477
NVIQ 0.076 0.141 -0.201 0.352 0.591
Age 0.682 0.231 0.230 1.134 <.01
Gender (Female vs Male) 0.423 0.556 -0.668 1.513 0.447
Condition x Participant Group
(AllViolated vs ImpViolated) x (ASD vs TD) -0.882 0.568 -1.994 0.230 0.120
(AllViolated vs ImpImpPsViolated) x (ASD vs TD) -0.522 0.582 -1.662 0.619 0.370
(AllViolated vs AllMet) x (ASD vs TD) -1.081 0.693 -2.440 0.278 0.119
(ImpViolated vs ImpImpPsViolated) x (ASD vs TD) 0.361 0.492 -0.604 1.326 0.464
(ImpViolated vs AllMet) x (ASD vs TD) -0.199 0.605 -1.385 0.987 0.742
(ImpImpPsViolated vs AllMet) x (ASD vs TD) -0.560 0.605 -1.745 0.626 0.355
N Critical items 16
N Subjects 51
N Datapoints 816
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.391 / 0.604
∆ Marginal R2 / ∆ Conditional R2 0.359 / 0.554
Note: The baseline is the first argument in the above scheme (x vs y).
Figure 3.12 and 3.13 plotted mean covered response rates in adults and children, re-
spectively. Significance levels from the two models presented above are also summarized in
the two figures. In general, the overall patterns of covered box rates are the same across
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all participant groups. However, one noticeable difference is that while covered box rates
in the ImpViolated and the ImpImpPsViolated for the adults averaged at 88.5% and 83.1%
respectively, the children’s covered box rates in the two conditions are noticeably lower,
with an average at 43.4% and 31.6% in the ASD group and at 50% and 44.9% in the TD
group.
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Figure 3.12: Experiment 5: Adults’ accuracy by condition
To further compare between the adult and child data, a logistic mixed effects model was
fitted to their data, dropping the fixed effects of NVIQ and age. The model is summarized in
Table 3.6, showing only differences between adults and children in only the relevant pairs of
conditions. In general, adults were significantly more likely than both groups of children to
choose a covered box in all of the conditions, except in the AllMet condition, where children
chose a covered box significantly more than adults. Comparing the differences between
(1) the AllViolated and the ImpImpPsViolated conditions (compared to ASD: B=-0.59,
p=0.374; to TD: B=-1.123, p=0.08) and (2) the ImpViolated and the ImpImpPsViolated
conditions (compared to ASD: B=-0.073, p=0.90; to TD: B=0.298, p=0.55), adults did not
differ from either group of children. However, adults differ from both groups of children in
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Figure 3.13: Experiment 5: Group 1 children’s accuracy by condition
their differences between the covered box rates in the ImpViolated and the AllMet conditions
(compared to ASD: B=5.428, p<0.001; to TD: B=5.269, p<0.001).
No logistic regression model was run on the data of the children in the performance group
2. The pattern is, however, plotted in Figure 3.14. In general, the children in this group
seemed to misunderstand or not fully comprehend the task, resulting in similar pattern of
responses across conditions.
3.5.3.6 Interim conclusion and discussion
Experiment 5 aimed at directly comparing the acquisitions of scalar implicatures, lexical
presuppositions, and implicated presuppositions in one paradigm. In particular, it inves-
tigated the meanings that can be obtained from the negated universal quantifier ‘not ev-
ery ’ through different mechanisms, including the existential lexical presupposition, the
restrictor-nuclear scope intersection implicature, anti-uniqueness implicated presupposi-
tions, and the literal, logical truth. The study adapted the Covered Box paradigm (Huang
et al., 2013), where two alternatives of a visible picture and a picture that is covered from
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Table 3.6: Experiment 5: Summary of the accuracy model comparing the adults and the
children in Group 1.
Adults vs Children in Group 1
Accuracy
Fixed Effects
Estimates
(Betas)
SE
Lower
CI
Upper
CI
p-values
Intercept (Baseline: AllViolated, Adults) 4.216 0.550 3.137 5.294 <.001
Participant group (Adults vs ASD; AllViolated) -2.538 0.718 -3.946 -1.131 <.001
Participant group (Adults vs ASD; ImpViolated) -3.060 0.627 -4.289 -1.832 <.001
Participant group (Adults vs ASD; ImpImpPsViolated) -3.133 0.613 -4.334 -1.931 <.001
Participant group (Adults vs ASD; AllMet) 2.367 0.868 0.667 4.068 0.006
Participant group (Adults vs TD; AllViolated) -1.434 0.677 -2.760 -0.108 0.034
Participant group (Adults vs TD; ImpViolated) -2.854 0.555 -3.942 -1.767 <.001
Participant group (Adults vs TD; ImpImpPsViolated) -2.557 0.528 -3.592 -1.521 <.001
Participant group (Adults vs TD; AllMet) 2.414 0.779 0.887 3.941 0.002
Gender (Female vs Male) 0.755 0.451 -0.130 1.639 0.095
Condition x Participant Group
(AllViolated vs ImpImpPsViolated) x (Adults vs ASD) -0.594 0.668 -1.904 0.715 0.374
(ImpViolated vs ImpImpPsViolated) x (Adults vs ASD) -0.073 0.561 -1.172 1.027 0.897
(ImpViolated vs AllMet) x (Adults vs ASD) 5.428 0.894 3.675 7.180 <.001
(AllViolated vs ImpImpPsViolated) x (Adults vs TD) -1.123 0.649 -2.394 0.149 0.084
(ImpViolated vs ImpImpPsViolated) x (Adults vs TD) 0.298 0.500 -0.682 1.278 0.551
(ImpViolated vs AllMet) x (Adults vs TD) 5.269 0.830 3.642 6.895 <.001
N Critical items 16
N Subjects 88
N Datapoints 1408
Marginal R2 / Conditional R2 0.570 / 0.747
∆ Marginal R2 / ∆ Conditional R2 0.540 / 0.707
Note: The baseline is the first argument in the above scheme (x vs y). The results comparing conditions for each participant
group as well as differences between ASD and TD children should be checked in their independent models.
sight were simultaneously presented. The participants were asked to select the picture that
matched with the audio description in the scheme of ‘...but in this group, not every x is
doing y ’, e.g., ‘not every zebra is holding an ice cream’.
If participants interpret the sentence by its literal meaning: ‘It is not true that every
zebra is holding an ice cream.’ alone, lower rates of choosing covered box, i.e., rejecting the
visible picture, in the AllViolated condition, where no zebra is present in the visible picture,
are expected. By comparing between the covered box response rates in the AllViolated con-
dition and those in the ImpImpPsViolated condition, where one zebra is present but not
doing the action, differences are expected if participants base their answer on the existen-
tial lexical presupposition. If participants are sensitive to the anti-uniqueness implicated
presuppositions, differences between the covered box response rates in the ImpImpPsVio-
lated condition and those in the ImpViolated condition, where there is indeed more than
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Figure 3.14: Experiment 5: Group 2 children’s accuracy by condition
one zebra but none is doing the action, should be detected. It is worth noting, however,
that the difference between the ImpImpPsViolated and the ImpViolated conditions would
be due to an additive and not pure effects from implicated presuppositions alone, as scalar
implicatures are also violated in the condition. Lastly, difference in covered box response
rates between the ImpViolated condition and the AllMet condition, where 2 out of 3 zebras
are holding an ice cream, is predicted if participants compute the scalar implicature that
the set of zebras and the set of entities holding an ice cream should intersect.
The adult data provide empirical evidence that they were accessing the meanings from
the existential lexical presupposition and the restrictor-nuclear scope intersection im-
plicature, as suggested from their significant differences in covered box rates between (1)
the AllViolated and the ImpImpPsViolated conditions and (2) the ImpViolated and the
AllMet conditions, respectively. The adults, however, did not display their sensitivity
to the anti-uniqueness implicated presuppositions, showing no differences between the
ImpImpPsViolated and the ImpViolated conditions.
The pattern in the child data was the same as adults, with signs of them computing lex-
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ical presuppositions and scalar implicatures, but not implicated presuppositions. Overall,
age was a significant factor in predicting their responses, with older children choosing more
covered boxes. Comparing between the children with ASD and the TD children, children
with ASD chose covered boxes significantly less in the AllViolated condition, compared to
the TD children. Other pairs of conditions did not yield significant differences between the
two groups of children. This suggests that access of the literal, logical meaning is the most
indicative of group differences in children, with children with ASD basing their interpreta-
tion on literal meanings to a higher extent than TD children. In contrast, children with ASD
are on par with TD children in accessing the meaning derived from lexical presuppositions,
implicated presuppositions, and scalar implicatures.
A comparison between adults’ and children’s behavior reveals several significant differ-
ences. For one thing, adults had significantly higher covered box rates in the AllViolated, the
ImpViolated, and the ImpImpPsViolated conditions, while having signifcantly lower covered
box rates in the AllMet condition than both groups of children, suggesting that they were,
in general, more likely to produce expected results. Secondly, adults were significantly less
likely to accept the visible picture in the AllViolated condition than both children with ASD
and TD children, indicating the children’s higher tendency to rely on the logical meaning
rather than pragmatically inferred meaning, compared to adults. Moreover, a significant
interaction between condition and participant group was obtained where the effects of scalar
implicatures were predicted. Specifically, adults significantly chose more covered boxes in
the ImpViolated condition than in the AllMet condition to a higher extent than children
in both groups. This suggests that children are less likely to derive scalar implicatures,
compared to adults.
3.6 General discussion
This chapter aims at investigating the Pragmatic over Grammatical Hypothesis that chil-
dren with ASD struggle more with pragmatic than grammatical aspects of language. The
experiments in this chapter were designed to directly compare between the children’s perfor-
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mance on linguistically encoded information and contextually-informed meaning in utter-
ances. Experiment 4.1 and 4.2 probe into children’s production and comprehension of Thai
personal reference terms, which encode both morpho-semantic information and pragmati-
cally inferred meaning. Since Thai personal reference system is sensitive to the relationships
between interlocutors, data were only collected with children to avoid the lack of compara-
bility with adult data. Experiment 5 explores further into the children’s ability to access
different types of meanings, including literal meaning and meanings that are derived from
lexical presuppositions, implicated presuppositions, and scalar implicatures.
3.6.1 Major findings
3.6.1.1 Personal reference terms
Production and comprehension tasks consistently yield asymmetrical performance across
both experiments on personal reference terms. Children in both groups were observed to
have significant more accuracy in production tasks than comprehension tasks in Experiment
4.1. The same results were replicated in Experiment 4.2, despite the two experiments being
administered to different groups of individuals. With regards to the difference between the
two groups of participants, both experiments acquired the same results that children with
ASD avoided terms with higher person deictic level by choosing to refer to themselves with
personal names rather than pronouns, when they had freedom of choice in production.
As for the comprehension task of Experiment 4.1, TD children generally made fewer and
different types of errors, compared to children with ASD. Children with ASD were shown to
generally be able to detect the person F-features, but they seemed to struggle the most with
the pragmatic aspects of personal reference terms that involve implicated presuppositions
and person and social deixis. Even though person F-features seem to be detected by children
with ASD, gender F-features, such as those marked on the female third-person pronoun th7:,
proved to be a less prominent cue for them. Additionally, a small group of children with
ASD had difficulties even with marked person F-features, resulting in the pronoun-reversal
type of errors. TD children were found to be the least accurate in their comprehension of
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the male third-person pronoun khaˇw, indicating that either number or type of implicated
presuppositions from person and/or gender unmarked features affects their performance. As
for deictic-center-shifted pronouns, they yielded similar results to kin terms and pronouns
with marked person F-features, suggesting essential difference between their acquisition and
the acquisition of pronouns with person underspecification.
Experiment 4.2 largely replicated the results from Experiment 4.1. Children with ASD
still outperformed TD children in their comprehension of the second-person formal pro-
noun khun, where its F-feature is marked but the social-deictic information was unusual.
Third-person pronouns still appeared to yield low accuracy rates across the two participant
groups, with male third-person pronoun being especially difficult. The outdated first-person
pronoun khaˆ: that was added in Experiment 4.2 appeared to not have been acquired by
both groups of children, yielding the lowest accuracy rates among all the personal reference
terms.
3.6.1.2 Presuppositions and implicatures
The significant difference in the adults’ covered box response rates in the AllViolated and
the ImpImpPsViolated conditions provides empirical evidence that adults access the derived
meaning from existential lexical presupposition. They also appear to compute scalar im-
plicature, as seen in the difference between the ImpViolated condition and the AllMet con-
dition. However, no significant additive effects were obtained from the anti-uniqueness
implicated presuppostion in this experiment. While high proportions of children were ex-
cluded from the main statistical analyses (41.94% exclusion for ASD; 40% for TD) due to
them not fully comprehending the task, the children in the performance group 1 display
the same pattern as adults. The statistical analysis of the child data provides evidence
for both children with ASD and TD children in Group 1 accessing the meaning derived
from lexical presupposition and scalar implicature. The most indicative of group difference
between children with ASD and TD children is their acceptance of literal meaning in the
AllViolated condition, of which the visible picture conforms to only the literal meaning.
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The children with ASD significantly chose visible pictures more than the TD children, who
mostly preferred covered boxes.
Overall, the differences between adults and children are that adults rely less on the
literal, logical meaning than both children with ASD and TD children, preferring covered
boxes in the AllViolated condition to a higher extent than children. Adults and both groups
of children, however, are not different in their likelihood to derive lexical presuppositions
nor implicated presuppositions. However, the results show significant difference between
adults and children in calculating scalar implicatures.
3.6.2 Implications
The results from the studies in this chapter support the Pragmatic over Grammatical Deficit
Hypothesis that pragmatics is particularly challenging for children with ASD, compared to
the grammatical aspects of language. One major caution, however, is that while grammar
seems to be relatively intact, compared to pragmatics, a subgroup of children with ASD still
does not perform well in that respect. In Experiment 4.1 and 4.2, while generally, children
with ASD were observed to be sensitive to the grammatically encoded person F-features,
some children in the group made mistakes in reminiscence of pronoun reversals. These
grammatical mistakes with regards to F-features may hint at more fundamental language
deficits. Children with ASD who made such mistakes after a certain age may belong to
the ALI subgroup. A large proportion of children who participated in Experiment 5 fails
to fully comprehend the task. Such non-uniformity that was observed in the data suggests
that despite pragmatic deficits being more prominent even in higher-functioning children,
grammatical deficits may still be present for some subgroup of children with ASD.
The high consistency between the results of Experiment 4.1 and 4.2 indicates that deixis
proves to be difficult for children with ASD. While grammatical F-features are detected,
unusual social-deictic information does not deter children with ASD from seconding their
choice. Given freedom of choice in production tasks, children with ASD prefer to avoid
highly deictic personal reference terms. Such replicated results strongly support person
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deixis avoidance in ASD, as also previously observed in a small group of children with ASD
(Chanchaochai, 2013).
Overall, the results in the current studies are very consistent with previous literature in
many aspects. Firstly, previous experimental studies on scalar implicature in child language
found significantly higher preference for logical responses to scalar implicature in children
than adults (Chierchia et al., 2001; Gualmini et al., 2001; Foppolo et al., 2012; Noveck,
2001; Papafragou and Musolino, 2003). The current study also observed that children rely
more on logical, literal meaning to a higher extent compared to adults.
Secondly, studies on scalar implicatures in adolescents with ASD suggest that their
scalar implicatures are intact (Chevallier et al., 2010; Hochstein et al., 2017; Pijnacker
et al., 2009). The results in this chapter provide further empirical evidence that not only do
adolescents with ASD perform on par with TD adolescents, children with ASD are also age-
appropriate in their performance on deriving scalar implicatures. Additionally, this study
adds that even though the children with ASD’s ability to compute scalar implicature is on
par with TD children, they still tend to give more logical, literal responses, compared to
their peers, as seen in their significantly lower covered box rates in the AllViolated condition.
Thirdly, the current results are in accordance with Yatsushiro (2008)’s claim that lexical
presuppositions are acquired earlier than scalar implicatures and perhaps than certain types
of implicated presuppositions, similar to Legendre et al. (2011). The current study adds the
observation to the literature that types of implicated presupposition matter in the acquisi-
tion pattern. In Experiment 4.1 and 4.2, the implicated presuppositions of non-human seem
to be relatively easier than those of masculine gender for children in both groups. Moreover,
the third-person male pronoun, which lack both their person F-feature and their masculine
gender feature, yield the lowest accuracy rates by both groups. Experiment 5 lends further
insights that types, rather than the number of, implicated presuppositions attributes to the
interpretation of a given term. This is evident from the fact that even though implicated
presuppositions seem to affect the accuracy rates in comprehending certain personal refer-
ence terms in Experiment 4.1 and 4.2, implicated presuppositions do not seem to have an
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additive effect on covered box response rates in any group of the participants in Experiment
5.
The proposal that different types of implicated presuppositions may affect participants’
performance differently is a plausible proposal, considering that rates of deriving scalar im-
plicatures were also previously observed to differ by scalar terms. Papafragou and Musolino
(2003) improved success rates in children deriving scalar implicatures when the task in-
volved number terms, such as <three, two>, rather than scalar terms, such as <all, some>.
Moreover, the results in Experiment 4.1 and 4.2 show that marked person F-features are
noticeable to children with ASD, while marked gender F-features are challenging for them to
detect. This suggests a similar conclusion that types of F-feature may also be represented
differently. These observations raise interesting theoretical issues on types of implicated
presupposition and lexical F-feature and their pattern of acquisition.
In addition to the contributions that are in line with previous literature, it is important
to note that these studies are the first to explore implicated presuppositions in children
with ASD. The results from these experiments indicates their struggles in comprehending
implicated presuppositions in the domain of personal reference terms. However, since im-
plicated presuppositions were not evident in adults nor TD children in their interpretation
of the negated quantifier ‘not every ’, the absence of evidence for implicated presuppositions
in children with ASD is, therefore, not deviant from other participant groups.
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Chapter 4
Language Profiles and
Cognitive/Developmental Factors
4.1 Introduction
This chapter aims at exploring the effects or correlations between different cognitive and
developmental factors and the children’s performance on the linguistic tasks. This is to in-
vestigate the Cognitive Factor Hypothesis: that a developmental factor such as age similarly
correlates with the performance of children with ASD and TD children on their linguistic
tasks, whereas cognitive factors may correlate more with the performance of children with
ASD than TD children. The hypothesis is based on two alternative explanations: that more
cognitive resources and effort may be required for children with ASD to equally perform on
linguistic task as TD children or that children with ASD’s cognitive systems compensate
for certain language impairment (Livingston and Happe´, 2017; Ullman and Pullman, 2015).
The secondary aim of this chapter is to explore individual differences in the group of chil-
dren with ASD, which may give rise to patterns of different subgroups of autism based on
their performance across linguistic tasks.
This chapter begins with a summary of experiments and cognitive measures that the
children participated in. It proceeds to the correlation analyses between cognitive measures,
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age, and performance across experiments. A summary of individual language profiles is then
presented before the chapter concludes.
4.2 Experiments and cognitive measures
This chapter includes the data from Fall 2017 because the data from Summer 2016 were
restricted to two experiments, whereas the data from Fall 2017 covered all of the five experi-
ments and two cognitive measures. The complete list of experiments and cognitive measures
that were administered is provided below.
1. Experiment 1.2: Processing of compounds (Conditions MS, M, Ph, and C)
2. Experiment 2: Effects of Thai stress and tones on lexical processing
3. Experiment 3: Effects of talker/token differences on lexical processing
4. Experiment 4.2: Personal Reference Terms (Participants E, C, B, and G)
5. Experiment 5: Implicated presuppositions and implicatures (NotEvery)
6. Cognitive measures:
(a) Non-verbal intelligence quotient (NVIQ)
(b) Non-verbal visual-spatial working memory test
The Ravens Standardized Progressive Matrices (Raven et al., 2000) were administered
to the participants to measure their non-verbal intelligence quotient (NVIQ). Non-verbal
working memory (NVWM) scores were obtained by administering the Corsi Block-Tapping
Task (Corsi, 1972; Kessels et al., 2000) in the Psychology Experiment Building Language
(PEBL) Test Battery, Version 2.0 (Mueller and Piper, 2014). The participants were in-
structed to remember the sequences in which square targets were lit and reproduce the
sequences by clicking on the targets in the same order as they appeared. Figure 4.1 shows
a screenshot of the Corsi Block-Tapping Task that was presented to the children. A total
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of 9 square blocks were on the screen. Up to 9 block spans were lit up in a random order.
Two trials of the same span length were included in each block. Participants had to get
at least one trial correct in order to proceed to the next block with one longer block span.
The memory span of each participant obtained from the PEBL program was included as
one of the cognitive measures in this chapter.
Figure 4.1: The Corsi Block-Tapping Task.
4.3 Correlation analyses
To test the hypotheses stated above, Pearson correlation analyses were done between age,
cognitive measures, and the participants’ performance on each task were tested. The first
section provides the correlation analyses among developmental and cognitive measures
themselves. The next sections continue to explore the correlations between developmen-
tal/cognitive measures and task performance. The section ends with correlation analyses
of performance between tasks.
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4.3.1 Age and Cognitive measures
A result of the Pearson correlation showed no significant correlations between age and
NVIQ in either the group of children with ASD (r=-0.21, p=0.25) or TD children (r=-
0.09, p=0.50). A linear regression model confirmed no effects of age on NVIQ (B=-0.018,
p=0.22). Participant group is not a significant factor in predicting NVIQ (B=6.058, p=0.78).
Additionally, No interaction was found between participant groups and age effects on NVIQ
(B=1.470, p=0.52).
While there was no correlations between age and NVIQ in either groups of children, age
and non-verbal working memory significantly positively correlate in the TD group (r=0.72,
p<0.001) but not in the group of children with ASD (r=0.30, p=0.10). A linear regression
model also showed interaction between age and participant groups in affecting NVWM, with
more effects of age on NVWM in TD children than children with ASD (B=0.265, p=0.05).
Figure 4.2 presents such correlations, showing steep improvement in NVWM with age in
the TD group.
Figure 4.2: Scatter plot and regression line showing individual participant’s age and non-
verbal working memory span with their participant groups and ID number.
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Figure 4.3: Scatter plot and regression line showing individual participant’s non-verbal IQ
and non-verbal working memory span with their participant groups and ID number.
In contrast, while age and NVWM did not correlate in the group of children with ASD,
their NVIQ and NVWM highly positively correlate (r=0.61, p<0.001). On the other hand,
such correlation between NVIQ and NVWM was not found in the TD group (r=0.18,
p=0.17). An interaction result from a linear regression model also supported that NVIQ
affects NVWM to a significantly lower extent in the TD group than in the group of children
with ASD (B=-0.029, p=0.03). Figure 4.3 shows higher NVWM as NVIQ increases in the
group of children with ASD, compared to TD children. A linear regression model revealed
that age affects the performance on this task
4.3.2 Age and performance across experiments
This section investigates the effects of age, a developmental factor, on the children’s perfor-
mance on different tasks. Specifically, it investigates whether age correlates with or affects
the subgrouping criteria used for each task or certain results that were found to be signifi-
cantly different between participant groups. Age was found to negatively correlate with the
percentages of excluded data points in Experiment 1.2 and 2 (same data set) in both the
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group of children with ASD (r=-0.40, p=0.03) and the TD group (r=-0.56, p<0.001). A
linear regression model revealed that age affects the performance on this task
Figure 4.4: Scatter plot and regression line showing individual participant’s age and per-
centages of excluded data points in Experiment 1.2 and 2 with their participant groups and
ID number.
similarly in both groups of children (B=-0.013, p=0.45), with older children having less
excluded data points, and hence more of them belonging to Group 1. Figure 4.4 presents
such correlations in both groups of children. In Experiment 3, age also appeared to nega-
tively correlate with the percentages of excluded data points of the TD children (r=-0.48,
p<0.001) but not of children with ASD (r=-0.01, p=0.94). However, a linear regression
model did not reveal any interaction between age and participant groups effects on the
performance in Experiment 3 (B=-0.021, p=0.20).
Because only four participants were excluded in Experiment 4.2, two other continuous
variables were included in the correlation analyses. The two variables were shown to be
indicative of participant group effects in the previous chapter. A Pearson correlation analysis
showed that age positively correlates with both groups of children’s choice of using a personal
pronoun to refer to themselves, rather than personal names or other terms (ASD: r=0.37,
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p=0.04; TD: r=0.45, p<0.001). A linear regression showed no difference between the effects
of age on the use of first-person pronouns across participant groups (B=-0.021, p=0.65),
with older participants of both groups being equally more likely to choose to use personal
pronouns than younger children.
Figure 4.5: Scatter plot and regression line showing individual participant’s age and per-
centages of children using first-person pronouns to refer to themselves.
Figure 4.5 shows that even though age affects their use of personal pronouns to a similar
extent, no TD children of age 10 or older preferred choices other than personal pronouns
in referring to themselves. All of the children were also fairly consistent with their choice
of personal reference terms across their two trials of first person production, hence most
choices being either 0% or 100% of personal pronoun use. Further correlation analysis
were done on their accuracy rates in comprehending the second-person pronoun khun in
the formal register, which were shown in the previous chapter to differ across participant
groups. In both the groups of children with ASD and TD children, no correlations were
found between age and their accuracy rates (ASD: r=0.06, p=0.74; TD: r=-0.01, p=0.97).
A linear regression model also revealed no interaction between the age effects on their
accuracy rates across participant groups (B=-0.011, p=0.79).
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As for Experiment 5, age of both groups of children showed no significant correlation
with their accuracy rates in the AllMet and the Filler 3 conditions, which were used as
measures for task comprehension and exclusion criteria (ASD: r=0.31, p=0.09; TD: r=0.18,
p=0.17). A linear regression model supported that the effects of age on their accuracy rates
in the two conditions of Experiment 5 do not differ across participant groups (B=-0.008,
p=0.75). As seen in the previous chapter, the AllViolated condition yielded significantly
different results between children with ASD and TD children. The covered box rates in the
AllViolated condition of Experiment 5 were, therefore, included in the correlation analyses.
The results from the correlation analyses showed no correlation between age and their
covered box rates in the AllViolated condition in the TD group (r=0.18, p=0.17). On the
other hand, in the group of children with ASD, the covered box rates positively correlate
with the age of the children (r=0.46, p<0.01), as shown in Figure 4.6. Such difference
in correlations was, however, not supported by a linear regression model, only showing no
significance in the interaction between the effects of age and participant groups on their
covered box rates, with age having less effects in the TD group (B=-0.05, p=0.08).
Figure 4.6: Scatter plot and regression line showing individual participant’s age and covered
box rates in the AllViolated condition of Experiment 5.
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In sum, age effects were present in all of the experiments. Nevertheless, the effect of age
on the task performance were not found to significantly differ across the participant groups
in all of the experiments.
4.3.3 Cognitive measures and performance across experiments
This section explores the correlations between cognitive measures, namely non-verbal in-
telligence quotient (NVIQ) and non-verbal working memory (NVWM) on the children’s
performance across the experiments, in the same aspects as what we have seen in the pre-
vious section with the effects of age.
4.3.3.1 Non-verbal intelligence quotient
NVIQ displayed a negative correlation with the percentages of excluded data points in Ex-
periment 1.2 and 2 in the group of children with ASD (r=-0.40, p=0.03), but not in the
TD group (r=-0.56, p<0.001). A linear regression model, however, did not show signifi-
cant interaction between the effects of NVIQ and participant groups on the percentages of
excluded data points in Experiment 1.2 and 2 (B=0.003, p=0.11).
On the other hand, NVIQ highly correlates with the percentages of excluded data points
in Experiment 3 in the group of children with ASD (r=-0.52, p<0.01), but not in the TD
group (r=0.01, p=0.97). A linear regression model supported the correlations with a highly
significant interaction effect between NVIQ and participant groups on the performance
in Experiment 3 (B=0.005, p<0.001). Figure 4.7 showed a sharp contrast between the
correlations of NVIQ and task performance in Experiment 3 between the group of children
with ASD and the TD group. While NVIQ showed no correlation on the performance of
TD children, higher NVIQ in children with ASD assisted them in completing the task with
higher accuracy and fewer items with extreme reaction times.
As for the production and comprehension of personal reference terms, no correlations
were found between NVIQ and the production of first-person pronouns (ASD: r=0.26,
p=0.15; TD: r=0.09, p=0.49) nor the comprehension of the second-person pronoun khun
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Figure 4.7: Scatter plot and regression line showing individual participant’s NVIQ and
percentages of excluded data points in Experiment 3 with their participant groups and ID
number.
in the formal register (ASD: r=0.09, p=0.64; TD: r=0.55, p=0.68) in both groups of
participants. Linear regression models also yielded no interactional effects between NVIQ
and participant groups on either the production of first-person pronouns (B=-0.003, p=0.50)
or the comprehension of the formal second-person pronoun (B=-0.000, p=0.97).
In Experiment 5, NVIQ positively correlates with the accuracy rates in the AllMet
and the Filler 3 conditions for children in ASD (r=0.43, p=0.02), but not in TD children
(r=0.24, p=0.06). Such group difference in correlations, however, were not supported by
a linear regression model, finding no interaction between NVIQ and participant groups on
the accuracy rates in the two conditions of Experiment 5 (B=-0.001, p=0.78). Similarly,
no correlations were observed between NVIQ and the covered box rates in the AllViolated
condition in either the group of children with ASD (r=0.11, p=0.56) or the TD group
(r=0.18, p=0.17). A linear regression model supported that the effects of NVIQ on their
covered box rates do not differ across participant groups (B=0.001, p=0.78).
All in all, the correlations between NVIQ and task performance were observed in Ex-
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periment 1.2, 2, 3, and 5 but not in Experiment 4.2. Additionally, NVIQ was also found to
differ in its effects on the children’s performance in Experiment 3 across participant groups.
Higher NVIQ in children with ASD positively affects their task performance, while it does
not do so in the TD child data.
4.3.3.2 Non-verbal working memory
A negative correlation was observed between NVWM and the percentages of excluded data
points in Experiment 1.2 and 2 for both groups of children (ASD: r=-0.60, p<0.001; TD:
r=-0.46, p<0.001). With the correlations present in both groups, a linear regression model
showed no significant interaction between the effects of NVWM and participant groups
(B=0.012, p=0.60).
Additionally for both groups of children, NVWM negatively correlates with the per-
centages of excluded data points in Experiment 3 (ASD: r=-0.50, p<0.01; TD: r=-0.33,
p=0.01). A linear regression model further displayed a significant interaction effect between
NVWM and participant groups on the performance in Experiment 3 (B=0.046, p=0.02),
with a stronger effects of NVWM on the task performance in the group of children with
ASD than the TD group. See Figure 4.8 for the correlations.
While it was shown earlier that NVIQ did not affect the production of first-person pro-
nouns, NVWM positively correlates with the percentages of first-person pronoun production
in both groups of children (ASD: r=0.45, p=0.01; TD: r=0.33, p=0.01). No interaction
between NVWM and participant groups was found in modelling the first-person pronoun
production in Experiment 4.2 (B=-0.017, p=0.79). Similar to NVIQ, NVWM also does
not correlate with the comprehension of the second-person pronoun khun in both groups
of participants (ASD: r=0.15, p=0.42; TD: r=-0.03, p=0.80). Linear regression models
yielded no interaction between NVWM and participant groups on the comprehension of the
pronoun (B=-0.040, p=0.46).
Similar to NVIQ and Experiment 5, NVWM positively correlates with the accuracy
rates in the AllMet and the Filler 3 conditions for children in ASD (r=0.54, p=0.001),
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Figure 4.8: Scatter plot and regression line showing individual participant’s NVWM and
percentages of excluded data points in Experiment 3 with their participant groups and ID
number.
but not for TD children (r=0.13, p=0.33). No interaction between NVIQ and participant
groups on the accuracy rates in the two conditions was, nonetheless, found in a linear
regression model (B=-0.049, p=0.17). No correlations were observed between NVWM and
the covered box rates in the AllViolated condition in either the group of children with ASD
(r=0.23, p=0.20) or the TD group (r=0.19, p=0.15). Accordingly, the effects of NVIQ on
their covered box rates in a linear regression model do not differ across participant groups
(B=-0.012, p=0.75).
To summarize, the correlations between NVWM and task performance were found in
some aspects of all of the experiments. Similar to NVIQ, NVWM was observed to affect
the performance in Experiment 3 to a higher extent in the group of children with ASD than
the TD group.
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4.3.3.3 Between-experiment performance
TD Children: The performance across experiments appeared to correlate. The percent-
ages of excluded data points in Experiment 1.2 and 2 positively correlate with those in
Experiment 3 (r=0.52, p<0.001), while negatively correlate with the percentages of first-
person pronoun production in Experiment 4.1 (r=-0.38, p<0.001) and whether or not they
belong to Group 1 in Experiment 5 (r=-0.27, p=0.04). Excluded data points in Experi-
ment 3 also negatively correlate with their first-person pronoun production in Experiment
4.1 (r=-0.41, p<0.001). Additionally, Experiment 4.2 first-person pronoun production and
the accuracy rates for the AllMet and Filler 3 conditions in Experiment 5 correlate (r=0.28,
p=0.03). The accuracy rates in comprehending of the formal second-person pronoun khun
positively correlate with their accuracy rates in the two conditions that were included in
the exclusion criteria of Experiment 5 (r=0.32, p=0.02).
Children with ASD: Likewise, children with ASD who performed well in one experi-
ment also appeared to perform well in the others. The percentages of excluded data points
in Experiment 1.2/2 and 3 also highly correlate (r=0.61, p<0.001). Those percentages in
the two experiments also negatively correlate with the percentages of first-person pronoun
production in Experiment 4.2 (Experiment 1.2/2: r=-0.53, p<0.01; Experiment 3: r=-
0.48, p<0.01) and the accuracy rates of the AllMet and Filler 3 conditions in Experiment
5 (Experiment 1.2/2: r=-0.52, p<0.01; Experiment 3: r=-0.43, p=0.01). The accuracy
rates in comprehending of the formal second-person pronoun khun positively correlate with
the children being included in Group 1 of Experiment 3 (r=0.36, p=0.04). One major
difference between the two participant groups is that not only do Experiment 1.2/2 and
the pronoun production in Experiment 4.2 correlate with the accuracy rates of the AllMet
and Filler 3 conditions, they also correlate with the children with ASD’s covered box rates
in the AllViolated condition (Experiment 1.2/2: r=-0.40, p=0.02; Experiment 4: r=0.39,
p=0.03).
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4.4 K-means cluster analysis
Section 4.3.3.3 established that the children’s performance across various linguistic tasks
correlate with each other. This section aims to continue to detect subgroups of children
with ASD by the patterns of performance across linguistic experiments alone without de-
velopmental or cognitive measures. This section clusters observations that are continuous
variables across experiments. These observations include the values that subgrouping cri-
teria of different experiments were based on, including (1) the percentages of excluded data
points after the removal of inaccurate responses and extreme response times in Experiment
1.2, 2, and 3 and (2) the accuracy rates in the AllMet and Filler 3 conditions in Experi-
ment 5. Moreover, they also include observations where children with ASD differ from TD
children, including (1) the production of first-person pronouns, (2) the comprehension of
the formal second-person pronoun khun, and (3) the covered box rates in the AllViolated
condition of Experiment 5.
A k-means cluster analysis was performed on the data of children with ASD using the
cluster package (Version 2.1.0; Maechler et al. 2019), the factoextra package (Version
1.0.5; Kassambara and Mundt 2017), and the NbClust package (Version 3.0; Charrad et al.
2014), in the R environment. K-means clustering is an algorithm used in machine learning
for classifying observations in a data set into the pre-specified k number of clusters. The
classification is done by maximizing the similarity between each objects of the same cluster
and minimizing the similarity of objects between different clusters. The data were first
standardized before its k-means were computed with the kmeans function with 25 initial
configurations.
The k number of clusters has to be pre-determined for the computation of k-means. To
determine the optimal number of clusters based solely on the children with ASD’s perfor-
mance on linguistic tasks, the average silhouette and the gap static methods (Tibshirani
et al., 2001) were used. Both of the methods consistently suggested that the children with
ASD can be optimally clustered into two groups, as seen in the result visualizations in
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Figure 4.9 and 4.10 respectively for each method.
Figure 4.9: The optimal number of clusters by the average silhouette method.
Figure 4.10: The optimal number of clusters by the gap statistic method.
With the two methods suggesting 2 as the optimal number of clusters, k-means were
computed, partitioning the data set into 2 clusters. Cluster 1 comprised 13 children with
ASD (M age = 10;8, M NVIQ = 101.15), while the other 19 children with ASD (M age
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= 8;11, M NVIQ = 91.64) were included in Cluster 2. An illustration of the two clusters
are presented in Figure 4.11, using the fviz cluster function, which performed principal
component analysis (PCA). The first two principal components that captures the majority
of the variance were used for plotting the data.
Figure 4.11: The k-means cluster plot of individual children with ASD based on their
performance on the linguistic experiments in this dissertation.
Standard pairwise scatter plots were further used to illustrate the two clusters of children
with ASD compared to the original variables. Figure 4.12 shows that children with ASD in
Cluster 1 generally have fewer excluded data points in Experiment 1.2/2 and 3 than children
with ASD in Cluster 2. A visualization of the results of Experiment 4.2 and 5 in Figure 4.13
showed that children with ASD in Cluster 1 chose to produce more first-person pronouns,
while having relatively high accuracy in the AllMet and Filler 3 conditions, compared to
Cluster 2. Figure 4.14 shows that the children with ASD in Cluster 1 were generally highly
accurate in detecting the marked person feature of the second-person pronoun
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Figure 4.12: The children with ASD’s performance on Experiment 1.2/2 (x axis) and 3 (y
axis) by their k-means clusters (Cluster 1 in yellow; 2 in purple).
Figure 4.13: The children with ASD’s accuracy rates in the AllMet and Filler 3 conditions
in Experiment 5 (x axis) and their rates of first-person pronoun production in Experiment
4 (y axis) by their k-means clusters (Cluster 1 in yellow; 2 in purple).
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khun, despite the pronoun’s social awkwardness, while also tended to reject the literal
meaning in the AllViolated condition.
Figure 4.14: The children with ASD’s covered box rates in the AllViolated condition in
Experiment 5 (x axis) and their accuracy rates of formal second-person pronoun compre-
hension in Experiment 4 (y axis) and by their k-means clusters (Cluster 1 in yellow; 2 in
purple).
4.5 Individual profiles
Individual profiles were created for each child based on their performance on linguistic and
non-linguistic tasks in this dissertation. The individual profiles combined aspects of the
data from all five experiments, including (1) their age, (2) gender, (3) NVIQ, (4) NVWM,
(5) which subgroup they were grouped to in each experiment, (6) Experiment 1.2 and 2:
percentages of excluded data points (Exclusion criteria), (7) Experiment 3: percentages of
excluded data points (Exclusion criteria), (8) Experiment 4.2: percentages of first-person
pronoun production, (9) Experiment 4.2: accuracy rates in comprehending the second-
person pronoun khun in the formal register, (10) Experiment 5: accuracy rates in the
AllMet condition and Filler 3 (Exclusion criteria), (11) Experiment 5: accuracy rates in the
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AllViolated condition, and (12) Children with ASD’s k-means cluster (see Section 4.4 for
more details). The individual profiles are provided in Appendix B.
4.6 General discussion
This chapter aims at investigating the last hypothesis of this dissertation which is the
Cognitive Factor Hypothesis: that cognitive factors, as opposed to a developmental factor
like age, would correlate more with the performance of children with ASD than that of TD
children. It additionally attempts to create individual profiles for each of the children who
participated in all of the experiments in Fall 2017 in order to detect certain patterns in
their performance that may assist in subgrouping children with ASD.
Correlation analyses were performed on (1) age and cognitive measures, including non-
verbal intelligence quotient (NVIQ) and non-verbal working memory (NVWM), (2) age
and performance across experiments, (3) cognitive measures and performance across ex-
periments, and (4) between-experiment performance. Age and NVIQ, which were included
in previous models in the previous chapters, were not found to correlate with each other.
However, age correlate with NVWM for the TD group but not in the group of children
with ASD. On the other hand, NVWM was found to correlate with NVIQ in the group of
children with ASD, but not in the TD group.
With regards to the correlations between age and the children’s performance on different
tasks, age was found to be an important factor in certain aspects of all of the experiments.
However, the extent to which age correlates with and affects the task performance was not
significantly different between participant groups. In contrast, NVIQ and NVWM were
both found to differ in its effects on the two group of children’s performance in Experiment
3. Higher NVIQ and NVWM correlate with better task performance in children with ASD
but not in TD children. While NVIQ and NVWM have different pattern of correlations with
Experiment 3 performance in children with ASD, compared to TD children, they did not
yield different interaction effects on the performance in the other experiments. This may
be partly due to the fact that all but one TD child’s performance was below the exclusion
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criteria. The nature of the task in Experiment 3 might be the least challenging among all of
the tasks. The fact that it still poses challenges for a subgroup of children with ASD, but not
TD children, with lower NVIQ and NVWM suggests group difference between children with
ASD and TD children that are present regardless of NVIQ and NVWM. Since Experiment
3 was the only experiment which yielded different interaction between NVIQ/NVWM and
participant group effects, no definitive conclusions can be reached for the Cognitive Factor
Hypothesis. It however suggests that there could be certain differences between the two
groups of children’s reliance on these cognitive factors in performing linguistic tasks.
Further correlation analyses revealed that the performance across tasks correlate with
each other for both children with ASD and TD children. The major findings in each of
the experiments were compiled for each individual child. Experiment 1.2 and 2 involved
a lexical decision task, where as Experiment 3 used picture-sound congruity decision task.
The two tasks involved lexical knowledge and lexical processing in an accurate and timely
manner. Two variables from Experiment 4.2 were selected based on what was found to
be the major difference between children with ASD and TD children. Those variables
include the percentages of their choice in producing first-person pronoun, as opposed to
other terms such as personal names that also belong in the Thai personal reference system
and the accuracy rates in the comprehension of the formal second-person pronoun khun,
which suggests their ability to detect marked grammatical features on pronouns but their
insensitivity to social deictic information. For Experiment 5, the accuracy rates in the
AllMet and the Filler 3, which were the bases for the exclusion criteria, and the covered
box rates in the AllViolated condition were included in the k-means cluster analysis.
A k-means cluster analysis were performed on the observations in the data of children
with ASD to explore if they give rise to detectable subgroups in the children with ASD.
Both the average silhouette and the gap static methods (Tibshirani et al., 2001) suggested
that the number of optimal clusters are 2. Based on the number, k-means were computed
for the number of 2 clusters for children with ASD. The results revealed that children with
ASD in Cluster 1 have better global linguistic abilities than children with ASD in Cluster
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2. This links back to the literature on the heterogeneity in autism and the proposals of
subgroups of children with ASD with and without language impairments (ALI and ALN
respectively; Boucher 2012; Tager-Flusberg 2004). The results in this dissertation supports
subgrouping of children with ASD based on linguistic abilities. It leaves open for future
research, however, the question of whether the nature of language impairments in autism
is similar to that of language impairments in Specific Language Impairments (SLI).
Another implication from the results in this chapter lies in the nature of the language
profiles of the children with ASD in Cluster 1, compared to the children with ASD in Cluster
2. The children with ASD in Cluster 1 appear to have intact lexical processing, produce
first-person pronouns, and rely less on the literal meaning when inferred meanings are
violated. Interestingly, they also tend to be highly sensitive to the marked person feature in
second-person pronouns, despite the pragmatic oddness in formality with regards to social
deixis.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this dissertation, I explore topics in language and autism in Thai. Properties of Thai
such as lexical tones, vowel length distinctions, compounding, highly complex personal
reference system, and deictic-center shifting were employed in designing carefully-planned
experiments. This dissertation examined three main hypotheses through 5 sets of linguistic
experiments and 2 non-linguistic tasks done by Thai children with autism and typically
developing controls.
The first hypothesis is that ASD children (perhaps limited to the subgroup with co-
morbid language impairments) have difficulties activating abstract lexical representations
as effectively as TD children, due to their hyperattention to phonetic details of speech.
Second, pragmatics is predicted to be particularly difficult for all the ASD children, while
morphological and semantic aspects of language are relatively intact. Third, cognitive
factors such as nonverbal intelligence quotient (NVIQ) and nonverbal working memory
play a greater role in the ASD than the TD performance on linguistic tasks.
5.1 Contributions
This dissertation provides a linguistically-motivated investigation into different areas of lan-
guage in children with ASD, compared to TD children and in parts, to adults. It illustrates
how fine distinctions among linguistic units may affect language production and comprehen-
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sion in children. This dissertation mainly adds to the literature on morphological, semantic,
and pragmatic abilities of children with autism with the major findings and contributions
reviewed by chapter.
Chapter 2, which investigates morpho-phonological and semantic aspects of lexical pro-
cessing, provides evidence for the Independent Morphological Processing (IMP) hypothesis
(Bacovcin et al., 2017), showing robust morphological effects that are independent of phonol-
ogy and semantics on the processing of Thai compounds in adults. Children with ASD in
Group 2 displayed some signs of deviance, showing hyper-attention to the acoustic differ-
ences between primes and targets, compared to their TD peers in the same performance
groups. Both children with ASD and TD children in the performance group 1, on the
other hand, showed similar effects as adults, except that phonological effects were absent
in the child data. The major finding lies in the enhanced morphological facilitation effects
in children with ASD of Group, compared to their TD peers in the same group. Children
with ASD, however, were not more facilitated by the primes that are both morphologically
and semantically related to the targets, than TD children, suggesting that their enhanced
morphological effects can appear independent of enhanced semantic effects.
To explore the children’s sensitivity to phonological details in speech further, children
with ASD got significantly lower facilitation than TD children in the conditions where
targets that are natural-sounding surface forms, as opposed to the less frequent full forms.
The results suggest a deeper, but slower, processing of surface forms, compared to full forms,
in Experiment 2. With the assistance of visual information, children with ASD performed
equally well as TD children in Experiment 3, supporting that such slower processing found
in Experiment 2 may result from their slower lexical semantic processing. The Abstract
Representation Difficulty Hypothesis, thus, holds for a subgroup of children with ASD, while
other children with ASD display intact phonological representation, enhaced morphological
processing compared to TD controls, and intact but slower lexical processing.
Chapter 3 explores the Pragmatic over Grammatical Deficits Hypothesis. Using fine
distinctions within personal reference terms that may have been overlooked in previous
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studies on language and autism, consistent replicated results suggests that while grammat-
ical person F-features are intact in children with ASD’s representation of pronouns, they
are less sensitive to deictic information in their interpretation of pronouns. In a language
where personal names and other options are available for use, lower rates of pronoun use can
go undetected. Given such freedom of choice, children with ASD were also more likely to
choose not to use the first-person pronoun, which is higher in its deictic level than personal
names. Children with ASD also performed more poorly in the comprehension of unmarked
pronouns which require implicated presupposition, suggesting fine pragmatic deficits in chil-
dren with ASD also manifest themselves at a smaller level of language. Even with minimal
comparisons among pronouns, lexically-encoded core grammatical features and pragmatic
ones are distinguished in children’s language processing.
Chapter 3 also adds to the literature on lexical presuppositions, scalar implicature, and
implicated presuppositions the observation that not only adolescents, but also children with
ASD are on par with their TD peers in deriving scalar implicatures. This suggests that they
are age-appropriate in deriving scalar implicatures and that not all kinds of pragmatic infer-
ences are equally challenging for children with ASD. Both children and TD children in this
study, however, differ from adults in their rates of calculating scalar implicatures, with chil-
dren in both groups relying more on literal, logical meaning than adults. Children with ASD
consistently showed their intact ability in arriving at lexically presupposed meanings in both
the task related to personal reference terms and negated quantifiers not every, supporting
that lexical presuppositions are generally less challenging for children than scalar implica-
ture. As for implicated presuppositions, the personal reference term experiments support
that implicated presuppositions are later to be acquired than lexical presuppositions. The
additive effect of implicated presupposition violation on top of scalar implicature, however,
was not found in this experiment. The most indicative difference between the group of
children with ASD and the TD group lies in the children with ASD’s heavier reliance on
literal, logical meaning when other semantically- and pragmatically-inferred meanings are
violated.
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Chapter 4 partly contributes to the Cognitive Factor Hypothesis, suggesting the pos-
sibility that cognitive factors, as opposed to developmental factors, correlates more with
children with ASD’s performance on linguistic tasks. The evidence for the hypothesis was
only present in Experiment 3, where both NVIQ and NVWM correlate more with the per-
formance of children with ASD than with TD children. Other experiments did not yield
significant difference in correlation patterns with developmental nor cognitive factors.
Additionally, children in both groups displayed correlations in their performance across
all of the experiments in the dissertation. Chapter 4 compiled selected results, that were
shown to yield group differences between children with ASD and TD children, from previous
chapters as individual language profiles for each child. Two subgroups of children with
ASD were identified through k-means cluster analysis. Children with ASD in Cluster 1
have globally better performance across experiments than children with ASD in Cluster 2,
supporting that subgroups of ASD children, including ALI and ALN, may be able to be
classified based on their performance on linguistic tasks alone. Children with ASD in Cluster
1 were found to have more intact lexical processing, produce more first-person pronouns,
and be more likely to reject literal meaning when inferred meanings are violated. The ability
to detect lexical F-features also appeared to be better in the children with ASD in Cluster
1 but that simultaneously suggests that they were still less sensitive to the social-deictic
information that is pragmatically encoded in the formal 2nd person pronoun.
5.2 Future directions
As with other experimental studies, the experimental results in this dissertation should
be replicated and extended in Thai and other languages. Specifically, the comparability
between Experiment 1.1 and 1.2 should be maximized by using the same ISIs and the same
proportion of fillers. In general, lexical decision tasks appear to be more challenging for
children than picture-sound-congruity decision tasks as the task heavily relate to children’s
language experience. Pseudowords that conforms to the phonotactics of a given language
may not be decided as non-words for younger children. While Experiment 3 involves a
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relatively less challenging task, it may also benefit from certain improvements in the future,
including counterbalancing whether pictures and sounds match with each other or not
within the fillers, instead of within critical items. Other adjustments in designs include
keeping constant the properties of the tested items, e.g., including exclusively monosyllabic
or disyllabic nouns or verbs, keeping targets constant across conditions. In languages with
other available measures, such as frequency, neighborhood density, and age of acquisition
for words or other standardized clinical measures, those measures should be controlled for
and modelled in lexical processing experiments.
Apart from improvements in experimental design, the results from Chapter 2 raises
interesting questions. Future studies may explore further the hypersensitivity to acoustic
differences in a subgroup of children with ASD and the enhanced morphological effects but
delayed lexical semantic processing in another subgroup of children with ASD. Chapter 3
also raises a question on the acquisition of implicated presuppositions as a pure, rather
than an additive, effect by both TD children and children with autism. Chapter 4 raises
questions on the similarities and differences between the language profiles of a subgroup
children with ASD and children with Specific Language Impairment.
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Appendix A
Stimuli
A.1 Experiment 1.1 and 1.2
The table below presents all of the stimuli in Experiment 1.1 and 1.2. Experiment 1.1
included Conditions MS, M, and S, while Experiment 1.2 included Conditions MS, M, Ph,
and C. In each condition, the IPA transcription is provided on the first line. The meaning of
the entire compound is provided on the second line, while the meaning of each component
is on the third line. Most of the items were included in both Experiment 1.1 and 1.2.
Exceptions were indicated by gray boxes. The items with gray boxes in the S condition
were only present in Experiment 1.1, but not Experiment 1.2. The items with gray boxes
in the Ph and C conditions were exclusive to Experiment 1.2 and were not included in
Experiment 1.1.
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A.2 Experiment 2
The stimuli in Experiment 2 are listed with their full tones in the table below:
Simplex Nouns Simplex Verbs
No. IPA Meaning No. IPA Meaning
1 kra`P-paˇw ‘bag’ 23 kra`P-do:t ‘jump’
2 kra`P-ta`:j ‘rabbit’ 24 kra`P-ca:j ‘disperse’
3 kra`P-da`:t ‘paper’ 25 kra`P-prip ‘blink’
4 kha`P-noˇm ‘dessert’ 26 kha`P-naˇ:n ‘parallel’
5 kha`P-ja`P ‘trash’ 27 kha`P-ja`w ‘shake’
6 kha´P-nE:n ‘score’ 28 kha´P-nO:N ‘impetuous’
7 kha´P-na´: ‘Chinese kale’ 29 kha´P-mam ‘fall’
8 cha´P-ni: ‘gibbon’ 30 cha´P-na´P ‘win’
9 ta`P-k`ı:ap ‘chopsticks’ 31 ta`P-kla`P ‘greedy’
10 ta`P-la`:t ‘market’ 32 ta`P-luj ‘smash’
11 ta`P-kraˆ: ‘basket’ 33 ta`P-ko:n ‘shout’
12 tha`P-noˇn ‘road’ 34 tha`P-waˇ:j ‘offer’
13 tha´P-le: ‘sea’ 35 tha´P-lO´P ‘quarrel’
14 ma´P-na:w ‘lime’ 36 ma´P-la:j ‘demolish’
15 ra´P-khaN ‘bell’ 37 ra´P-ba:j ‘paint’
16 la´P-khO:n ‘play’ 38 la´P-la:j ‘melt’
17 la´P-PO:N ‘mist’ 39 la´P-P`ı:at ‘detailed’
18 la´P-mu´t ‘sapodilla’ 40 la´P-m7: ‘talk in one’s sleep’
19 pha´P-na´k ‘backrest’ 41 pha´P-nan ‘gamble’
20 pha´P-lo´: ‘five-spiced sauce’ 42 pha´P-juN ‘support’
21 sa`P-bu`: ‘soap’ 43 sa`P-Pa`:t ‘clean’
22 sa`P-pa:n ‘bridge’ 44 sa`P-du`t ‘stumble’
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A.3 Experiment 3
No. IPA Meaning No. IPA Meaning
1 ti:aN ‘bed’ 31 kaˆw-Pˆı: ‘chair’
2 pa`:k ‘mouth’ 32 kun-cE: ‘key’
3 kluˆ:aj ‘banana’ 33 ban-daj ‘stairs’
4 cha´:N ‘elephant’ 34 kan-kraj ‘scissors’
5 muˇ: ‘pig’ 35 sa-mu`t ‘notebook’
6 ca:n ‘plate’ 36 kra-ta`:j ‘rabbit’
7 klO`N ‘box’ 37 kra-paˇw ‘bag’
8 soˆm ‘orange’ 38 pra-tu: ‘door’
9 ma´: ‘horse’ 39 ma´-pra´:w ‘coconut’
10 foˇn ‘rain’ 40 ma´-muˆ:aN ‘mango’
11 pla: ‘fish’ 41 thu´-ri:an ‘durian’
12 pe`t ‘duck’ 42 maN-khu´t ‘mangosteen’
13 sWˆ:a ‘shirt’ 43 ku-la`:p ‘rose’
14 no´k ‘bird’ 44 ca-mu`:k ‘nose’
15 maˇ: ‘dog’ 45 ta-kraˆ: ‘basket’
16 ta: ‘eye’ 46 sa-pha:n ‘bridge’
17 ka`j ‘egg’ 47 ta-k`ı:ap ‘chopsticks’
18 kuˆN ‘shrimp’ 48 kra-rOˆ:k ‘squirrel’
19 n´ıw ‘finger’ 49 ka:N-ke:N ‘pants’
20 huˇ: ‘ear’ 50 kra-thaˇ:N ‘pot’
21 khO: ‘neck’ 51 tha-le: ‘sea’
22 mu`:ak ‘hat’ 52 kra-tha´P ‘pan’
23 kEˆ:m ‘cheek’ 53 ma´-na:w ‘lime’
24 kh´ıw ‘eyebrow’ 54 kra-du`:k ‘bone’
25 phoˇm ‘hair’ 55 chom-phu: ‘rose apple’
26 mW: ‘hand’ 56 kra-da`:t ‘paper’
27 ta`w ‘turtle’ 57 sa-bu`: ‘soap’
28 baˆ:n ‘house’ 58 kha-ja`P ‘trash’
29 ta´:w ‘foot’ 59 tha-noˇn ‘road’
30 rˇı:an ‘coin’ 60 Pa-Nu`n ‘grape’
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Appendix B
Individual profiles
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